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In this study I have examined relationships between biological, linguistic and 
cultural patterns of variability among 19th Century Indian groups of the American Great 
Plains. Through this research I have sought to address Cavalli-Sforza et al.'s (1994) call 
for studies regarding cultural and biological correlation and also to partially assess their 
methodology of equating linguistic relationships with biologically influential, ethnic 
boundaries. I have constructed biological, linguistic, and cultural distance matrices, 
based on the Boas database of anthropometric measurements, Ruhlen's (1976) and 
Campbell's (1997) linguistic taxonomies, and Murdock's (1967) Ethnographic Atlas, 
respectively. Furthermore, I constructed a geographic distance matrix and a social 
distance matrix, based on ethnohistorical accounts of intergroup relations among the 
Plains groups. I subjected all matrices to the Mantel test of matrix comparison. 
There were no significant correlations between biological and linguistic, linguistic 
and cultural, or cultural and biological matrices. Biological relationships correlated with 
geographic distances in one out of four cases. Social distances correlated variously with 
biological, linguistic, and cultural distances, with correlations ranging from weak to 
moderately strong. 
These results indicate a considerable break with the assumptions of Cavalli-Sforza 
et al.' s ( 1994} model of clinal diversification. Furthermore, they indicate that linguistic 
boundaries are not always reliable indicators of ethnicity, inasmuch as ethnicity implies 
an inherent tendency toward Mendelian delineation. 
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Anthropology has long sought to record and explain human diversity. Why have 
members of our species come to exhibit such striking variations in our biological, 
linguistic, and cultural composition? An emerging research trend has addressed this 
question in terms of fissioning populations and their progressive biological, linguistic, 
and cultural diversification over time and geographic space. L. Luca Cavalli-Sforza, 
Paolo Menozzi, and Alberta Piazza have brought a new depth to this endeavor in their 
pioneering work, The History and Geography of Human Genes (1994). These authors 
have constructed global maps detailing geographic frequency distributions of certain 
genes and their variant alleles. By evaluating these genetic gradients of similarity and 
difference, Cavalli-Sforza et al. have been able to extrapolate an evolutionary history of 
human genetic diversification and construct phylogenetic trees that represent the 
historical relations of extant groups. To further refine these interpretations, they have 
compared these results with knowledge from other fields, "in particular 
paleoanthropology, prehistory, history, geographic and ecological setting, and the cultural 
evidence that comes indirectly from linguistic studies" (Cavalli-Sforza, et al. 1994:5). In 
this fashion they have arrived at a reconstruction of aboriginal migratory trajectories, as 
well as a temporal frame of reference in which to situate them. This thesis will further 
investigate the framework of Cavalli-Sforza et al. by examining the intersection of 
biological, linguistic, and cultural differentiation among native populations within the 
American Great Plains during the nineteenth century. 
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A primary assumption of Cavalli-Sforza et al's research is that genetic and 
linguistic variation should tend to correlate, as they are both driven by separation of 
populations over geographic space and time. Cavalli-Sforza et al. have also considered 
ethnographic data in their population reconstructions, noting that cultural variability 
should tend to correlate with linguistic and biological differentiation. While they have 
given some weight to cultural traits, in general Cavalli-Sforza et al. have held linguistic 
schemata as a more important means of delineating population units and ethnic 
boundaries among migrating and interacting historic groups. However, this 
straightforward association of language with ethnicity may tend to overshadow certain 
nuances of population histories. Despite their subsumption of cultural and ethnic 
identities under linguistic parameters, Cavalli-Sforza et al. do note that cultural behaviors 
can affect the human gene pool in many complex ways. They point out a lack of studies 
regarding the relationship between cultural difference and biological difference, 
remarking that two individuals would seem to have a better chance of marrying if they 
were similar on any cultural scale (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994:23). In this thesis, I will 
examine the aforementioned relationship between biological and cultural similarity 
among certain American Indian groups of the Great Plains. Furthermore, I will compare 
these findings with patterns of linguistic relatedness in order to ascertain any difference 
between the use of cultural similarity versus linguistic similarity as an indicator of 
biological affinity. 
The aboriginal groups of the American Great Plains offer a particularly interesting 
context in which to compare biological, linguistic, and cultural co-variation. It is the 
sheer variety of Plains Indian linguistic groups and ethnicities, as well as the complexity 
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of inter-group relations that makes this region suitable for addressing Cavalli-Sforza et 
al. 's call for additional investigation. The historically known indigenous groups of the 
Great Plains represent a special situation for addressing the intersection of cultural 
variability and biological relatedness. They exhibited widespread, ecologically adapted 
cultural complexes as well as politically and economically influenced patterns of alliance 
and warfare, all crosscutting ethnically diverse population structures formed by "the 
relatively recent arrival of a number of groups with widely different cultural heritages 
and significant linguistic differences" (Scaglion 1980:23). In other words, the Great 
Plains groups stemmed from a variety of biological, linguistic, and cultural backgrounds, 
and these groups variably interacted in a number of interesting ways. How have group 
patterns of cultural and biological variability played out on this stage? Do these factors 
pattern predictably with linguistic taxa? 
The context of Plains area indigenous relations is additionally well suited to 
assess Cavalli-Sforza et al. 's research. Cavalli-Sforza et al. predicate much of their work 
on the notion that mass human migrations have been largely driven by innovation in 
modes of food production. This, in tum, has led to population explosion and a 
subsequent exhaustion of a geographic locale's carrying capacity. These changes would 
have led to conflict over resources, as well as group expansion into new territories, both 
of which would have had biological consequences. Patterns of conflict or alliance 
between groups inhabiting the same territory, as well the rearrangement of these patterns 
to accommodate incoming migrants, would have intensified or altered existing lines of 
gene flow among populations. This situation was certainly the case on the Great Plains. 
After the adoption of equestrian nomadism, groups were able to more actively exploit the 
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bison resources of the Plains, which in tum stimulated population growth (e.g. Apache 
and Comanche). As these expanded populations sought to intensify their resource 
exploitation, they were forced to move into new hunting territories, which may or may 
not have been already occupied. In addition, surrounding groups that had not practiced a 
nomadic hunting lifestyle before were drawn into the area and adopted equestrian hunting 
because of its subsistence advantage ( e.g. Cheyenne). These expanding hunting 
populations frequently collided with one another, creating complex patterns of alliance 
and conflict. As noted, this is an ideal situation to investigate the interaction of biological 
and cultural blending in relation to linguistic similarity and difference. 
To accomplish this analysis, I made use of four main data sources: the Boas 
database of cranio-facial and anthropometric measurements, Murdock's (1967) 
Ethnographic Atlas, Ruhlen's (1976) A Guide to the Languages of the World, and 
Campbell's (1997) American Indian Languages: the Historical Linguistics of North 
America. Using the Boas data, I examined anthropometric variation among fifteen 
populations to measure biological distance and affinity. In the absence of genetic data 
representing nineteenth century populations, the Boas anthropometric measurements, 
which were taken around the turn of the twentieth century, offer a useful alternative for 
assessing biological relationships from a period more reflective of traditional lifeways 
and population structures. From the Boas data, I constructed a biological distance matrix 
for these fifteen groups, which represent varying degrees of linguistic relatedness, 
differing temporal habitation of the region, as well as various configurations of alliance 
and hostility. These groups include Pawnee, Omaha, the Ponca, Crow, Assiniboine, 
Teton, Santee Sioux, Plains Cree, Blackfoot and Piegan (considered as one group due to 
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under-representation in the Boas sample), Arapaho, Cheyenne Apache, the Shoshone, 
Comanche, and Kiowa. In a similar fashion, I constructed a cultural distance matrix for 
these groups using Murdock's Ethnographic Atlas. This matrix considers such cultural 
traits as subsistence economy, type and intensity of agriculture, other technologies, 
settlement patterns, community organization, jurisdictional hierarchy and its rules of 
succession, inheritance of property, class stratification, religion, norms of premarital 
sexual behavior, mode of marriage, family organization, marital residence, kin groups 
and exogamy, and kinship terminologies, among others. I grouped these traits into six 
cultural distance matrices, which will consider manner of subsistence, economy and 
technology, kinship and marriage, form of inheritance, socio-political organization, and 
various customs. I also created a composite cultural distance matrix, which considers all 
of the traits together, making for a total of seven cultural distance matrices. Finally, since 
there is considerable debate regarding the actual taxonomic relationships among various 
North American languages, I created two linguistic distance matrices according to the 
taxonomic schemes ofRuhlen ( 1976) and Campbell ( 1997). I subsequently subjected all 
matrices, i.e. the biological distance matrices, the composite and individual cultural 
distance matrices, the three linguistic matrices, along with a geographic distance matrix, 
to the Mantel (1967) correlation test to determine the manner in which they may or may 
not co-vary. 
These tests unfortunately resulted in no significant correlations among biological, 
linguistic, or cultural distances. Biological differences did pattern geographically in one 
out of four cases (Boas D-Square, excluding Cree), but failed significance for the 
remaining biological /geographic comparisons. Furthermore, social distances 
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significantly correlated with linguistic taxonomies, geographic distances, as well as 
cultural distances. The overall lack of correlation among biological, linguistic, and 
cultural distances would seem to indicate processes outside the scope of strictly clinal 
diversification. Moreover, it calls into question the role of using linguistic taxonomies as 
predictors of endogamously ethnic population processes. 
I will set the stage for these correlation studies, beginning in Chapter II, which 
will explore anthropological conceptions of the relationship between linguistic and 
biological relatedness, on one hand, and linguistic and cultural similarity, on the other. In 
order to situate the current correlation results in specific social and cultural contexts, 
Chapter III will present an overview of the Plains geographic and cultural area. This 
overview will first outline the anthropological conception of the Great Plains as a 
"culture area," considering such topics as causative environmental factors, as well as 
typical patterns of subsistence technology, material culture, and socio-political 
organization. I discuss these matters in hope of sorting out the patterns of Plains culture 
that, as subject to environmental adaptation, tended to be shared by various populations, 
and thus seem unlikely to reflect strict, linguistically ancestral distributions. On the other 
hand, these widespread patterns of cultural similarity could nevertheless show internal 
differentiation and thus reflect more recent histories of biological interaction among 
groups. After considering the Plains as a "culture area," I will then turn to such factors as 
what groups were indigenous to the area, the duration of their habitation in various 
locations, as well as their histories of migration. In doing so, I seek to better understand 
ancestral histories in order to shed light on the patterns of biological and cultural 
variation found in the current study. Chapter III will also examine patterns of economic 
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interdependency, alliance, and warfare among these groups, again with the intention of 
better understanding tendencies of biological and cukural interaction among Plains 
populations. Chapter IV will detail my methodology for measuring and comparing 
biological, cukural, and linguistic distances. This discussion will include a description of 
the nature and arrangement of the anthropometric data in the Boas database, the cultural 
materials from Murdock's Ethnographic Atlas (1967), and the historical linguistic 
schemata ofRuhlen (1976) and Campbell (1997). I will describe how these data have 
been evaluated to construct distance matrices, as well as how these matrices have been 
analyzed for correlations. Chapter V will present the results of these matrix comparisons. 
Finally, Chapter VI will summarize my conclusions, situate their relevance in regard to 
Cavalli-Sforza et al.'s and others' research, and offer suggestions for future research. 
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Chapter II 
Conceptions of Biological, Linguistic, and Cultural Variation 
As noted in Chapter One, Cavalli-Sforza et al.'s (1994) study attempts to 
understand genetic diversification and microevolutionary relationships among extant 
human groups through the construction of phylogenetic trees of relatedness. Particularly 
important to this study was a cross-referencing of linguistic and genetic classifications. 
By mapping language families and superfamilies onto worldwide clusters of genetic 
similarity, Cavalli-Sforza, et al. (1994) sought to further elucidate histories of human 
migration. This technique presupposes considerable overlap between the processes of 
human biological and linguistic diversification and assumes that the variability and 
distribution of one are useful in interpreting the same measurements of the other, for the 
reconstruction of population histories. This issue is far from straightforward, however, 
and in general anthropological opinions are divided regarding the actual relationship 
between processes of human biological and linguistic diversification and change. In this 
chapter, I will examine several sides of this issue in turn, as well as some fundamental 
assumptions underlying the different positions. 
Moreover, Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1994) make near exclusive use of linguistic 
typologies to index fissiparous, migratory ethnicities. They base this technique on the 
assumption that, to a large extent, a group's ethnic identity and cultural palette are 
subsumed under its linguistic affiliation. That is to say, a group's identity, as it is defined 
by a certain configuration of distinctive cultural features and ethnic markers, should be 
more or less conterminous with the group's linguistic boundaries. I will examine in turn 
Cavalli-Sforza et al. 's argument for this assumption as well as some fundamental 
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critiques of this position. Throughout these considerations, I will focus on the ways in 
which anthropologists have conceived the juncture of human biological, linguistic, and 
cultural variability - the ways in which these patterns of differentiation have been shown 
to vary or not to vary according to a unified process. These considerations should help 
guide the overall objective of discerning how cultural similarity/dissimilarity may· 
subdivide the gene poo� as well as facilitate an improved understanding as to what extent 
linguistic affiliation is actually a measure of cultural/ethnic differentiation. 
The Juncture of Biological and Linguistic Populations 
The current paradigms of human biological change are largely informed by the 
dynamic, microevolutionary interplay of population genetic systems. In its early 
conceptions, physical anthropology theorized human variation and evolution in terms of 
"pure races, modified only through mixture" (Howells 1969:373). While the advent of 
genetic analysis techniques helped researchers more reliably assess connections among 
various groups, researchers still tended to think in terms of stable populations that 
evolved primarily through processes of mutation and natural selection. However, as the 
importance of population dynamics, with the concomitant evolutionary forces of genetic 
drift and flow, emerged into the mainstream ofbiological thought in the mid 1960s, 
researchers began to recognize the significant ways in which such factors as population 
size, migration, and group isolation have determined human variation (Howells 
1969:373). Through increased understanding of these processes, researchers began to 
realize that clusters and stratification of human genetic variation could variously coincide 
with such "history-related variables" as geography, ethnicity, and language, among others 
(Calafell et al. 2000: 17). 
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In light of these notions, Cavalli-Sforza et al. ( 1988) advanced the claim that far 
reaching correlations could be observed between molecular genetic dendrograms, 
constructed from worldwide populations, and cladistic typologies of worldwide linguistic 
diversity. The claim for such correlations is indeed plausible (a point to which I will 
return later). Furthermore, if found, these correlations should be quite useful, in that the 
corroboration of multiple lines of evidence adds reliability to the reconstruction of 
uncertain histories, whether genetic, linguistic, or ethnic. As mentioned earlier, the 
processes that give rise to genetic variation can indeed be directly related to other 
population parameters such as ethnicity and language. However, these correspondences 
do not necessarily stand in a one to one relationship, either in the current situations of 
extant groups or at various points in their developmental histories. That is to say, various 
correlative relationships among populations may not have arisen simultaneously under 
influence of the same set of causal factors. For example, there could be certain situations 
where linguistic and genetic correlations suggest a common heritage for two populations, 
while the observed correlation might have actually arisen under different circumstances, 
with linguistic or genetic leveling crosscutting two previously unrelated groups. 
Correlation does not necessarily imply causality, and it is uncertain in how many cases it 
actually reflects a common historical root for groups, or rather belies other historical 
processes that have led to the current situation of covariation. As such, the mechanism 
that Cavalli-Sforza et al ( 1 988, 1 994) have so strongly relied upon to explain genetic and 
linguistic co-variation, namely demic migration1 , does not necessarily account for all 
1 Migration entailing entire or large parts of a population 
1 0  
instances of genetic and linguistic correlation among current populations. Furthermore, 
there are numerous examples of little or no correlation between genetic and linguistic 
patterns, as would be predicted under Cavalli-Sforza et al.'s models (1 988; 1994). This 
would strongly suggest the importance of other population patterns apart from demic 
migration, and call into question the theoretical tenets of a historical reconstruction model 
that relies almost exclusively on a demic migrational framework. Again, I will explore 
these issues in tum, but first I will discuss some basic conceptions of how genetic 
diversity and linguistic diversity can simultaneously arise from migratory processes. 
The Effects of Migration on Population Biology 
As noted, microevolutionary change comes about largely through the processes of 
genetic drift and flow. These phenomena may be thought of essentially in terms of 
consolidation or isolation of population segments. Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza (1976) 
have explored these dynamics of change as they can occur along a spatial continuum of 
locally proximal to absolutely isolated groups. With respect to drift and flow, a 
theoretically self-contained population should tend toward internal regularity, in that its 
members have consistently exchanged genes over time and have established stable 
patterns. Barring an influx of external individuals or novel environmental selection, gene 
distributions within the population should undergo little change. On the other hand, 
when such a population undergoes fission, the stage is set for sweeping change. 
Regarding such population divisions, Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza state, "If subsets do 
not communicate genetically (i.e., do not exchange individuals), they evo Ive each on their 
own, and may behave as independent realizations of evolutionary events in panmictic 
populations under mutation, selection, and drift" (1976:329). This situation may be 
1 1  
understood in terms of "isolation by distance," where the amount of genetic divergence 
corresponds to the length of time groups have been effectively separated from one 
another. Both geographic distance and geographic obstacles can create this isolation. 
Not considering parallel selection 1 or convergent selection2, major population fissions 
can only result in inter-group differentiation over time. Genetic isolation after these group 
divergences, however, is never complete, as "some migration continues in a relatively 
constant way" (Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza 1976:331). This produces an intermediate 
state between the evolutionary dynamism of "complete" fission and the stable state 
created by constant migration among geographically proximal populations. 
Overall, Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza (1976) propose several models of migration 
that may be viewed in terms of this dichotomy, that is, the regular exchange of 
individuals among geographically proximal populations on one hand, and the demic 
diffusion of larger groups of migrants on the other. In summation, they state, 
"Migration which is nearly constant in time between population subsets will have 
a homogenizing effect on them; migration which takes place by rare, maybe 
unique pulses will instead create new subsets with new migration patterns and 
they may increase the opportunity for differentiation. A migration pulse may last 
over several generations, but cease or diminish eventually, often having altered in 
a permanent way the structure of the population" (Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza 
1976:331). 
1 Morphological or functional similarity derived independently in separate lineages 
2 Analogous traits in separate lineages stemming from similar environments or selective pressures 
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As mentioned earlier, the genetic stability produced by constant inter-migration and the 
genetic dynamism sparked by migratory isolation are not distinctly polar opposites, but 
rather occur together in various proportions for any given situation. 
An example of this interrelation between stasis and change may be seen in 
Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza' s (1976) discussion of ''uniform" and "multiuniform" 
models of migration. The uniform model assumes that individuals from one population 
have an equal likelihood of migrating to any other population. In terms of trees of 
descent, a uniform migration is represented by a situation where all "populations separate 
at the same point in time from a unique stem population" (Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza 
1976:352). Geographic distance has not yet completely isolated the migrants and there 
remains significant relation between the core population and all of its migratory 
offshoots, as well as among the offshoot groups themselves. On the other hand, a 
multiuniform migration situation "is generated by letting each of the branches of a 
uniform model split further, all simuhaneously at a later time" (Carmelli and Cavalli­
Sforza 1976 :352). The muhiuniform model is practically the same as the uniform, except 
it conceives several clusters of separate populations, which were connected at one time, 
but have since migrated in different directions and have formed population islands of 
sorts. Again, this model assumes equal likelihood that an individual from one population 
cluster will migrate to any other population cluster, as long as they are both members of 
the same migratory cline. Whereas in the uniform situation the offshoot groups still 
have significant contact with one another, in a multiuniform migration, these groups 
eventually lose contact and begin to genetically diverge to a much greater extent. Thus, 
varying levels of maintained contact among the dispersed groups temper the absolute 
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isolation of population fissions. The intensity of such contact is largely determined by 
geographical proximity, which Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza (1976) have discussed in 
terms of the "stepping stone" or "circular" model of migration. 
The stepping stone model of migration assumes that movement is limited to 
neighboring populations. Migrants may only reach non-neighboring groups by passing 
through their immediate neighbors. As mentioned, this model may be conceived as a 
circular pattern, where populations are regularly distributed around a circular hub. 
However, this circular pattern need not be the case, and the stepping stone pattern can 
indeed hold true along more linear migratory paths. Both versions of the model describe 
the regular interaction of geographically proximal populations, the rate of which should 
fall off in a decreasing sequence according to the number of intervening territories 
between a pair of groups. As such, given theoretical spatial homogeneity, ''the 
covariances between any two populations are functions solely of their distance apart" 
(Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza (1976:340). It is in this manner that migrations within a 
uniform configuration of populations, as well as along a set of multiuniform trajectories, 
create gradients of genetic similarity. Constant inter-migration is maintained for a certain 
distance in all directions in a uniform situation, and in "both" directions ( that is to say 
either toward the ancestral stem population or away from it) at any point along a cline in 
a set of multiuniform migratory paths. Both this linear aspect of the stepping stone 
model, as it occurs along multiuniform clines, as .well as the circular aspect, which occurs 
among multiple populations in a more or less bounded locale, have certain implications 
for the co-diversification of genetics and language and the continued co-variance of their 
distributions. I will return to these points later. 
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Linguistic and Biological Parallels in Migratory Processes 
Having discussed these migrational patterns primarily in terms of their biological 
consequences, I will now explore more thoroughly the relationship between biological 
and linguistic processes. There is a considerable body of research that demonstrates a 
correlation between linguistic and biological diversity among worldwide human 
populations. As Cavalli-Sforza et al. have stated, "the history of major fissions in the 
process of occupations of continents or parts of them is likely to be mirrored in both 
genetic and linguistic evolutions" ( 1 994: 10 1 ). Many feel that this correlation has resulted 
from an actual link between the processes of biological and linguistic diversification, or 
even more, that extant linguistic and biological diversity have resulted from the selfsame 
process. Generally, the proponents of this view (e.g. Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1 994; 
Barbujani 1997; Chen et al. 1 995) feel that the same "isolation by distance" that led to 
major genetic divergences has also led to linguistic separation and diversification through 
parallel processes such as "linguistic drift." Because language is transmitted primarily 
from parent to offspring, in a vertical manner, it logically follows that language and 
biology should have tended towards similar diversification patterns, with differences 
accruing as split populations saw less and less of one another over time. Two results, 
linguistic stasis (a theoretical ideal of course) and linguistic differentiation, should 
correspond (at least for a certain portion of human history) to the dichotomy of 
population genetic patterns that Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza's ( 1976) have noted, namely 
the state of constant inter-migration among groups on one hand, and isolative demic 
diffusion on the other. Just as regular interchanges would have maintained genetic 
homogeneity among uniformly migrating populations, they would have also facilitated 
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continued linguistic integration, since communicative variations would be able to spread 
throughout the populations. During such a relatively stable, uniform population 
distribution, dialectal differences may have begun to accrue among the outlying 
populations ( or among physically proximal but socially differentiated population 
segments), but regular communication among these groups should have ensured a 
baseline of mutual intelligibility. On the other hand, when the branches of a uniform 
population configuration separated further into the "islands" of the multiuniform model, 
both genetic and linguistic differences would drastically increase. This process would 
then have produced the broad divergences of linguistic and genetic variability, as proto­
families diffused throughout the continents, progressively reducing contacts with their 
ancestral populations. 
It seems fairly certain that a large portion of existing linguistic variety is a result 
of phyletic diversification; however, one must ask the question, to what extent has 
bio logical diversification strictly paralleled linguistic evolution? In other words, are the 
major fissions of human populations, which created the current state of world linguistic 
diversity, the same set of events that led to current patterns of biological 
similarity/dissimilarity, or did subsequent processes rearrange world genetic relationships 
after linguistic diversification had occurred? Did the co-diversification of biological and 
linguistic variety characterize the majority of human population history or was it merely a 
single stage in a much larger and more varied process? I will now examine some studies 
through which researchers have approached these issues, examining the correlation of 
linguistic and biological diversity. 
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Linguistic and Biological Correlation on a Large Geographical Scale 
Perhaps the most significant relationships between biology and language have 
been found on the large geographic scale of worldwide and pan-continental comparisons. 
For example, Cavalli-Sforza et al. ( 1 988) studied 120 alleles in 42 globally distributed 
populations, and found considerable symmetry between genetic and linguistic groups. 
They also noted a correspondence between linguistic superfamilies and major genetic 
clusters. Sokal ( 1 988) has found significant correlations among European populations, 
both between genetics and geography, with language held constant, and between genetics 
and language, with geographic distance held constant. Barbujani and Sokal ( 1 990) have 
also shown linguistic and genetic correspondence among European populations. Their 
study demonstrated that the rate at which allele frequencies change across linguistic 
boundaries in Europe is higher than across randomly drawn lines on a map of Europe. 
Chen et al. ( 1995) examined the relations between linguistic and genetic difference for 
1 30 globally distributed populations, representing 1 1 7 languages. Comparing genetic, 
linguistic, and geographic distance matrices, they found significant correlations between 
language and genetics even when geographic distances were held constant. 
Regarding their European study, Barbujani and Sokal ( 1 990) have pointed out that 
such correlations could have resulted from two possibilities: "(i) the processes leading to 
linguistic differentiation also brought about genetic differentiation, or (ii) linguistic 
differences act as reproductive barriers, leading spatially close populations to diverge also 
in gene frequencies" ( 1 990: 1 8 16). Barbujani and Sokal further point out that showing 
increased rates of genetic change across language barriers does not necessarily mean that 
the two processes are linked. There very well may be other patterns of genetic change 
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that do not coincide with linguistic boundaries. To address this concern Barbujani and 
Sokal looked for "zones of abrupt genetic change" across Europe in relation to "possible 
causal factors," such as "physical and linguistic barriers, and the effects of historical 
events" ( 1 990: 1 8 1 6). They point out that if the majority of the zones of abrupt genetic 
change were also reflective of linguistic boundaries, it would support a significant causal 
role for language difference in preventing population admixture. That abrupt zones of 
genetic change reflect linguistic boundaries is, in fact, what their study shows. By 
analyzing 63 allele frequencies, Barbujani and Sokal discovered 33 gene-frequency 
boundaries. Of these 33, 3 1  are also linguistic boundaries. In addition, 22 also coincide 
with physical boundaries, four of which are montane and eighteen are marine (Barbujani 
and Sokal 1 990: 1 8 1 8). Historical examination of the 33 boundary zones showed that 27 
of them occur at areas of contact between different ethnic groups, which "originated 
elsewhere often at great distance from each other" (Barbujani and Sokal 1990: 1 8 1 8). 
While such results are encouraging, there is a possible difficulty to some of the 
far-reaching correspondences found by Cavalli-Sforza et al. ( 1 988), Sokal ( 1988), 
Barbujani and Sokal ( 1990), and Chen et al. ( 1995). In Sokal's  ( 1988) study, the 
correlation between genetics and geography tended to be stronger than the correlation 
between genetics and language. This would seem to imply that genetic leveling occurred_ 
among groups after a period of genetic and linguistic co-diversification. The study 
examined 97 gene frequencies at 3369 locations in Europe, which were grouped into 27 
genetic systems. Of these 27 systems, 22 showed significant correlation with geographic 
. distance and 16  showed correlation with linguistic relatedness. Similarly, while Chen et 
al. report no interference of geographic distance in their correspondence study, they do 
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note that it can be "a major confounding factor in the analysis of genetic and linguistic 
correlation," as it correlates significantly with both (1995 :607). This notion should be 
familiar from the earlier discussion ofCarmelli and Cavalli-Sforza's (1976) uniform and 
stepping stone models of migration. Clusters of genetic similarity may crosscut 
linguistic lines simply due to geographic proximity of populations (here the circular 
version of the stepping-stone model seems most relevant), rather than as a reflection of 
phylogenetic relations between the linguistic groups. For example Sokal (1988) has 
noted that speakers of Hungarian, a non Indo-European language, bear close genetic 
resemblance to their lndo-European speaking neighbors. However, following Barbujani 
and Sokal (1990), Chen et al. (1995 :607) note that language differences among 
geographically proximal populations may indeed act as "barriers to free gene flow, which 
reinforces genetic differentiations to some degree." They conclude, "the linguistic 
differences among people are at least partially reflected by the genetic differences among 
them" (Chen et al. 1995:610). Chen et al. further state that linguistic and genetic 
patterns, insofar as they are a ''result from the biological and social interactions of 
individuals" within populations, should "demonstrate considerable similarity if they 
occurred synchronously and at comparable rates" (1995 :596). This is not a given, 
though, as linguistic and genetic evolution may very well proceed at different rates (Chen 
et al. 1995 :607). Overall, Chen et al. feel ''the processes that tend to fragment and 
diversify languages are similar to those that differentiate gene pools," adding that the 
same set of historical processes have likely contributed considerably to both the linguistic 
and genetic diversity observable today (Chen et al. 1995 :607). 
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While Barbujani and Sokal ( 1990) and Chen et al. ( 1995) have pointed out that 
linguistic barriers may have acted as reproductive barriers of sorts, Sokal' s ( 1988) 
observation of the genetic similarities between Hungarians and other surrounding, non­
linguistically related peoples shows that this tendency need not always obtain. In this 
case, the different histories of these populations are apparent from our linguistic 
knowledge. However, in other population reconstructions, interpretational opacity of 
correlations may arise for several reasons. For example, genetic and linguistic 
correlations that may have existed at one time can disappear. Geographically far-flung 
populations, which may have been connected in the past, can lose their previous 
similarities through their current separation and intermingling with their respective 
neighbors. The problem is exacerbated in that such situations of local homogenization 
can apply to languages as well as to genetics, although it would appear not quite as 
drastically. For example, through extended contact between groups, diffusion and 
borrowing of linguistics elements can often be widespread. In situations such as this, 
some methods of historical linguistic reconstruction can run the risk of positing 
phylogenetic relationships for certain languages, when they are more likely 
independently derived (Jane Hill 2004: personal communication). Observing these 
diffused linguistic similarities in conjunction with genetic similarities that have also come 
about through extended group proximity, can paint a false picture of the true historical 
situations of various populations. It can thus be difficult to tell whether the correlation 
of biological and linguistic distances between groups tells us anything interesting (or true 
for that matter) about their migratory histories. Drawing inferences of causality is 
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complicated, as it is often difficult to pinpoint which variable has been most important in 
the current state of co-variation or lack thereof. 
Perhaps stemming from such complicating factors, other large-scale studies of 
genetic and linguistic association have proven much less straightforward than the studies 
discussed above. Additional studies by Sokal et al. ( 1988, 1989) and Harding and Sokal 
( 1988) highlight a disparity between biological and linguistic distances, by showing that 
linguistically differing European populations actually exhibit greater genetic difference 
than one would expect from clinal separation. Harding and Sokal, from a study of 3369 
European localities, found that "genetic distances between the European language 
families do not reflect their accepted linguistic relationships" and that "affinities between 
modem European gene pools have been formed primarily by relatively short range gene 
flow between geographically adjacent populations" ( 1988:9372). This is a marked 
contrast with the assumptions of an "isolation by distance model" and suggests rather the 
influence ofCarmelli and Cavalli-Sforza's ( 1976) stepping stone model. It also somewhat 
weakens the idea that language may indeed act as a reproductive barrier among spatially 
proximal po pulations (Barbujani and Sokal 1990: 1818). 
Further divergence between biological and linguistic patterns of relatedness has 
been found in studies from North America. Spuhler ( 1972) has attempted to use 
linguistic studies of North American Indians to assist in estimating times of 
diversification for extant tribal groups. Spuhler considers the relationship between blood 
group gene frequencies and glottochronological 1 estimates of linguistic divergence. He 
1 A method whereby temporal divergence among languages is estimated by differentiation of basic 
vocabulary. Due to their supposed universality, these basic vocabulary items should theoretically tend 
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also examines the relations among gene frequencies, linguistic stock membership, and 
geographical distances between tribes. In regards to a glottochronological framework, 
Spuhler states that "languages of small divergence in age must relatively recently have 
been relatively close geographically, relatively long in cultural contact, and probably 
relatively close in biological relationship" (1972:85). These assumptions are consistent 
with Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza's (1976) uniform and multiuniform models of phyletic 
diversification. 
However, Spuhler' s correlation analysis finds that glottochronological estimates 
of linguistic diversification are of no value in interpreting gene frequency distributions 
among the 23 pairs of American Indian linguistic groups studied. Spuhler feels that his 
correlation problems were probably a result of faults with the glottochronology theory1 • 
He confirms, though, that his comparison results for within stock to between stock, as 
well as genetic to geographic variation, correspond with "generally expected theoretical 
expectation" (Spuhler 1 972:93). Barbujani et al. (1994:150) however, corroborate 
Spuhler' s initial lack of correlation noting, ''with very few exceptions genetic and 
linguistic differences [between Native American populations] appear largely 
uncorrelated or negatively correlated which does not suggest coevolution of 
biological traits and languages." 
toward greater conservatism. Glottochronology assumes a relatively standard rate of language change, 
which has been calculated by averaging rates of cognate retention among temporally well-documented 
languages. Among less well-documented languages, this average rate of change is applied to observable 
differentiation to estimate temporal separation (Hymes 1960). 
1 A major critique is that not all areas of language tend to change at the same rate. Furthermore, different 
social settings among various groups may have produced different tendencies and rates of linguistic 
differentiation. Another critique calls into question the very notion of"basic vocabulary,n and argues that 
cultural variability must affect the ''universality,, of these concepts, thus producing different levels of 
conservative retention (Hymes 1960). 
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Thus, considering both worldwide and pan-continental populations, researchers 
have found some important patterns of correlation between linguistic and genetic groups. 
However, such large geographic scale research has also shown a lack of correlation or 
questionable correlations in some cases. I will now consider some linguistic and genetic 
correlation studies which have been limited to more bounded geographic locales. 
Linguistic and Biological Correlation on a Small Geographical Scale 
Howells ( 1 969) has examined the correlation of biological, ecological, and 
linguistic variables among populations of Bouganville in the Solomon Islands. Previous 
analys is by Oliver ( 1954) and Oliver and Howells ( 1 960) indicated that "ethnic 
differentiation has not been a purely local process," as evidenced by cultural and 
linguistic patterns, which suggest an influx of at least three distinct immigrant groups into 
the area (Howells 1 969:374). The environment of the island varies "from coastal beaches 
to hill slopes and ridges to mountainous areas along the central spine" (Howells 
1 969:374). Languages are comprised of several families ofMelanesian and two different 
stocks of non-Melanesian. Oliver took measurements and made morphological 
observations on 1 ,300 males, ages 20-49. These individuals belonged to 1 8  different 
ethnic groups, which represented the majority of the island's territory. Howells analyzed 
these anthropometric and anthroposcopic data in terms of distances among the 1 8  ethnic 
groups, as well as in relation to geographic distance, topographic distance, group 
boundary distance, altitude distance, linguistic distance, and cognate distance. 
Geographic and topographic distances were used to account for "supposed ease or 
difficultly of actual human travel, according to terrain" (Howells 1969:375). This 
measure should help in discerning patterns of genetic divergence resuhing from isolation 
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by distance and geographic obstacles. Group boundary distance is comprised of"a count 
ofthe boundaries between groups" and should reflect what Hiernaux ( 1956) has called 
"genetic barriers" and Elmendorf ( 1965) has termed "contact intervals." Howells 
explains this measurement as "an attempt to recognize the element of social access in 
what is still to a large extent geographical distance" (Howells 1969:375). This situation 
reflects Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza's ( 1976) previously discussed "stepping stone" 
model of migration, in terms of the directions of gene flow. 
Howells found that the spatial distances co-vary more or less equally with all 
other factors. The topographic distances do appear to be a little more related to biological 
distance than does geographic distance alone. Group boundaries do not appear to reflect 
a "distinct isolating factor," failing to show "whether in fact group isolation or simple 
distance is the primary agent" (Howells 1969:378). Altitude correlates reasonably well 
with linguistic difference, which according to Howells, reflects historical migration 
patterns among the different language groups on the island. Linguistic distances are well 
correlated with spatial and biological distances; however, biological distances correlate 
poorly with spatial distances. Howells notes that the biological and linguistic, as well as 
the linguistic and spatial correlations, would seem to be evidence for genetic drift in a 
causal role. However, the weak correlations between biological and geographic 
distances, as well as the insignificant results for group boundary correlations, do not 
support the likelihood of genetic drift. 
Howells ' study is significant in that it demonstrates how linguistic boundaries can 
still index patterns of biological relatedness, even on a smaller geographic scale. While 
one might expect an influx of biologically and linguistically distinct populations into a 
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single area to lead to a leveling of differences, this may not always be the case. Howell's 
study shows that linguistically disparate ethnic groups may retain their biological 
distinctness even in close geographical proximity to one another. In this regard, Howell's 
study seems to support Barbujani and Sokal (1990) and Chen et al. 's (1995) assertions 
that linguistic barriers may indeed enforce reproductive isolation between neighboring 
groups, thus preventing the biological leveling effects of gene flow. This case illustrates 
that while we should be careful in unproblematically equating linguistic and biological 
distances, attempts at correlation are still warranted. Howells has shown that biological 
and linguistic correlation can still hold, even in population processes different from those 
exhibited in the sprawling, isolated branches of migration, which typified the earlier 
portions of human diversification. 
In terms of small geographical scale studies, however, Howells's (1969) results 
seem to be in the minority. The majority of micro-regional correlation studies seem to 
demonstrate a breakdown of correspondence between biological and linguistic patterns of 
similarity. Serjeantson et al. (1983) have examined genetic marker data and linguistic 
relatedness for several populations in New Guinea, with limited results. Languages 
within New Guinea belong to two unrelated stocks, Papuan and Austronesian. Papuan 
languages (also referred to as non-Austronesian languages) are significantly 
differentiated from one another, which could indicate that the Papuan languages are 
older, and demonstrate a much longer period of diversification. On the other hand, the 
Austronesian languages are more uniformly grouped, suggesting more recent 
divergences. Furthermore, two broad categories of languages, based on syntactic 
differentiation, are discemable within the Austronesian group, which Capell (1976a) has 
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termed ANl and AN2. In general ANl is distributed along the north coast, in the islands, 
and in parts of the east coast. AN2 may also be found in the north and east, but is also on 
the south coast, and on some of the islands. One explanation for this distribution holds 
that AN 1 locations represent initial contact areas of the first Austronesian speakers, 
moving eastward along the north coast. In this scenario, AN2 speakers would represent a 
later migration of these initial groups back westward, settling at various points along the 
north, east, and south coasts along the way (Serjeantson et al 1983 :78). 
In considering their genetic marker data for New Guinea populations, Serjeantson 
et al. ( 1983) have attempted to discern genetic and linguistic correlations between the 
Papuan and Austronesian stocks, as well as between the two branches of Austronesian, 
AN l  and AN2. Regarding the division between Papuan and Austronesian languages, 
they found no clear-cut genetic relationships that mirrored the linguistic ones. There 
were some instances of genetic/linguistic correlation between these groups, but 
Serjeantson et al. conclude that these cases are better explained by contemporary 
geographic separation rather than original evidence of their demic diffusion. Overall, the 
Papuan and the Austronesian groups clustered genetically together according to their 
geographical proximity. This situation is particularly apparent within the Bogia sub­
province, where correlation between linguistic cognate frequency and genetic distance 
among groups is almost zero, when geographic distance is controlled (Serjeantson 
1983:91). Schwidetzky (1971) reached a similar conclusion through a consideration of 
anthropometric data among northern New Guinea coastal groups. Finally, Serjeantson et 
al., following Capell (1976b), suggest that the linguistic separation between ANl and 
AN2 languages is not so straightforward, and may represent a situation of language 
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replacement, where Papuan speaking peoples imported elements of Austronesian 
language into their vernaculars. Genetic comparisons shed little light on this situation, as 
geographically proximal Papuan and Austronesian groups do not cluster separately. 
Their differentiation is purely linguistic. Overall, the relationships between linguistic and 
biological differentiation among New Guinea populations seems to indicate population 
processes outside the scope of a strictly demic diffusion model. 
In another instance of minimal association between linguistic and biological 
variables, Black et al. (1983) examined genetic distances among certain tribes that inhabit 
the lower Amazon region in Brazil and French Guiana. There are various linguistic 
groups interspersed throughout the region, including representatives of the Tupi-Guarani, 
Carib, Arawak, and Ge families. Black et al. (1983 :327) sought to test the notion that 
"linguistic divisions correspond to patterns of origin and hence, that they correlate with 
cultural and genetic relationships." Toward this end they considered two Tupi speaking 
tribes, the Waiapi and the Parakana, who are separated by considerable geographic 
distance. Additionally, they tested genetic distances between these two groups and other 
neighboring groups, as well as with the continent as a whole. While linguistically 
related, the Waiapi and Parakana languages are mutually unintelligible. Culturally, the 
Waiapi show more similarity to their neighboring tribes, which are Carib speaking 
groups, than they do to the Tupi relatives, the Parakana. The results of the genetic 
comparisons showed that both the Tupi-speaking tribes were more closely related to their 
neighbors than they were to each other. Black et al. (1983 :334) note that while 
"linguistic classification has been a convenient and widely used tool in the study of 
Amazonian tribes," "all serious students of the area have been aware of its limitations." 
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That is to say that while some correspondence may usually be found between linguistic 
taxonomies and genetic relation in this region, it is most often tempered with genetic 
distributions that do not exist in one-to-one correspondence with language distributions. 
Black et al. ( 1 983) note, however, that their current study is particularly surprising in its 
total lack of correspondence between genetics and language. The Waiapi and Parakana 
are actually "less closely related genetically than any other pair'' (Black et al. 1 983 :334). 
While noting that the geographic separation between the two groups is quite large, as 
well as interspersed with some daunting terrain, they conclude that this cannot be held as 
causal, because two other groups considered (both members of the same linguistic 
grouping) are separated by the same geography and yet remain genetically close. 
Overall, Black et al. ( 1 983) conclude that certain group characteristics and 
cultural norms are probably responsible for the lack of genetic correspondence between 
the Waiapi and Parakana. Particularly, the Parakana have rarely incorporated external 
captives into the tribe, have a high degree of polygyny, and are a relatively small group. 
The W aiapi on the other hand, judging from their much closer proximity to the 
continental mean, have had a much higher rate of incorporation of outsiders, either 
through captivity or peaceful fusion of groups. Black et al. ( 1 983) feel that these 
differences in group boundary maintenance have probably contributed significantly to an 
increased rate of drift among the Waiapi, and have thus overtaken the similarities derived 
from their common linguistic heritage with the Parakana. This case makes it clear how 
easily the processes of demic diffusion, which have apparently led to far reaching 
correspondences between linguistic and genetic similarity, may be overtaken by novel 
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population configurations formed when previously isolated groups settle in a common 
location. 
Sirajuddin et al. ( 1 994) have examined genetic distributions among nine south 
Indian tribal groups (seven from Andhra Pradesh and two from the adjoining states of 
Tamil Nadu and Kerala), considering seven polymorphic loci. The tribal populations of 
India are generally divided into five geographic groups, based on language, culture, and 
physical characteristics. These include northeastern, northern and northwestern, eastern 
and centrai western, and southern Indian tribal groups (Roychoudhury 1984a). Within 
each geographic sub-grouping, there is considerable similarity among the constituent 
populations. Furthermore, for India as a whole, researchers have discovered considerable 
differences between the tribal populations, who are widely considered to be the original 
inhabitants of the sub-continent, and the various other caste populations. These 
differences exist both within and between the tribal and caste groups (Sirajuddin et al. 
1 994:866). Regarding the southern region that Sirajuddin et al. ( 1994) have studied, no 
correspondence has been found between genetic relationships and cultural similarity 
among the various tribal groups (Kirk 1 976; Simmons 1 976; Roychoudhury 1 984a; 
Ghosh et al. 1 977; Balakrishnan 1 978; Saha et al. 1 974). In addition, previous genetic 
studies of the region have been based on few genetic markers, with minimal 
representation from each tribal group. Information obtained from inter-group 
comparisons has thus been sketchy. To improve upon these studies, Sirajuddin et al. 
( 1 994) examined correlations among genetic, anthropometric, dermatoglyphic, 
geographic, and linguistic data sets, using the Mantel ( 1 967) test of matrix comparison. 
The groups considered were the Chenchu (from Kumool and Mahaboobnagar); the 
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Yanadi, Yerukula, Kolam, Koya, and Lambadi of Andhra Pradesh state; the Irula of 
Tamil Nadu state; and the Kadar of Kerala state. Barring the Lambadi, who speak an 
Indo-European language, all the groups speak Dravidian languages. These groups were 
chosen due to the likely influence of microevolutionary forces as well as to retest 
ethnological similarities previously reported by Haimendorf (1943) and Raghavaiah 
(1962), among the Chenchu, Yanadi, Irula, and Kadar. According to Voegelin and 
Voegelin ( 1977), the Dravidian languages are divided into northern, central, and southern 
branches. The central Dravidian branch divides into major and minor groups ( e.g., 
Kolami). The southern Dravidian branch contains Tamil and Malayalam, spoken 
respectively by the Irula and the Kadar. 
In their analysis Sirajuddin et al. (1994) examined three sets of Mantel 
correlations. These different sets were necessitated by limitations in the dermatoglyphic 
and anthropometric data sets. One set of matrix comparisons included all nine tribes and 
considered genetic, geographic, and linguistic distances. Another included six tribal 
populations (both Chenchu subgroups, the Yanadi, the Irula, the Kadar, and the 
Yerukula), and considered genetic, dermatoglyphic, geographic, and linguistic distances. 
The final set included five tribal populations (same as before without the Yerkula) and 
considered genetic, anthropometric, geographic, and linguistic distances. In the first set 
of comparisons, they found a relatively high correlation between geographic and 
linguistic distances (0.520), with a very high significance (0.0002). Between language 
and genetic matrices, they found a correlation of 0.270, at a significance of 0.052. 
Between geographic and linguistic distances there was a correlation of 0.314, with a 
significance of0.033. Additionally, Sirajuddin et al. (1994) performed partial 
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correlations among the matrices, with the third matrix held constant. Between genetics 
and geography with language held constant, they found a correlation of0.476, with a 
significance of 0.005. Between genetics and language, with geography held constant, 
they found a correlation of 0. 1 32, with a significance of .225. Finally, a multiple 
regression of the genetic distance matrix against both the geographic and linguistic 
matrices provided a correlation of0.532 at a significance of0.003 . These values make it 
clear that both geographic and linguistic distances have an affect on genetic variability, 
but only in conjunction with one another. Geographic distance correlates significantly 
with genetics by itself, but linguistic distance only correlates when it is combined with 
geographic distance, and even then, it only accounts for 28.3 percent of the variance in 
genetics. 
Both dermatoglyphic and anthropometric matrices were substantially and 
significantly correlated with genetic distances, and thus proved to be meaningful 
indicators of population processes. I will not describe all the details for the 
dermatoglyphic and anthropometric sets of correlations tests, but they differed in some 
aspects from the first set of genetic, linguistic, and geographic matrix correlations. 
Anthropometrics correlated significantly with geographic distance, with the effects of 
language distance removed, but dermatoglyphics did not. Language is associated 
appreciably with anthropometrics, dermatoglyphics, and genetics, in the individual 
comparisons of the five and six group tests. However, in the partial correlations of the 
six-group test, only genetics and languages correlate significantly in the absence of 
geographic effects. Overal� geographic factors seem to be the primary factor in 
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influencing the genetic differentiation among these south Indian tribal groups, with 
language playing a limited role as well. 
Critical Reevaluation of the Language and Biology Link 
The emerging picture from these micro-regional studies, as well as from the 
previously discussed macro.regional ones, is that while there is some significant evidence 
that linguistic and biological diversification have paralleled each other to a certain extent, 
there are still sufficient cases of low correlation between the two to suggest the presence 
of evolutionary patterns that have overtaken this parallelism. Barbujani ( 1 997: 10 1 1 )  has 
stated that parallel linguistic and genetic change is "not the exception, but the rule." 
Nettle and Harriss (2003) have argued against such a strong view. They feel that many of 
the linguistic/genetic correlation studies that have led Barbujani to this conclusion made 
use of questionable groupings of linguistic relatedness. In addition, they criticize these 
studies for using a coarse level of linguistic information in data analysis, namely a binary 
parameter of"belonging" or "not belonging" to a language family (Nettle and Harriss 
2003:33 1 -332). In their study of Old World genetic and linguistic systems, Nettle and 
Harriss (2003) made use of only linguistic relationships that were accepted by the 
majority of historical linguists. Furthermore, they controlled for geographic distance, 
under the assumption that any remaining correlation would more purely reflect an actual 
connection between linguistic and genetic processes of differentiation. They considered 
populations from five regions of the Old World, including Europe, West Asian, East and 
Central Asia, Southeast Asian, and Africa. They found significant correlations between 
linguistic and genetic distances in Europe and East and Central Asia. The rest of the 
regions failed to correlate. In conclusion, Nettle and Harriss (2003) strongly qualify 
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Barbujani 's statement regarding the "rule" of linguistic and genetic correlation. They 
state, "linguistic relatedness correlates with genetic distances only under certain 
circumstances - where there are significant and relatively recent demic-linguistic 
dispersals, and where subsequent local admixture is not so great as to erase their 
signature" (Nettle and Harriss 2003 :336). Demic diffusion seems to have clearly been 
the case for Europe and East and Central Asia. However, considering the lack of 
correlation among the other regions, Nettle and Harriss conclude that such situations of 
correlation may be "a rarity in global terms" (2003 :336). They suggest that research 
should move past the question of whether linguistic and genetic diversity are correlated, 
to a more nuanced understanding of the situations in which they do correlate and those is 
which they do not. They state, "in. principle, the noncorrelation of linguistic and genetic 
diversity can be as informative about past population processes as their correlation" 
(Nettle and Harriss 2003 :337). 
Furthermore, as Renfrew ( 1997) has argued, correlations between linguistic 
phylogeny and the genetic diversity of human populations can indeed be "illusory." He 
states, "The correspondences arise more from a significant number of dispersal episodes 
in post-Pleistocene human history (in which influential demographic processes were 
involved, where linguistic and genetic replacement were indeed correlated) than from 
strictly comparable processes of linguistic and genetic evolution or equivalent rates of 
linguistic and genetic divergence" (Renfrew 1997:82). The problem with assuming a 
strict parallel between linguistic and genetic diversification, as Renfrew points out, is that 
the process of "isolation by distance" represents only a fraction of a much larger and 
varied process of human population interactions. While populations were small, around 
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the 100,000 YA emergence of anatomically modern humans, groups had access to 
relatively unimpeded trajectories of migratory resource exploitation. These "free" 
periods of migration could account for the widely distributed language branches and 
certain patterns of biological relatedness, which "inched" across the geographic 
landscape under the ''unilineal" and "multilineal" patterns of migration. However, as a 
continent became progressively more occupied, disparate migratory trajectories would 
begin to tum inward upon themselves and increasingly collide with other groups, with 
people often struggling to settle or temporarily exploit any environment they could. 
Periods of resource scarcity would have particularly exacerbated this situation, as groups 
would have been compressed together even further around resource hotspots. During 
these periods, it seems that Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza's (1 976) "circular" and "star" 
models of migration would have prevailed. At this point, formerly iso lated genetic and 
linguistic groups would have developed novel and more convoluted patterns of 
interaction. This situation bears particular relevance for the historically known Indians of 
the Great Plains, where originally separated groups moved into a common environment 
and negotiated new patterns of interaction. As Barbujani et al. ( 1 994) and Cavalli-Sforza 
et al. (1 994) have noted, the evidence for North America has pointed to a lack of 
correlation between biological and linguistic relatedness which could indeed be explained 
by such a situation. I will return to the specifics of this issue in Chapters Three and Six. 
Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1994) Revisited 
Thus, from the results of these macro- and micro-regional studies, as well as from 
critiques of some of their methodologies, we can see the need for critically evaluating the 
assumption of an inherent and universally applicable link between languages and genes. 
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Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1 994) do indeed recognize certain limitations in comparing 
linguistic and genetic pools. They state, "Language evolves much faster than genes; two 
languages may become mutually unintelligible in a thousand years or less because of 
progressive differentiation" (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994:23). Also, genetic transmission 
fundamentally differs from linguistic transmission, in that it is only passed vertically, 
from parent to offspring, while language may be passed vertically, horizontally ( e.g. from 
peers or neighbors). Entire language replacement may occur over a few generations 
through political domination or other processes of population assimilation (e.g. blending 
groups of significantly different sizes). If a conquering group or a blending group were 
relatively small, the genetic ramifications would be hard to detect. Chen et al. echo this 
concern, noting the uncertain results of "linguistic assimilation of disparate ethnic 
elements within a named ethnic group" ( 1995 :596). As incoming migrants intensify their 
contact with previous habitants of an area, admixture is usually the biological result. The 
l inguistic resuh, however, is not such a uniform mingling. An incoming group might 
very well adopt the language of their new territory, "diminish(ing) a strict 
correspondence between genetics and language" (Chen et al. 1995 :596). On the other 
hand, extensive gene replacement may occur in situations of prolonged contact among 
neighbors without changes in language necessarily accompanying the process (Cavalli­
Sforza, et al. 1994:24). As Sokal has pointed out, however, language barriers might tend 
to discourage admixture and may partially counteract genetic leveling among newly 
contiguous ethnic groups ( 1 988: 1 722). 
Despite these caveats, however, Cavalli-Sforza et al. ( 1 994) argue for a strong 
connection between biological and linguistic relatedness. While acknowledging that 
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some ambiguities may have blurred the picture, Cavalli-Sforza, et al. conclude that it is 
not entirely obscured (1994:381). Overall, they claim a one to one correspondence 
between genetic clusters and linguistic families in their study. However, while these one 
to one correspondences were frequent, they were not perfect. Cavalli-Sforza et al. 
attribute exceptions of linguistic and genetic correspondence to either language 
replacement, with one population imposing its language on another, or gene replacement, 
where admixture occurs with no concomitant linguistic change (Cavalli-Sforza, et al. 
1994:99). Judging from some of the correlation literature reviewed in this chapter, these 
findings seem problematically simple. The contingencies discussed by Cavalli-Sforza et 
al. (1 994) and Chen et al. (1995) can lead to considerable ambiguity in the strict 
association of linguistic and genetic diversity. The correlation problems found by 
Spuhler (1972), Barbujani et al. (1994), Serjeantson et al. (1983), Black et al. (1 983), 
Sirajuddin et al. (1 994), and Nettle and. Harriss (2003 :33 1 -332) may be attributable to one 
or more of these possibilities, or to some other unexplored processes. As mentioned 
earlier, language diffusion among linguistically unrelated and geographically proximal 
populations may indeed have been a more common phenomenon than some popular 
historical linguistic reconstruction methods account for. Furthermore, such situations of 
language diffusion need not occur through processes of population domination or 
absorption, as Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1 994) have emphasized, but can also occur through 
more politically equitable situations of proximity and contact (Jane Hill 2004: personal 
communication). Sims-Williams ( 1998) notes an additional possibility for correlation 
breakdown between linguistic and genetic pools. He feels that Cavalli-Sforza et al. have 
downplayed the importance of language death and language shift in migratory processes, 
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stating ''when languages die out, the populations who spoke them usually live on, but 
speaking other languages" (1998:517). Thus, considering the distorting processes 
admitted by Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1994) and the possibility of other such processes as 
pointed out by Hill (2004) and Sims-Williams (1998), there seems to be considerable 
merit in a cautious approach to connections between linguistic and genetic diversity. 
Linguistic Affiliation, Cultural Variability, and Ethnicity 
Following a consideration of their genetic populations in terms of geographic, 
anthropometric, and linguistic criteria, Cavalli-Sforza, et al. (1994) made certain 
ethnographic comparisons, although, they do not give any clear sense of the methodology 
they used. Of all their comparisons, this final one carries the least weight in their 
reconstructions (Cavalli-Sforza, et al. 1994:23). This is consistent with their assumption 
that, in most cases, cultural variability associated with ethnicity is most efficiently 
measured in terms of language boundaries. "Except for the very widely spoken 
languages, there tends to be a one-to-one correspondence of tribal names to language 
names." Moreover, "except in the case of large modern nations in which the identity of 
the tribe is usually, though not entirely lost, languages offer a powerful ethnic guidebook, 
which is essentially complete, unlike strictly ethnographic information" (Cavalli-Sforza 
et al. 1994:23). Cavalli-Sforza, et al. base their view of the relationships between 
cultural/ethnic content and language on the assumption that cultural transmission in 
traditional societies occurs in much the same way as language transmission, that is to say, 
vertically, with children learning the bulk of their repertoire from parental contact and 
instruction (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994:381 ). They also note further similarities among 
cultural, linguistic, and genetic pools. "Genetic and cultural contact take place by the 
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same routes; they respond to the same geographic and ecological barriers" (Cavalli­
Sforza et al. 1 994:23). Thus considered, such processes could indeed lead to relatively 
straightforward cuhural patterns of clinal variation, like those found in biological and 
linguistic gradients. 
Some Tendencies of Cultural Transmission 
Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman ( 1981 :55-60) have modeled several different modes 
of cuhural transmission. Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza ( 1986:922-924) have organized 
these various modes into four essential categories of cultural transmission. These include 
1 )  "Vertical," or parent to child, 2) "Horizontal," or contagious, 3) "One to many," (e.g. 
transmission from teacher/leader/media to pupils/citizenry/audience), and 4) "Concerted" 
( e.g. transmission from older members of a social group to the younger members of the 
same group) (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman ( 198 1) in Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza 
1986:923 , figure 1 ). Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman ( 1981 :56) actually distinguish between 
two basic patterns, which Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza ( 1 986) have subsumed under the 
term "horizontal" transmission. These include horizontal transmission proper, that is, 
transmission among members of the same generation, and "oblique" transmission, or 
transmission between two separate generations (Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza 1 986:923). 
Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman ( 1981)  have further distinguished between cases of oblique 
transmission that occur between intra- and extra-familial individuals and the younger 
generation, as well as transmission across multiple generations, such as from grandparent 
to grandchild, or instruction from collected corpora of oral or written knowledge. Within 
a bounded group, these various horizontal modes of transmission can combine in 
differing configurations to produce what Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza ( 1986) have termed 
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the "concerted," or "many to one" mode of transmission. As noted, Cavalli-Sforza and 
Feldman ( 198 1 :56) have described purely horizontal transmission as occurring among 
members of a single generation. They give the example of transmission between siblings 
as well as between other age group peers. This mode of transmission, however, is 
obviously not limited to kin or within group members, but may also occur between 
individuals belonging to disparate social groups. Finally, the "one to many" concept of 
transmission that Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman ( 198 1 :56) have discussed is preserved 
more or less unchanged in Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza's ( 1986:923) discussion. 
Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza ( 1986) have characterized these various modes of 
cultural transmission with regards to several factors. These include the proportions of 
trait variation produced both within and among groups, the relative ease with which 
cultural innovation is accepted, as well as differing rates of "cultural evolution" (i.e. 
cultural change). The horizontal and one to many forms of transmission exhibit the easy 
acceptance of innovation. The acceptance of innovation becomes more difficult if 
transmission is primarily vertical and most difficult if transmission is primarily concerted. 
Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza ( 1986:923) hold that within population heterogeneity tends to 
be high in vertical transmission and lowest in concerted transmission. Additionally, 
horizontal transmission has the possibility of high heterogeneity, while one to many 
transmission tends to create the highest level of uniformity within a group (Hewlett and 
Cavalli-Sforza 1986:924). Inter-population variation follows the same patterns except 
that one to many transmission can lead to heterogeneity among groups. Rates of cultural 
evolution are ranked from concerted, which is most conservative, to vertical, which is 
still quite slow, horizontal, which can be rapid, and one to many, which is the most rapid. 
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For the current thesis, the one to many mode of transmission is not entirely relevant, 
although it almost certainly played some role in the dynamics of Plains area cultural 
transmission. Unfortunately, our historical records and reconstructions of the area' s 
history are too coarsely grained in many cases to examine the ways that cultural 
transmissions from particularly charismatic and influential individuals may have 
influenced wider patterns of cultural traits. I mention the one to many mode of 
transmission merely to indicate the theoretical balance of Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman' s 
( 1 98 1 )  model. 
Cultural Transmission and Population Dynamics 
So, how might these various types of transmission operate among primordially 
isolated populations? Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza ( 1 986) have indicated that in the 
absence of other forms of cultural transmission, vertically transmitted culture should tend 
towards heterogeneity in a population. Thus existing cultural forms as well as 
innovations, while easily passed on to one' s children, would otherwise tend to remain 
bounded in familial lineages in a society of exclusively vertical transmitters. However, 
this is a theoretical ideal. Human societies of course demonstrate varying degrees of 
cultural homogeneity within more or less bounded population segments. Without some 
sort of leveling transmission (i.e. Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman' s [ 1 98 1 ]  horizontal or 
oblique transmission), individual variations would accrue along within group, nuclear 
familial lineages in much the same way that migratory separation over time leads to clinal 
variation. Thus, community norms must be the product of inter-familial cultural 
transmission that checks the free diversification of individual innovations and random 
"copying errors" transmitted vertically. Whether channeled by environmentally adaptive 
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pressures, stochastic transmission tendencies, or as Boyd and Richerson (1 987; 2003; 
2005) maintain, some mixture of these forces, horizontally transmitted cultural 
homogenization would seem to have occurred between familial lineages until some set of 
core cultural attributes was known, practiced, and oriented to by a local population. 
When such a set of cultural attributes became distributed and maintained relatively 
equally throughout a primordial population, then Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman's (1 98 1 )  
concerted or many-to-one form of transmission would have come into play. 
Concerted transmission thus subsumes vertical, horizontal, and oblique 
transmission. For example, in the case of instruction in kinship structure and religious 
precepts, highly traditional aspects of culture well known for their homogeneity within a 
group, children receive a large portion of their enculturation through transmission from 
their parents. However, to draw a linguistic analogy, it is the continual interaction of all 
members of the social group that produces and maintains a characteristic group 
vernacular. Otherwise, each family within the overarching group would have their own 
dialect. In much the same way that a group's linguistic dialect is maintained, with 
constantly communicating individuals maintaining a baseline of mutual intelligibility, 
vertically transmitted culture, inasmuch as it is a medium of within group, 
communicative interaction, should also tend towards homogeneity, as many group 
members interact with many other group members. Children thus receive many traits 
directly from their parents, and these traits are continually reinforced through children's 
interaction with their parents' conspecifics, their grandparents' generation, as well as 
with their own cohort. In this manner, to some extent, vertically transmitted trait 
variations are minimized through continual interaction of group members. The strength 
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of this leveling effect seems like it should be a function of group size, with smaller 
groups tending toward more homogeneity, as there is less "social space" across which the 
leveling must occur. Conversely, much in the fashion of biologically considered 
populations, larger interacting groups (yet still bounded in some way) should tend 
towards increasing heterogeneity, since the increased numbers decrease the probability 
that leveling transmission will uniformly reach the entire population. 
Thus, we arrive at a transmission continuum within a locally bounded, culturally 
communicating population. On one hand, there are vertically transmitting, familial 
lineages, with the propensity for change due to copying errors and individual innovations, 
either by cultural transmitters or receivers. On the other hand, there is the tendency of the 
majority of individuals within the group to transmit previously established and relatively 
stable cultural patterns to members of subsequent generations. In between these poles, 
there are variably distributed patterns of cultural similarity, which have spread 
horizontally and obliquely across multiple familial lineages, but have not yet stabilized 
into concertedly transmitted, group characteristic norms. As discussed, this in all within 
a theoretically isolated and self contained population. So how should these tendencies 
play out under situations of population fission and migration? 
In a situation of group fission, within group cultural heterogeneity, much like 
genetic heterogeneity, would seem to set the stage for divergence between ancestral and 
offshoot populations. In fact, this is the basis of Cavalli-Sforza et al. ' s ( 1994) assumption 
that cultural traits may be more or less equated with linguistic and biological patterns of 
decent. They state, "it seems inevitable that cultural traits transmitted vertically will 
mimic closely the pattern of historical variation of genes, and thus will languages" 
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(Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1 994:381). The genetic heterogeneity among various within-group 
vertical lineages is the raw material, as it were, for the processes of drift that form clinal 
patterns among fissioning populations. A group's heterogeneous, vertically transmitted 
traits should lead to cultural drift effects in that fissioning groups would each represent a 
random sampling of certain within-group, vertical transmission lineages. These 
variations of technology, material culture, practice, and belief could have either 
horizontally spread throughout the splitting group and fixated due to novel environmental 
selection, drifted randomly and horizontally to a greater representation in the group, or 
drifted out of existence all together (the latter two as a function of differential 
representation of vertical transmission lineages in the fissional group). However, if the 
processes of linguistic and cultural diversification have been truly analogous to 
biologically clinal diversification, then fissioning groups must be balanced between 
faithful transmission of ancestral norms and the continual possibility for trait variation. 
A likely mechanism would seem to be concerted transmission. Constellations of cultural 
traits that had earlier stabilized into group homogeneity u�der the conjunction of vertical 
and concerted transmission could indeed maintain an offshoot group's similarity with its 
ancestral population, either by continued adaptive advantage or a high probability of 
continued transmission due to widespread representation within the group. 
While the preceding discussion has proceeded entirely from the logical 
ramifications of Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman's ( 198 1 )  and Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza's 
( 1 986) models of vertical, horizontaVoblique, and concerted transmission, similar ideas 
are prevalent throughout the literature. For example, Lipo et al. ( 1997) point out the 
possibility of cultural drift in their study on material cultural variability. They note the 
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biological concept of neutral trait variation, that is, variation that is not differentially 
selected for by the environment. These neutral traits should tend to evolve through the 
transmission processes of drift and flow, where "the geographic distribution of the trait 
through time is determined by the spatial structure of individuals in the environment and 
the frequency with which individuals encounter each other (which may vary among 
communities)" (Lipo et al. 1997:308). Lipo et al. extend this concept of trait neutrality to 
material cultural traits, the variation of which they term "stylistic." They point out that 
the frequencies of neutral stylistic variation should fluctuate "by the distribution and 
connectivity of individuals from lineage to lineage," as well as through changing 
selective environments. Trait variation that was initially neutral may very well become 
beneficial or detrimental to individuals and groups as the physical and social 
environments change. Lipo et al. also note, however, that beneficially functional traits 
would thus tend to permeate populations of a given environment. As such, they 
recognize a strong tendency for cultural traits to break with patterns of ancestral 
derivation and thereby crosscut linguistically and biologically distinct lineages. 
Shennan (2000) on the other hand, downplays the role of environmental selection 
in producing "cultures" and feels instead that the more important factor in cuhure change 
is population dynamics, although "not because culture change is an adaptive response to 
population pressure, leading to greater and greater social complexity" (2000:821 ). 
Shennan points out that the processes of population expansion and decline should be as 
influential on cultural patterns (primarily vertically transmitted ones) as they are on 
genetic ones. "If a population expands, its cultural inventory will spread with it, 
regardless of whether it has anything to do with the reasons for expansion If a 
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population declines or becomes extinct, then those cukurally distinctive attributes with a 
strong element of vertical transmission will probably become extinct with it" (Shennan 
2000:8 1 5). Shennan also notes that the distribution of a cultural trait within a population 
is likely to be much smaller than the overall population size, thus leading to considerable 
potential for random effects of transmission. He also argues that selection for cultural 
traits should become more pronounced (as opposed to random fluctuations) as the overall 
population size grows larger, as there will be more potential for comparison between 
varieties of practice and the ability to evaluate them and preferentially adopt certain ones 
for their superior results (Shennan 2000:8 1 5). Population size is a crucial determinant of 
cultural attribute distributions among regularly interacting groups. It produces a 
stochastic variety of cultural traits, particularly with the fissioning of splinter groups, 
where underrepresented traits drift out of transmission and well-represented traits tend to 
fixate in the populations, leading to considerable homogeneity. Shennan notes 
furthermore "drift may well be acting on cultural inventories already very significantly 
influenced by founder effects" (2000:82 1 ). 
Rosenberg ( 1 994) postulates a cultural analogue of the biological process of 
"peripatric speciation," where a new cultural core emerges as a result of the fission and 
expansion of migrating populations into new environments. Rosenberg holds that as 
small groups split off from a larger one, they will exhibit an increase in innovative 
behavior, as the group is no longer subject to social sanctions of the larger group, which 
maintained the original cultural core. The altered cultural core of the splinter group can 
very easily be likened to the biological situation of"founder's effect" in that the new 
configuration should tend to operate under stochastic tendencies. Whatever chance 
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subset of cultural traits that happen to be within the splinter group will largely define 
future cultural configurations. Shennan has described this "founding" of cohesive 
cultural patterns noting that a "variation from a number of different vertical, oblique, and 
horizontal sources can coalesce under the right social and economic selection pressures to 
form new stable complexes of attributes derived from a variety of sources" (2000:815). 
Culture and Language Correlation Studies 
Cultural population dynamics thus considered would indeed seem to parallel the 
biological and linguistic clinal patterns that have emerged under demic diffusion. As 
such, cultural clines, which demonstrate both drifting separation as well as ancestral 
similarity, could very well parallel linguistic clines of relatedness. A number of studies 
have examined correlations among cultural variabil ity and linguistic affiliation. Results 
have been mixed, but are encouraging. Jorgenson ( 1980) found among 172 western 
American Indian tribes that "even a casual comparison of language, environment, and 
culture distributions suggests that within each culture area, language similarities 
correlated more closely with cultural similarities than did environmental similarities" 
(Jorgenson 1980:88). Clarke ( 1 968) found a clear relationship between linguistic and 
cultural similarity when he contoured the material cultural assemblages of tribes 
surrounding the White Mountain Apache. He constructed these contours according to the 
number of elements each group shared with a reference assemblage of 986 elements 
Language is the starting point for the so-called phylogenetic model proposed by 
Romney (1953). Romney applied the model to the Uto-Aztecan perspective on time, 
assuming that extant groups descended from an ancestral Uto-Aztecan group which 
practiced agriculture ( as assumed by agriculturally related cognate words) and possessed 
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a common language and physical type. Romney's data reveal that extant Uto-Aztecan 
groups share common linguistic and cultural elements, including material artifacts from 
the archaeological record (Moore and Romney 1994:388). Numerous researchers have 
made use of this phylogenetic model, including Vogt (1 964, 1 971 ,  1 994), Eggan ( 1 954), 
Flannery and Marcus ( 1983), and Kirch and Green ( 1 987). 
We should be very careful, however, not to overstate the case when drawing these 
parallels between cultural diversification and linguistic clines. As Lipo et al. ( 1 997) have 
pointed out, the possibility for horizontal cultural transmission can be a confounding 
factor for the strict association of biological, linguistic, and cultural clines. Inasmuch as 
it occurs in a bounded group, horizontal transmission does not pose such a problem to the 
clinal correlation enterprise. In this type of situation it seems likely that horizontal 
transmission could also parallel the genetic processes within breeding populations, in that 
randomly and to different degrees it permeates the bounded population. In this sense, 
horizontal transmission would roughly parallel the leveling effect of inter-breeding 
familial lineages in a Mendelian population. In another within-group scenario, horizontal 
cultural transmission could eventually fixate due to adaptive advantage of the trait. 
Group members might witness another vertically transmitting lineage's success with their 
idiosyncratic trait variation and purposefully adopt and spread the trait. This possibility 
for environmental adaptation of course leads us to the real problem that horizontal 
transmission can pose for models of cultural, linguistic, and biological co-diversification. 
Environmentally successful cultural traits can indeed spread horizontally between 
unrelated groups almost as easily as they can spread within a bounded group. 
Furthermore, adaptation is not the sole criterion governing horizontal trait spread. Traits 
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may expand due to aesthetic appreciation, gift giving, trade, etc., among ethnically 
disparate groups. All these possibilities should be familiar from the "culture area" studies 
of anthropology, which have sought to outline bounded geographical patterns of cultural 
trait distribution. This brings us to another fundamental problem that horizontal 
transmission poses for clinal models as well as models of geographic proximity. Namely, 
the expansion of horizontal cultural traits is not limited in space like the exchange of 
genetic material and mutually intelligible languages. The horizontal trait can pass rapidly 
from group to group across successive borders of interaction, without any migration or 
population interaction whatsoever. Carmell i and Cavalli-Sforza's (1976) genetic stepping 
stone model both holds and fails, in that contiguous populations are more likely to share 
traits, but these traits can indeed continue transmission across boundary after boundary 
without any interaction between the recipients and the originally transmitting population 
or individual. These types of situations could clearly lead to a breakdown in correlation 
of cultural, linguistic, and biological clines. 
This topic of ancestrally decoupled, horizontal cultural transmission has been 
variously contested in the literature. In their paper "Language and Culture on the North 
Coast ofNew Guinea," Welsch, Terrel, and Nadolski (1 992) examined the relationship 
among geographic proximity, linguistic relatedness, and similarity of material culture for 
3 1  villages. They found a significant correlation between geographic distance and 
material culture. However "no systematic association" between language and material 
culture was observed (Welsch et al. 1992:585). These results seem to cast doubt on the 
use of linguistic relatedness to reconstruct groups' historical origins and cultural 
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relations. Welsch et al. (1 992:589) conclude, "knowing how people are labeled 
linguistically does not appear to be a useful key to their other human characteristics." 
Moore and Romney (1994), however, question Welsch et al. 's  statistical analysis, 
which used Driver's G to index material culture, and resuhed in the following squared 
correlations: 1) i' = . 1 047 for language and material culture, 2) i' = . 1 126 for language 
and geographic distance, and 3) i' = .0752 for geographic distance and material culture 
(Welsch et al. 1992 :584, table 4 ). With the addition of suitable scaling procedures to 
reduce the degree of error in the data and reveal the underlying matrix structure, Moore 
and Romney ( 1994) were able to improve these results to 1)  i' = .69 for language and 
material cuhure, 2) i' = .54 for language and geographic distance, and 3) i' = .69 for 
geographic distance and material culture (Moore and Romney 1994:370). These 
estimates improve upon those of Welsh et al. by a factor of at least five in accounting for 
variance. Furthermore, Moore and Romney ''were able to obtain a muhiple R2 = .81  
predicting material culture from distance and language with distance and language 
contributing equally to prediction" (1994:370). Thus, Moore and Romney conclude that 
linguistic relatedness is a valuable clue for indexing other patterns in human variability. 
We Isch et al. '  s (1 992) mode 1 imp lies that an assemblage of material culture is 
rather evenly spread across the region by processes of diffusion, predominantly 
determined by distance, and relatively unaffected by patterns of language, migration, 
terrain, ecology, etc. (Moore and Romney 1994:387). Moore and Romney find, however, 
that there are three spatial artifact clusters that coincide with three linguistic groups of the 
area - the Sko and western Austronesians, the island eastern Austronesians, and the 
eastern Papuans (1994:387). Moore and Romney admit that historical contingency can 
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greatly affect local distributions of "culture items, language, and other factors" and that 
these processes may indeed obscure relations among language and other variables. 
However, they feel that "it is generally productive to look for corresponding relations 
among language, systemic culture patterns, material culture, and other factors to aid in 
unraveling the distributional and historical puzzles presented by the evidence" (Moore 
and Romney 1 994:388). 
Welsch and Terrel ( 1 994) defend their position by noting that while linguistic 
similarities may certainly be used to strengthen social and economic ties, there is 
considerable intercourse among linguistically diverse groups on the New Guinean coast. 
They describe extensive patterns of friendship stretching across hundreds of kilometers 
and numerous language groups (Welsch and Terrel 1 994:395-396). Welsch and Terrel 
feel that this situation is most important in explaining material culture distribution 
patterns observed in the data. Welsch et al. claim "language is not systematically related 
to assemblage similarity, except insofar as language is associated with geographic 
distance" ( 1 992:585). However, in a further analysis of these data, Roberts et al. found 
that "both distance and language make separate and joint contributions toward explaining 
the variability among artifact assemblages" ( 1 995 :774). Their results also "further 
validated" the analysis of Moore and Romney and their claims that geographic 
propinquity and language had "equally strong" effects on artifact assemblage ( 1 994:370). 
Commenting on Roberts, Moore, and Romney's (1 995) research (a continuation 
of Moore and Romney [ 1 994]), Barbujani ( 1 995) states that there are not many examples 
of correlation between linguistic diversity and material culture, and that the Roberts et al. 
study is, perhaps, an anomalous success. As an example of an unsuccessful correlation 
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analysis, Barbujani cites a study on Chilean Indians by Chakraborty et al. ( 1 976), where 
the researchers examined correlations between languages and other variables such as 
subsistence type, housing, clothing, crafts, weapons, and social organization. They failed 
to find significant associations between language and these other variables. Barbujani 
notes that this lack of association may be partially due to the difficulty in "distinguishing 
the cultural consequences of demographic processes (migration and admixture) from the 
effects of trade" ( 1 995 :775). As Renfrew ( 1 987) has indicated, widespread trade among 
groups may be misconstrued as evidence of migration, which in tum, would lead to 
misleading conclusions about their evolutionary population histories. Barbujani feels that 
the results of Roberts et al. ( 1 995) seem "remarkable" in that languages and gene 
frequencies do not co-vary in New Guinea (Serjeantson et al. 1 983), which suggests that 
these populations did not emerge "through a simple series of population fissions" 
(Barbujani 1 995 :776). 
Terrell criticizes Roberts et al. ( 1 995) by pointing out that language as a barrier to 
the flow of cultural goods and ideas is one thing, but to assume that these varying cultural 
distributions along linguistic lines indicate '"ethnolinguistic populations' in an enduring, 
historical, 'phylogenetic' sense" is quite another matter ( 1995 :780). Welsch ( 1995 :78 1 )  
echoes this sentiment when he points out the considerable jump from Roberts et al. ' s 
( 1 995) statistical findings to the assumption that "individuals who speak the same 
language are, other things being equal, more likely to share some material artifacts with a 
common origin in the past than people who speak unrelated languages" or that 
"individuals speaking the same language will also be more likely, other things being 
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equal, to borrow material artifacts from each other than individuals speaking different 
languages" (Roberts et al. 1995:775). 
In summation, from several of these studies as well as from Cavalli-Sforza and 
Feldman's (1981) models, it seems that there could indeed be considerable similarities 
among the processes of cultural, linguistic, and biological transmission and change. 
Namely, it seems plausible that the random effects of drift through population separation 
over time, which lead to biological clines and presumably to linguistic families, can also 
affect pools of cultural traits in a similar fashion. However, these similarities should not 
tempt one to an overstatement of parallelism, as the exchanges of Welsch et al. (1992), 
Welsch and Terrell (1994), Moore and Romney (1994), Roberts et al. (1995), Barbujani 
(1995), and Terrell (1995) indicate. As previously noted regarding language and 
genetics, genetic transmission is purely vertical, while linguistic transmission tends 
toward the vertical, but demonstrates significant horizontal transmission as well. The 
presence of horizontal transmission increases drastically with culture. While phyletic 
patterns of biological, linguistic, and cultural diversification have certainly been part of 
the picture, history has demonstrated that bounded societies have rarely existed in a 
vacuum. Groups from diverse backgrounds have often interacted significantly with one 
another, exchanging genetic, linguistic, and cultural traits. As Cavalli-Sforza et al. 
(1994) and Chen et al. (1995) have pointed out, biological and linguistic correspondences 
can overlap in these situations and one may lose sight of certain nuances of population 
histories. Cavalli-Sforza, et al. (1994) have indeed acknowledged that when groups were 
already present in an area, incoming migration would result in "impingement, 
intermingling, or the formation of new population boundaries between earlier settlers and 
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newcomers on account of linguistic, geographic, and ecological isolation" (Cavalli­
Sforza et al. 1994:16). 
Herein lies the fundamental problem regarding Cavalli-Sforza et al.'s equation of 
linguistically delineated cultural patterns with ethnicity. Insofar as we are trying to cross­
index different forms of evidence in the reconstruction of population histories, it is one 
thing to say that cultural distributions may have paralleled linguistic diversification, but 
quite another matter to equate this occurrence completely with the formation of 
ethnicities, especially inasmuch as ethnicity is taken to be an inherent boundary between 
Mendelian populations. Critiques along these lines tend to fall into two forms. One 
seeks to examine the exact relationships between ancestry, language, culture, and 
ethnicity. In other words does similarity of language, belief, or practice necessarily imply 
a common group orientation or identity, inasmuch as these may have shaped or colluded 
with biological endogamy over time? Another question is concerned with the 
observation that interaction among disparate groups is a common occurrence. To what 
extent can we actually expect cultural distributions to illuminate ancestral relations when 
culture has so often freely flowed between unrelated groups? To further explore these 
issues, I will now turn to a more thorough examination of the ethnic concept. 
Ethnicity 
Barth (1969) summarize traditional anthropological conceptions of group identity 
as containing four elements: 1 )  biological endogamy, 2) shared cultural values and 
forms, 3) common communicative standards, and 4) group self identification which is 
also categorically relevant to other similarly constituted groups. While not necessarily 
rejecting these generaliz.ations, Barth diverges from a long-standing tendency among 
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students of society and culture when he distinguishes ethnicity as a form social 
organization from the actual cultural and population patterns that variously coincide with 
such social identities. The former way of thinking held that ethnic groups were simply 
populations with common culture and descent. The ethnic group itself was seen to be the 
substrate of these ancestral culture patterns (Roosens 1989), and through unit continuity 
over time, was considered to be an "isolated (outcome) of local environmental 
adaptation" (Cohen 1978:385). Barth's innovation was to recognize that groups make 
variable use of ancestral culture in delineating their identities, and in fact may also define 
these identities by cultural traits that are not ancestral at all, but are borrowed or invented. 
However, groups still tend to impute these variously derived traits to ancestral continuity. 
Furthermore, the set of cuhural traits by which a group defines itself it not identical to the 
set of cultural traits possessed by the groups as a whole, but is rather a limited selection 
of these, deemed as relevant in the definition of group identity. These self-identified, 
group relevant traits are not essentially linked with the population, but may indeed shift 
over time or from situation to situation as a result of various intra- and inter-group 
processes. Cohen ( 1978:387) thus describes ethnicity as a "series of nesting 
dichotomizations of inclusiveness and exclusiveness," where the "process of assigning 
persons to groups is both subjective and objective, carried out by self and others, and 
depends on what diacritics are used to define membership." 
Barth goes on to argue that the relevance of such ethnic marker traits increases 
significantly as the intensity of inter-group contact and interaction increases. As Roosens 
(1989:12) points out, ''the most isolated 'traditional' group of people is probably the least 
ethnically self-defined." Accordingly, Barth, as well others that were to follow him ( e.g. 
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Levine and Campbell 1 972; Glazer and Moynihan 1975), holds that ethnic identification 
or lack thereof is always connected to social and economic interests. If a population 
strongly embraces a sense of ethnic identity in their interactions with other variously 
constituted populations, then they are likely involved in the strategic defense and 
negotiation of economic resources for their group. On the other hand, if ethnic 
differences and identities are downplayed within a population, then there is likely profit 
or economic stability to be gained from participating cooperatively with other groups. 
Thus, ethnicity is essentially a relational concept, which articulates beliefs and attitudes 
about behavior toward in-group conspecifics with beliefs and attitudes toward outside 
groups. Along these lines, Barth has emphasized an "instrumentalist" view of 
community rather than a "primordialist" one. That is to say, ethnicities are not ethnicities 
simply through shared history and cultural similarity, but are also largely delineated 
according to a shared "purposes, for which the community acts together" (Rex 2002:95). 
Despite Barth' s decoupling of a one to one correspondence between ancestral 
derivation (encompassing biological, linguistic, and cultural distributions) and group 
identity, it is still clear that identities are largely defined by traits held in common among 
population members. Roosens ( 1989: 160) lists some common ideational components of 
ethnicity and ethnic discourse, including "descent, biological origin, belonging together, 
land, culture, and history." Geertz ( 1 963) has more specifically outlined such ethnically 
unifying factors, listing kinship, neighborhood or territory, shared language, shared 
religion, and shared customs, as contributing to a common sense of identity. Geertz also 
notes a community's ascription of primordiality to these constellations of culture. Rex 
(2002 :9 1 )  further suggests such factors as a social division of labor and a shared history 
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of myth or origin. Thus, an overarching concept of ethnicity may be easily divided into 
two elements: locality and primordiality. The notion of locality subsumes various shared 
cultural similarities, as well as various tendencies toward common social endeavor 
(Barth's ethnic instrumentality). Primordiality on the other hand, includes a group's 
meta-narratives regarding the historicity and naturalness of these local patterns. As 
Geertz (1963:109) has phrased it, "the assumed givens of a social existence." However, 
just like the concept of ethnicity, the concept of locality is a relational construct. Locality 
exists on a continuum where collectivity is defined with greater or lesser abstraction 
regarding what constitutes a tie to a common territory (i.e. village to nation state). A 
village or band level community may have a strong sense of identity, but may be 
surrounded by groups that are indeed ancestrally connected and possess very similar or 
indeed identical linguistic and cultural norms. Returning to Barth' s notion of 
instrumentality, whether or not these proximal localities become socially unified under an 
ethnic sense of collectivity largely depends on their articulation with the wider ecological 
and social environments. The emergence of such expansively defined ethnies would 
seem to be motivated in part by contact with more radically "alien" out-groups, that is to 
say, contact with groups that are (initially) very poorly understood, perhaps due to 
significantly different linguistic heritage, and with whom competition over environmental 
resources is greater than the competition among the minimally (geographically and 
culturally) divergent localities. 
However, ethnically delineated unification of multiple bands, villages, lineages, 
etc. is not the only possibility when faced with ancestrally disparate groups. Cohen 
(1978:3 81) points out that there may indeed be differential alliance or conflict between 
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lower level aggregates from disparate ethnics. For example, band A, from ancestrally 
linked population set X, might ally with band C from ancestrally linked population set Y, 
rather than with band B, an ancestral relative from population set X. Both A and C 
would likely maintain their previous, local group identities, but perhaps develop novel 
markers of interaction for their new enterprises. Such alliances may occur among any 
number of lower level localities, and can indeed range upward in size to very large scale 
integrations among ancestrally disparate populations. Along these lines, Cohen 
(1978:381) decries the traditional anthropological penchant for depicting "assumedly 
homogeneous sociocultural units as entities," when the empirical realities of fieldwork 
have strongly attested to the fact that "multiethnicity (is) central to the understanding of 
social process and structure" not only among contemporary groups (i.e. nation states) but 
among so-called atavistic "tribal" groups as well. 
However, Boyd and Richerson (2005 :99) point out that while ethnic groups may 
often split and merge, many have demonstrated significant historical continuity. They go 
on to note, following Barth, that symbolically marked ethnicities are not purely a product 
of common cultural heritage, since social and thereby cultural barriers have proven to be 
quite permeable. Despite substantial movement of people and ideas across group 
boundaries, ethnic distinctiveness most often remains. Boyd and Richerson thus 
conclude that there are other social processes that counteract what should otherwise be 
the straightforward homogenizing effects of migration and cultural diffusion among 
disparate groups. In Boyd and Richerson's models and simulations, ethnically marked 
group norms are a fundamental part of our social psychology. They theorize that such a 
psychological propensity is an adaptation that allows rapid learning from the local 
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population. When one preferentially copies other individuals from one's own population, 
one should be much more likely to hit upon locally adaptive behaviors and ideas that 
others have discovered, rather than imitating the behaviors of incoming migrants, who 
may have behaviors and ideas not particularly useful or even maladaptive in their new 
environment. Furthermore, Boyd and Richerson (2005 : 1 00) hold that the evolutionary 
establishment of ethnically delineated norms is further likely, in that it allows people to 
know what to expect from one another, regarding notions of right and wrong, what is fair, 
what is valuable, etc. In this way, groups of conspecifics should be more able to 
cooperate, thus enhancing the biological fitness of all involved. 
Thus, according to Boyd and Richerson the presence of arbitrary ethnic markers 
arises as a by-produce of the selective imitation of local individuals. To know whom to 
imitate, one must know who is local. Boyd and Richerson ( 1 987) point out that a 
mutually understood dialect seems to be a logical choice for locality marking, however, 
they admit that practically any material or symbolic trait could serve just as well. They 
have demonstrated through various simulations that once ethnically delineated cultural 
norms have become established in a group, most likely through a certain period of group 
isolation, then even initially minute cultural differences between disparate populations 
tend to become attenuated through positive feed back of the transmission process. 
Furthermore, according to Boyd and Richerson's simulations, once these local identifying 
traits become sharply marked, feedback from the transmission process itself is sufficient 
to maintain these identity markers, despite the presence of widespread admixture and 
cultural diffusion across population boundaries. However, given Barth's argument 
regarding the instrumentality of group self-designation, it seems that even with the 
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retention of previously established markers and identities, with the presence of 
widespread interaction and cooperation among diverse populations, novel markers of 
affiliation would indeed accrue on top of these earlier distinctions. 
Thus, there would seem to be a dual tendency of ethnicity. Ancestrally derived 
traits do indeed play a large role in the delineation of group identities. Furthermore, these 
identities my indeed stand in the face of significant trans-ethnic interaction. However, as 
many have pointed out, this is not necessarily a strong barrier to interactions with 
external populations, or the adoption of novel traits as relevant to group identity. Herein 
lines the problem with Cavalli-Sforza et al. 's (1994) strict equation oflanguage with 
ethnicity. Ancestrally disparate populations variably interact with one another. There is 
no guarantee that common communicative forms (linguistic or cultural) will be the sole 
deciding factor of biological interaction or continued group integration. Kroeber (1948) 
has argued a similar point. While admitting the probable preservation of ancestrally 
derived traits, he also emphasized the prevalence of diffusion throughout history, and 
argued that any particular culture history most likely involves multiple divergences of 
ancestral lines, recombinant amalgamations of ethnically related as well as ethnically 
disparate populations, and furthermore, subsequent divergences and recombinations of 
these admixed groups. Moore (1995 :925) terms this type of population process 
"rhizotic," where a particular language, culture, or society is "derived from or rooted in 
several different antecedent groups." This notion is of course opposed to cladistic 
theories of population derivation, where daughter groups are derived from a single parent 
population. 
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There are several similar critiques throughout the literature. Moore (1 995) 
disagrees with the tendency of geneticists such as Cavalli-Sforza et al. ( 1 994) to equate 
languages with "tribes." Cavalli-Sforza et al. state, "There tends to be a one-to-one 
correspondence of tribal names to language names" and further assume that these "tribes, 
when not too large numerically, are a reasonable approximation to a population unit for 
the purpose of genetic analysis" ( 1994:23). With regard to these assumptions, Moore 
notes, "many populations have been lumped together that ethnologists would consider to 
be quite distinct" ( 1995 :530). Moore further criticizes Cavalli-Sforza et al. 's  assumptions 
on which populations have or have not been admixed as simplistic and failing to 
recognize the historical complexity of ethnogenesis. Sims-Williams (1 998) feels that this 
tendency to conflate tribal designations and linguistic similarity has arisen from the fact 
that early Europeans contacting these groups constructed categories that fit the 
expectations of continental tendencies for a single language to coincide with a certain 
nation. That there may be some special situation of linguistic and genetic segregation as 
regards nation-states would seem to be evidenced by Chen et al. 's  ( 1 995) and Barbujani 
and Sokal' s ( 1 990) correlations for European populations. Moore ( 1 994:93 1 -932) points 
out that the "po litical boundaries of sedentary, industrial, and dense modern societies" in 
Europe are the products of "long ideological struggles to promote linguistic and cultural 
unity." As such, the extant genetic and linguistic correlations of Europe serve as a poor 
ethnographic analogy for the historical diversification oflndo-European populations, 
groups which inhabited entirely different environments and social contexts than those 
found in contemporary Europe. Furthermore, such language ideologies could have 
furthered distorted early anthropologists' perceptions regarding linguistic similarity and 
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ethnic unity, when in reality, the populations of non-European locales have much more 
rarely fit into such strictly delineated national bodies. As Sims-Williams puts it, 
missionaries and colonial administrators would have tended to think that tribe "X" could 
be expected to speak "X-ese," ''just as the English spoke English and the French, French" 
( 1998:507). Thus, early European colonizers most likely lumped together numerous 
indigenous groups, who, despite speaking the same language or reasonably close dialects 
thereof, could have very well considered themselves ethnically distinct. Sims-Williams 
stresses that "linguistic data certainly cannot be used as a surrogate for ethnological data 
about 'ethnic units,' as is routinely done by geneticists" (1998:507). 
Moore also criticizes Cavalli-Sforza et al. 's ( 1994) assumption that the year 1492 
(which is the upper temporal limit of their reconstructions) "constitutes some kind of 
watershed in human migration and evolution before which the world distribution of 
genes, ethnicities, and languages, was simpler" ( 1995:53 1 ). In a similar vein, Sims­
Williams ( 1998) believes that Cavalli-Sforza et al. overemphasize the importance of 
vertical cultural transmission, that is, from parent to child, at the expense of"horizontal'' 
transmission among groups. To believe that linguistically and ethnically differentiated 
populations did not interact significantly with one another is to fall into the trap of 
"primitivism," according to Sims-Williams. As such, Sims-Williams feels that the 
"demic" approach to cultural spread, with linguistic affiliation as its measure, does not 
sufficiently account for cultural diffusion and environmental adaptation ( 1998:518). 
While linguistic and biological similarity "must testify to (population) contiguity or 
former contiguity either with each other or with other - perhaps unknown - populations 
with similar characteristics language is just one of various pointers to possible 
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connections between populations" (Sims-Williams 1998:5 1 3). Sims-Williams stresses 
that linguistic clues are not in a different category from archaeological, ethnological, and 
historical evidence. We should not automatically assume that because linguistic evidence 
is abundant, it is also "exceptionally powerful" for re-constructing population histories 
(Sims-Williams 1998 :5 1 3  ). 
Migrational Models versus the Breakdown of Isolates 
In summation, while there is some validity in using linguistic relationships to 
cross reference genetic phylogenies under the assumptions of a geographic isolation 
model, the utility of this technique seems to weaken significantly for situations in which 
linguistically, culturally, and genetically disparate groups have entered a common 
territory and interbred (barring those instances where language may indeed have acted as 
a reproductive barrier). By making extensive use of vertical transmission in their models 
for linguistic and cultural diversification, Cavalli-Sforza, et al. do not fully address such 
situations, which Dahlberg ( 1943) has described as the "breakdown of isolates." As 
Cavalli-Sforza, et al. ( 1 994) have noted, there have certainly been situations where gene 
flow occurs across linguistic boundaries with no concomitant language change. Also, 
language replacement through political imposition or through other processes might 
obscure historical relationships between apparently unconnected populations. In light of 
these situations, the importance of cultural comparisons is increased, since they may shed 
light on certain population histories not entirely reflected in linguistic or genetic 
distributions. Accordingly, a model that unquestioningly subsumes ethnographic 
comparisons under the rubric of linguistic phylogeny would seem relatively limited in 
providing such evidence. 
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Cavalli-Sforza, et al. do indeed acknowledge that ''the gene pool is subdivided 
and stratified in very complex ways" ( 1 994:2 1). Despite their unproblematic equation 
of cultural distributions and ethnicities with linguistic boundaries, Cavalli-Sforza et al. do 
admit that various factors, such as socioeconomic, religious, and other cultural patterns of 
population delineation, may be found within a group that is geographically bounded and 
linguistically unified. Cultural pools can have a significant effect on the constituency and 
congress of gene pools. They note a paucity of studies dealing with the interplay of 
cultural and biological difference, and remark "it seems likely that two individuals have a 
higher probability of marrying if their distance in any of these scales is shorter" (Cavalli­
Sforza et al. 1 994:23). As cultural diffusion has occurred, crosscutting biological and 
linguistic lines of previously isolated groups, how might it reflect or create new 
parameters of breeding structure, not necessarily congruent with geographic and 
linguistic distance? More thorough examinations of cultural similarity gradients and 
comparison with biological and linguistic clines should add another dimension to our 
understanding of group histories and population dynamics. 
Different Patterns of Cultural Variability 
If cultural patterns are to help us make heads or tails of questionable group 
histories, then it is useful to know how the various elements of cuhure might tend to 
coincide with both ancestral clines and admixed groups. Moylan et al (2005 :3-4) outline 
three possible overarching patterns regarding the distribution of cuhural traits. One has 
already been discussed extensively in this chapter, namely that found among populations 
which have undergone demic expansion. Under these circumstances, cultural traits are 
more likely to be similar among populations with recent common ancestors that among 
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populations with more distant ancestors. Secondly, Moylan et al. note patterns of cultural 
similarity which may be due to independent adaptation to a common or similar 
environment. Finally, they mention situations of cuhural diffusion, where group 
similarity is thought to be a function of geographic proximity. This latter tendency may 
be largely influenced by the adaptiveness of certain traits or, as discussed in the earlier 
section on ethnicity, by socially organized, instrumental relationships among disparate 
groups. There are several problematic aspects of recognizing and understanding these 
various cultural patterns in the reconstruction of population histories. It seems likely that 
all three types of variation may be found to different degrees in any particular population, 
whether one is defining this group linguistically or genetically. However, it may often be 
difficult to determine how much and what parts of a group's characteristic culture are 
attributable to these various processes. These threads are particularly difficult to sort out 
since environmentally selected culture and trans-ethnic diffusion are not only 
confounding factors in reconstructing directly phyletic, ancestral relations, but they are 
also vital evidence for reconstructing subsequent interactions among formerly disparate 
populations. Furthermore, in light of the mobile propensities of populations and 
ethnicities over time, particular groups may have indeed been in contact with multiple 
neighbors over the course of their history, differentially acquiring and maintaining 
various cultural traits along the way. As previously mentioned, Kroeber ( 1949) has 
argued this view, which Moore ( 1994) terms a "rhizotic" account of population histories. 
Anthropological opinion has been divided on the predominant characteristic of 
cultural distributions. Many have been uncertain of how strong a role diffusive culture 
has actually played throughout human history, and furthermore, whether it has totally 
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obscured a cultural picture of pre-historic group identities. Both Wissler and Kroeber, 
who focused largely on the so-called culture areas of North American, primarily 
emphasized diffusion and environmental adaptation as responsib le for observable culture 
patterns (Jones 2002:502). While Lowie was generally more sympathetic to the notion of 
retained ancestral characteristics, he did not really offer many specific suggestions for the 
study of these cultural and ethnic relationships. The various branches of materialist 
anthropology that were to follow continued this emphasis on environmental influence and 
adaptation in the determination of cultural traits, and often treated historical influences as 
so much "noise" in their data (Jones 2002:502). Some anthropologists (e.g. Harris 1 979) 
have gone so far as to argue that all elements of a society's cultural distribution can be 
explained with regards to their characteristic environment of habitation or the technology 
used to inhabit such areas. This sort of position seems to offer little hope in using culture 
to better understand population ancestries through time. If the culture of any given 
society were completely tied to their current environment, then there would be little hope 
of cultural patterns reflecting different stages of a group's history, as they may have 
moved through different environments or been in contact with different groups along the 
way. 
Henrich and Boyd ( 1998:2 16) point out, however, that many groups possessing 
entirely different religions, social systems, and kinship have been shown to inhabit 
similar environments and have similar technologies. They further note that significant 
differences among such groups do indeed persist through time, despite high rates of inter­
migration and social integration (Henrich and Boyd 2002:220). As previously discussed, 
Barth ( 1969) and Boyd and Richerson (1 997; 2002 ; 2005) have made similar points. 
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How then can we practically conceive such ethnic conservatism in the face of adaptive 
and socially integrative cultural diffusion, when we are reconstructing ancestral 
relationships? Along these lines, Boyd and Richerson ( 1997; 2002; 2005) have spoken 
of the stability of trait configurations in the transmission process. That is to say, it seems 
likely that a given society will possess a certain "core" set of cultural traits that are 
interwoven with (and thereby stabilized by) group characteristic social processes, value 
systems, and transmission biases. Boyd and Richerson conceive these cores in terms of 
stable equilibria of multiple and interacting cultural traits, which through the inherent 
dynamics of the transmission process, may contain beneficially functional, maladaptive, 
or neutral traits, or most likely some mixture thereof. Regarding the diffusion of 
adaptive cultural patterns across ethnic lines, Boyd and Richerson note that adaptive 
cultural elements within a society may well be interwoven with other cultural elements 
that are not necessarily adaptive (2002:9). As such, diffusion may be ineffective because 
individuals from other populations may not be able to discern the adaptively relevant 
cultural traits, and furthermore, may be ethnically adverse to the adoption of large 
portions of another group's culture. The latter may indeed be necessary to actually hit 
upon the behaviorally adaptive advantage enjoyed by the other group. On the other hand, 
adaptive cultural ideas and practices may tend to spread easily if they are more obviously 
congruent with and understandable from a certain group's cultural configuration. 
Diffusion of traits may also be widespread if their costs and benefits are easily 
ascertainable (Boyd and Richerson 2002:9). 
Durham ( 1991) also discusses this notion of cultural cores. While noting the 
possibility and indeed probability of cultural trait diffusion, Durham gives higher priority 
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to ancestrally derived culture patterns in the explanation of extan� distributions. He 
argues that even after the effects of trans-ethnic diffusion, we should still be able to 
discern fairly clear-cut patterns of group internal, distinctive cultural traits. Regarding 
such ancestral patterns of cultural descent by modification, Durham notes several 
possibly influencing factors. These include preservation by transmission advantage 
(some kinds of variants are more easily or more reliably transmitted), natural selection 
(trait provides an adaptive advantage to its adopter), and cultural selection (belief or 
ideational structure of a society tends toward the adoption and preservation of certain 
types of traits) (Durham 1991 :203). All three transmission processes would seem to play 
a substantial role in the formation and maintenance of ancestrally derived, ethnically 
delineated cultural distributions. 
Thus, the notion of cultural cores holds that certain traits or sets of traits may tend 
to be cladistically preserved in expanding populations and furthermore be resistant to 
diffusion because of some sort of transmission bias, for example, ideational 
incompatibility with other groups. On the other hand, such trait complexes may actually 
tend to diffuse together because of adaptively functional or ideational interrelation among 
the traits. As Moylan et al. (2005 :8) put it, cultural groups have "variously permeable 
skins affecting the coherence of traits over time." Moylan et al. (2005:8-9) note, 
however, that as theoretically important as these notions are, there have been few specific 
suggestions regarding what type of general traits are likely to be thus stabilized. Boyd et 
al. (1997) and Durham (1992) do offer some guidelines, however. They discuss a 
tendency of trait coherence within groups whenever there are meta-narratives of meaning, 
group identity markers, or otherwise highly structured symbolic systems (i.e. languages 
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or power hierarchies) associated with certain trait constellations. One likely candidate for 
such a trait core might be cultural patterns of kinship. Several theorists have maintained 
a close connection between kinship and ancestral population relationships (e.g. Burton et 
al 1 996; Guglielmino et al. 1 995). Other possibilities for enduring cultural core may 
include patterns of social organization, hierarchy, and ·ideology as suggested by Vansina 
( 1 990) and Kopytoff ( 1987). 
Despite the likelihood of such ethnic boundaries to diffusion, there does seem to 
be some valid points to the previously discussed adaptationist, materialist, and 
diffusionist standpoints. Certain elements of culture may indeed hold little relevance to 
the reconstruction of population histories if they are strongly adapted to a certain 
environment. Cultural technologies and practices founded on the necessity of dealing 
with various ecological constraints, if greatly advantageous and at least partly 
understandable in terms of other cultural mindsets, should diffuse quickly to neighbors 
with little effect on genetic and linguistic boundaries. When faced with a given set of 
ecological constraints, there are only so many cultural solutions that a group may hit 
upon, and over time, these innovations should become distributed rather evenly across 
geographically proximal populations, with little regard to group boundaries. 
Thus, a useful starting point in differentiating between such ancestral and 
diffusive possibilities might be to first recognize traits that are likely the products of 
environmental adaptation. Such an approach follows a conventional evolutionary view 
( e.g. Harvey and Purvis [ 1 99 1 ]) that adaptively neutral traits are more likely to be useful 
as ancestral indicators. This position proceeds from the belief that cultural traits, which 
do not differentially interact with environments, are more likely to persist unchanged 
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within expanding groups ·as they have passed through various environments during their 
history (Neiman 1995). However, this method is not entirely straightforward. Moylan et 
al. (2005) caution against making such intuitive judgments of what does or does not 
constitute adaptive cuhure, noting that our views of functionality may often be myopic 
and misleading. For example, as Barth (1969) has noted, various seemingly neutral 
cultural traits may indeed by co-opted as ethnic markers and thus function in the 
regulation of sociopolitical interactions among groups. Herein lies another situation that 
would seem conducive to the widespread diffusion of cultural traits. Symbolically co­
opted traits may spread throughout a wider social system following increased integration 
of trans-ethnic groups, thus obscuring their original ancestral patterns. Moylan et al. 
(2005) further point out that even traits which seem clearly functional ( e.g. modes of 
subsistence or methods of family maintenance) may indeed be strongly coordinated with 
ancestral relations. If migrating and fissioning populations settled in environmentally 
similar areas over time, then ancestral patterns of subsistence or functional organization 
may be clinally preserved. Thus, functionality does not necessarily imply a weaker 
connection with ancestral patterns. 
While bearing in mind these possibilities for distortion, the search for 
functionaVadaptive traits ( either environmental or social) does seem to be a useful clue 
for recognizing ancestral distributions from diffused ones. As Secoy (1953 :95) has 
suggested, "a complete and comprehensive picture of any one culture will be best secured 
by first distinguishing in each individual case between those aspects of the culture, which 
are integrated into systems predominantly internal to the culture, and those aspects, which 
are predominantly linked to aspects of other cuhures, thus forming a multi-cultural 
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system." Whether it is directly adaptive technology or socially regulative symbolism, 
such traits would seem to have contributed significantly to areal cultural patterns that 
crosscut ancestral lines. Along these lines, Jones (2002:203) argues that certain forms of 
culture like religion, economy, and social structure seem to be much more sensitive to 
environmental selection and cross-cultural diffusion through what Burton et al. ( 1996) 
have described as regionally delineated, pre-capitalist systems of trade. However, as 
previously noted, diffusion of cultural distributions across ancestral lines is not just noise 
in the sorting out of cladistic relationships, but it is also evidence regarding the history 
and constitution of subsequently formed genetic pools. Accordingly, Jones (2002:506) 
points out that divisions between culture areas tend to coincide with major biological 
populations clusters, and as such, local barriers to cultural diffusion may also be barriers 
to gene flow. Jones goes on to conclude that intra-regional, inter-ethnic social systems 
( which he refers to as secondary culture areas) have been just as important as demic 
expansions (the results of which he terms primary culture areas) in the creation of 
continental and worldwide genetic clusters. In primary culture areas, genetic 
distributions tend to coincide with linguistic relationships. In secondary culture areas, 
they seem not to. 
Taking up these topics, Moylan et al. (2005) have examined cultural trait 
distributions in East Africa in reference to linguistic taxonomies. As they put it, they 
have attempted to determine whether various types of cultural traits exhibit significant 
"linguistic signal," that is a strong association with posited ancestral relationships as 
indexed by linguistic taxonomy. Surprisingly, their results run contrary to similar studies 
( e.g. Guglielmino et al 1995 ; Hewlett et al. 2002), in that they found very few cultural 
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traits which showed a strong linguistic signal. Furthermore, no particular domain of 
cultural behavior was more associated with language than another. Moylan et al. find this 
result particularly surprising with regards to patterns of kinship, which as mentioned 
earlier, many have held to be conservatively transmitted within linguistic phylogenies. 
Indeed, Moylan et al.'s results run counter to Pocklington's ( 1996) and Hewlett et al.'s 
(2002) findings for the continent as a whole, and Jones (2003) finding on the global scale. 
Furthermore, Moylan et al. (2005: 16) note the disparity of their findings regarding 
sociopolitical culture with the assertions ofVansina ( 1990) and Kopytoff(l987), who 
maintain that cultural traditions of social organization, hierarchy, and ideology should 
tend to pattern together and endure as cultural cores throughout processes of ancestral 
derivation. Indeed, Moylan et al. go on to suggest, following Feierman ( 1990) and Wolf 
( 1982), that inter-community relations may often be so interwoven with systemic 
processes on both regional and global scales that the sociopolitical culture of many 
groups may have long lost strict correspondence with ancestral relationships. 
Like Jones (2002), Moylan et al (2005)  hypothesize that this correlative disparity 
may have something do to with different tendencies of trait transmission and preservation 
at different geographical scales. Guglielmino et al.'s ( 1995 )  and Hewlett et al.'s (2002) 
studies were conducted on a continent wide scale, while Moylan et al.' s (2005 )  study was 
limited to groups residing in the region of east Africa. Regarding this issue, Moylan et al. 
note strong historical links as well as geographical contiguity among the groups 
considered for their study. They go on to argue that such correlative failure between 
cultural distributions and linguistic relationships may indeed by the standard for local 
regions, and that far reaching correlations may only be common on continental and 
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worldwide geographic scales. Such failures of cultural and linguistic correlation at the 
micro-regional scale would seem to be largely a product of a higher diffusion potential 
due to geographical proximity among ethnically diverse populations living contiguously. 
Under such circumstances, different daughter populations stemming from the same 
parent population may have each received a differential diffusion of group-external 
cultural traits, either in differing proportions from the same source, or from different 
sources altogether. Thus, as Moylan et al. (2005) argue, social systems on the micro­
regional scale may indeed involve greater opportunities for shift between parent and 
daughter populations, a situation ripe for the disassociation of linguistic and cultural 
distributions. 
In summation of these various cultural patterns, there seems to be no easy answer 
regarding what types of cultural traits we may reliably associate with clinal 
diversification and what types we may associate with areal diffusion. Some traits which 
seem likely candidates for group endogamous, clinal transmission have given mixed 
signals (e.g. kinship, social organization, ideologies of hierarchical power, etc.). These 
types oftraits, which Boyd et al. ( 1997) and Durham ( 1992) have described as highly 
symbolic complexes or meaning rich systems, would indeed seem more likely to fall 
along linguistically ancestral lines. In some situations such cultural complexes have 
shown considerable ancestral signal, however in some instances they have not. As Jones 
(2002) and Moylan et al. (2005) have pointed out, it seems likely that geographic scale 
plays a large part in such correlations or lack thereof. On the local scale, as ancestrally 
distinct groups have coalesced into increasingly complex systems of social interaction, 
the probability for trait diffusion would seem to increase drastically, especially in light of 
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Barth's notion of instrumental incorporation. Groups that differentially integrate their 
economic activities seem very likely to develop novel configurations of previous cultural 
traits in contrast to other groups in competition with their networks. Such complex trans­
ethnic integration need not be the case, though. Certain population distributions, for 
example those found throughout Polynesia, Central Africa, and Eurasia do on many 
counts follow the predictions of a demic expansion model, with cultural and linguistic 
patterns more closely following genetic distributions. It thus seems problematic to make 
sweeping predictions regarding what kinds of culture may be better ancestral indicators 
and what kinds are more likely to diffuse. As Moylan et al. (2005 :20) argue, the 
transmission behaviors of various types of culture are highly path dependent, with 
"existing institutional frameworks providing constraints and incentives for a particular 
path of development over time." Whether through cladistic population processes, 
innovative group adaptation, diffusion encouraged by environmental adaptation, or social 
adaptation within a trans-ethic network, different culture traits demonstrate varying 
degrees of stability and dynamism both within and among populations. Our analytic 
methods should be geared toward teasing these different propensities apart and 
understanding the articulation of more or less universal population processes with 
contingent history. Furthermore, in such enterprises, we should be exceedingly careful 
about over generalizing, as very different processes may have shaped different 
geographic areas and scales. As Moylan et al. (2005) point out, the demic diffusions that 
shaped the histories of Polynesia, Central Africa, and Eurasia may indeed have been 
specific to these areas for geographical or other perhaps as of yet unknown reasons. 
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However, lest we lose hope in sorting out these bewildering arrays of cultural 
distribution and their variable relationships with biological and linguistic patterns of 
descent, we should recall S ims-Williams's ( 1 998) point that no one form of evidence is 
naturally superior to another, but all are useful in the reconstruction of population 
histories. What holds in one case, in one set of circumstances, may very well have not 
held in another. As such, cultural comparisons, while far from predictable, may offer 
vital evidence in less than straightfoiward situations. For example, there seems to be 
some evidence that cultural distributions can sometimes give more information regarding 
population histories than biological distributions do. In an archaeological context, Jantz 
( 1 973) and Key (1 983) have shown that the physical tendencies of the Arikara gradually 
became identical to those of the their neighbors, the Mandan. The most interesting aspect 
of this transition, however, is that Arikara material culture made no concomitant change 
and remained distinctive in its archaeological context. While we have been lucky enough 
from a historical standpoint to understand this demographic shift between the Arikara and 
Mandan, there are most likely many such cases where we have not had the ethno­
historical resources to understand such shifts. As such, cukural clues may indeed prove 
invaluable in certain situations. 
Summary 
In this chapter, I have briefly discussed prevailing opinions regarding the 
connections between biological and linguistic differentiation as well as between linguistic 
and cultural variation. While by and large, the anthropological tradition since Boas has 
been to regard culture, language, and biology as independent variables, there seems to be 
reasonably sound evidence for believing that their variations might tend toward 
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coincidence under certain circumstances, namely those of demic expansion, and 
apparently in some cases, where linguistic boundaries, either through language ideologies 
or other social practices, seem to have reinforced population divisions. It is these 
arguments that Cavalli-Sforza et al (1 994) have relied on in their reconstructions. On the 
other hand, linguistic boundaries, while certainly being widely applicable in the 
delineation of ethnic boundaries, should not be unproblematically accepted as indicators 
thereof. Tran-ethnic social systems have been widely attested in worldwide ethnographic 
research as well as throughout recorded history. Such integrations have doubtlessly 
effected biological distributions without concomitant changes in language. 
Consequently, cuhural comparisons seem to be of great worth in better understanding 
such historical specifics. Bearing these notions in mind, I will now turn to the case of 
American Indians of the Great Plains and how their cultural milieu has been 
reconstructed through techniques of prehistorical, historical, ethnographic, and 
ethnological analysis. This information, considered with regard to the previously 
discussed theoretical patterns of biological, linguistic, and cultural co-diversification, 
should frame my analysis of Cavalli-Sforza et al. 's (1 994:23) call for comparisons of 
cultural and biological patterns. Additionally, these considerations should further address 
their assertion that linguistic boundaries may be used as default ethnic boundaries for 
understanding population biology. 
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Chapter III 
The Plains Culture Area: Ecological Constitution, Anthropological 
Conceptions, and Culture History 
In this chapter I will consider various facets of the Great Plains area, including 
overarching patterns of culture, histories of group migration and habitation, as well as 
some possible repercussions of these patterns for the coincidence of biological, linguistic, 
and cultural pools. Regarding the Great Plains as a culture area, there are numerous 
cultural traits which were distributed across multiple groups, as evidenced in the 
archaeological record as well as among ethnographically observed and historically known 
populations. The widespread distribution of many of these traits seems to have occurred 
under environmentally selective pressure, involving aspects of subsistence as well as 
technological and economic production. Other widespread cultural traits, such as 
systems of sociopolitical organization, also appear to have environmentally adapted 
aspects (i.e. aggregation and dispersal of bands for hunting purposes), but also seem to be 
linked to overarching areal patterns of social interconnectivity. As discussed at the end 
of Chapter II, environmentally adapted cultural technologies should indeed tend toward 
areal leveling. Furthermore, insofar as symbolic culture performs a socially regulative 
function among multiple groups, it may also tend toward areal leveling. However, 
following Boyd and Richerson (1997; 2002; 2005) and Durham (1991), despite the 
presence of such outstanding, area-wide cultural traits, these distributions and forms 
should not be perfectly uniform. Rather, we can expect groups to have certain distinctive 
cultural configurations which are aligned with their ethnic histories in addition to more 
general, area wide patterns. A more nuanced examination of these distributions might 
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indicate differential patterns of social interconnectedness and thus shed light on 
biological proximities, either ancestral or subsequently derived. In the interest of sorting 
out which patterns of cultural similarity are likely to represent leveling among ancestrally 
distinct groups and which patterns indicate ancestral patterns of relatedness, I will discuss 
various anthropological conceptions of the Plains culture area and consider how these 
cultural patterns may be relevant to the biological comparisons of this thesis. Also in this 
chapter, I will consider patterns of habitation and migration among the linguistically 
diverse inhabitants of the Plains. Again, this should provide insight into patterns of 
cultural variability and biological proximity, as well as the networks of social 
interconnectedness that may have contributed to the presence or absence of correlations 
in the current study. 
As discussed at the end of Chapter II, a useful place to begin in sorting out 
ancestral cultural patterns from diffused ones is an examination of adaptive or functional 
trait complexes. Toward this end, I will now tum to the environmental constitution of the 
Plains region and consider how certain widespread cultural patterns were usefully applied 
to survival in this area. 
The Plains Environment 
Definitions of the American Great Plains region vary. Walter Prescott Webb 
( 193 1  : 1 -9) defined the eastern border by the 98th meridian, on the basis that westward 
past this point, the ways of living were significantly different from the eastern 
woodlands. The Great Plains Committee ( 1936) attenuated this boundary westward two 
degrees to the I 00th meridian. Along slightly less arbitrary lines, the archaeologist W.R. 
Wedel ( 196 1 :37) delineated the eastern Plains with reference to the 20-inch rainfall line, 
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which separates the tall grass prairie from the mixed tall grass and short grass plains. 
This demarcation actually wavers eastward and westward of both the 98th and 100th 
parallels. The western border roughly parallels the Rocky Mountains, although stretches 
of grasslands reach upward in elevation and intersperse various areas of the chain. Low 
moisture levels and extreme temperature fluctuations dominate the ecology of the area, 
producing the so-called short grasses of the Plains. These plants provide superior 
nutritive quality for wild life and stock (Shelford 1974), thus supporting the large herds 
of bison, on which the Plains dwellers were so dependent. While the Plains ecology 
created an ideal environment for grazing animals, it simultaneously prohibited the 
success of horticuhural enterprise, "by the semiarid climate, tough sod, and perhaps by 
fire" (Gilbert 1980:11). When horticulture did exist it was generally limited to alluvial 
flood plains, which fell along the watercourses of the region. Also along these 
waterways, there were stands of scarp-protected forest scattered across the region (Wells 
1970). These forests supported fauna that were not usually associated with the Plains 
grasslands, and were heterogeneous in regards to distribution. The same held true for the 
distribution of trees within the forests themselves (Wells 1970). This combination of 
limited forest and wide ranging plain created a very specific set of constraints for the 
human groups inhabiting the area. Many consider this environment as the primary 
influence in the development of the area's typical, cultural institutions (Oliver 1962:4). 
Kelly notes that the grassland/savanna type environment is dominated by an 
abundance of animals as well as a deficit of edible plants for humans ( 1983 :286-287). 
Bamforth adds, ''this point particularly implies that it would be difficult to lead a 
nonagricuhural life on the Plains without relying primarily .on animals for food" ( 1988:7). 
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Furthermore, this paucity of edible plants leads to a particular problem for 
nonagricuhural societies. Nutritional fluctuations in range grass entail a period of the 
year when grazing animals are unable to maintain their body weight, losing a 
considerable amount of their fat stores. It is difficult for a population to sustain itself 
solely on this fat depleted meat, and it is required to rely on dietary supplementation of 
other fats and carbohydrates, obtained primarily from plant foods. However, in the Plains 
environment, these materials are scarcely found in the depths of winter (Bamforth 
1 988:7). As Thomas et al. ( 1979) have argued, human groups must adapt, not only to the 
specific plant and animal species found in an area, but also to the temporal and spatial 
patterns along which these species are distributed. Speth and Spielmann suggest several 
alternatives to this impasse: groups may select from their quarry only the parts richest in 
fat; they may gather plant foods during the growing season and store them for winter use; 
or they may trade with other groups for wild or cultivated plant foods ( 1983 : 18-2 1 ). 
Bamforth points out that the major implication of this problem is that ''to the extent that 
human population density is limited by the available food supply, the population density 
of grassland hunters should be limited by the availability of plant rather than animals 
foods" (1988:8). This seasonal scarcity of vegetable foodstuffs is particularly important 
to the current study, as it has been argued to be a primary cause of interdependency 
between the two major kinds of groups on the Plains, the nomadic hunter/gatherers and 
the sedentary horticulturalists. 
The Great Plains as a Culture Area 
The Plains area was first occupied more than 10,000 years ago by pedestrian 
hunting and gathering nomads. The residents of the prairie and forest areas learned 
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horticultural production after 900A.D., and began to develop a sedentary village tradition. 
The development of the historically known equestrian nomadism did not develop until 
1 700 A.D. (Liberty and Wood 1 980:4). From this transition until the loss of lndian 
independence, there existed in the Plains area thirty-three distinct languages, belonging to 
six language families. While these groups had considerable commonality in cultural 
lifeways, there were clear distinctions from tribe to tribe in kinship and social 
organization, religion, and political orchestration (Eggan 1 965). Driver et al. ( 1 972) have 
statistically demonstrated that the level of heterogeneity among Plains tribes was 
comparable to that of all the tribes of North America considered as a whole. Despite this 
fact, these groups did exhibit salient cultural patterns which crosscut their overall levels 
of difference. As such, indigenous populations of the 19th century Great Plains provide 
an interesting situation in which to test the predictions of Cavalli-Sforza et al. ( 1994 }, vis­
a-vis the relation of cultural and biological similarity and their correlation with linguistic 
taxa. 
Early anthropological inquiry into the Plains was largely concerned with 
delineating the region as a distinct "culture area," typified by common technologies, 
lifeways, and social patterns. Clark Wissler ( 1 926) conceived of culture areas as 
radiating outward from geographical centers which contained the richest ecological 
environments. On the Plains, these would have been the areas with the largest herds of 
bison and the optimal grazing conditions to support these. He described thirty-one tribes 
as belonging to this culture area eleven ''typical" Plains tribes, fourteen farming tribes 
that inhabited the eastern border of the Plains, as well as three western and three northern 
peripheral tribes (Davis 1996: 1 5). Wissler typified the region's culture by reference to 
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the Arapaho, Assiniboine, Blackfoot, Cheyenne, Comanche, Crow, Gros Ventre, Kiowa, 
Naishan, Sarsi, and Teton Dakota tribes. His typical Plains culture was marked by: 
"dependence upon the buffalo or bison, and the very limited use of roots and 
berries; absence of fishing; lack of agriculture; the tipi as a moveable dwelling; 
transportation by land only, with the dog and the travois (in historic times with the 
horse); want of basketry and pottery; no true weaving; clothing of buffalo and 
deerskins; a special bead technique; high development of work in skins; special 
rawhide work (parfleches, cylindrical bag, etc.); use of a circular shield; weak 
development of work in wood, stone, and bone. Their art is strongly geometric, 
but as a whole, not symbolic; social organization tends to the simple band; a camp 
circle organization; a series of societies for men; sun dance ceremony; sweat 
house observances, scalp dances, etc." (Wisslerl 938 :220-222). 
As "eastern border tribes" Wissler listed the Arikara, Hidatsa, Iowa, Kansa, Mandan, 
Missouri, Omaha, Osage, Oto, Pawnee, Ponca, Santee Dakota, Yankton Dakota, and 
Wichita (1938:2i2). These were typified by many of the same cultural traits as the 
"typical" Plains tribes, except they did have a limited use of pottery and basketry, some 
spinning and weaving of bags, rather extensive agriculture, and the use of more 
permanent dwellings made from grass, bark, or earth. They also made limited attempts at 
water transportation. They did not generally observe the Sun Dance, instead celebrating 
maize festivals and shamanistic perfonnances (Wissler 1938:222). The western border 
tribes Wissler listed as the Wind River Shoshone, the Utinah, and the Uncompahgre Ute. 
He separated them because of their limited use of the buffalo and partial lack of Plains 
ceremonial practices (Davis 1996: 16). Finally, his northern border tribes were the Plains 
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Ojibwa, the Plains Cree, and the Canadian Assiniboine. He separated these groups 
because they possessed traits of other forest peoples as well as the traits of the "typical" 
Plains groups. Overall, Wissler was more concerned with the cultural centers than with 
their boundaries. In other words, he defined his areas with reference to the places which 
demonstrated the highest concentrations of cultural similarity across tribal boundaries. 
Regarding the Plains, he felt that these typical lifeways and cultural features had been 
more or less the same before the introduction of the horse, and were merely intensified 
afterwards (Davis 1 996: 1 6). However, Strong ( 1 935 :36) showed that the Plains were 
primarily dominated by sedentary horticulturists before white contact. This assertion 
removes the basis for designating the Plains as a "cuhural area," as Wissler conceived it. 
According to Secoy, Wissler's definition lacked significant time depth ( 1 953 :86). 
In contrast to Wissler, Alfred L. Kroeber felt that most typical aspects of Plains 
culture did not develop until after the introduction of the horse. Like Wissler, he believed 
that there had been a previous buffalo hunting "culture" on the Plains, but he argued that 
this was not as complex and distinctive a way of life as was practiced by the surrounding 
Prairie groups, who he felt had dominated the area before the adoption of equestrian 
nomadism (Kroeber 1 939:76-77). Like Wissler, Kroeber agreed that the introduction of 
the horse intensified existing Plains lifeways, such as the use of the tipi, travois, and 
controlled buffalo hunting. However, he pointed out that many of the most prominent 
features of the Plains culture area could not have arisen without the subsistence 
advantage bestowed by horses. He argued that institutions such as ceremonial 
encampments, luxury goods, elaborate ritualism, and patterns of warfare were driven by 
the equine adaptation (Kroeber 1 939:76-77). Whereas Wissler delineated his culture 
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areas by a distribution of material culture traits, "Kroeber treated cultures as wholes, 
emphasized ecological relationships more heavily, and was sensitive to historical 
processes and the influences of adjoining areas" (Davis 1996: 1 7). 
Kroeber distinguished between the northern and southern Plains and highlighted 
the influence of the Southwest on the southern Plains. He classified as southern Plains 
Indians the Kiowa, Comanche, and Naishan (Kiowa-Apache), further hypothesizing that 
the Lipan, Mescalero, Jicarilla, and Tonkawa may have inhabited the area in past ages 
(Kroeber 1939:79-80). His list of northern Plains groups coincides with Wissler's 
"typical" Plains scheme except that Kroeber did not include the Assiniboine in the Plains 
culture area. This he justified because they lived in a prairie environment. Likewise, he 
relegated Wissler's eastern borderland horticulturalist groups to the Prairie culture area, 
with the exception of the Wichita and the Osage. Kroeber' s Prairie area is divided into 
northern, central, and southern units. He classified the Santee, Yankton, and the 
Yanktonai Dakota as central Prairie groups. In the southern Prairie area, he included the 
Omaha, Ponca, Iowa, Oto, Missouria, Kansa, and possibly the Osage (Kroeber 1939:84-
86). Kroeber felt that the Prairie peoples were hard to classify because their cultural 
distributions gradually faded into patterns typical of eastern woodlands people (Davis 
1996: 19). Finally, he regarded the Hidatsa, Mandan, and Arikara as anomalous because 
they retained a "Prairie" culture, yet were pushing onto the Plains via the upper Missouri 
river (Kroeber 1939: 86). 
Unlike Wissler, Kroeber conceived of his culture areas from the ground up, 
building upon "interrelated sub-areas defined in terms of the correspondence between 
local environment and culture" (Davis 1996:20). Furthermore, advancing knowledge of 
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the prehistoric Plains allowed Kroeber to convert Wissler' s geographic cultural areas into 
a temporal frame of cultural climaxes. This archaeological evidence showed a significant 
history of farming on the eastern Plains, most likely derived from and influenced by the 
Southeast (Strong 1933:27 1 -87). In reviewing Wissler's and Kroeber's  contributions to 
Plains anthropology, we must be aware that their work was essentially concerned with 
schemes for the organization of museum displays. Towards this end, Wissler focused on 
geographic, areal divisions and Kroeber focused more on so-called evolutionary levels of 
technological cultural and social integration (Harris 1 968:374). While their efforts set the 
tone for much of the future work in Plains research, some have criticized these cultural 
area schemes as oversimplifications which tend to overshadow other salient factors in the 
development and dynamic of Great Plains society (Albers and James 1991  ). 
R.H. Lowie ( 1954) treated the Plains Indians in a manner similar to Wissler and 
Kroeber, delineating the area in terms of the distribution of cultural traits. He likewise 
differentiated between the "typical" Plains tribes, the eastern Prairie farmers, and the 
mixed groups to the west; however, he included the Plains Ojibwa, Plains Cree and 
Assiniboine in the ''typical" Plains group. Unlike Wissler and Kroeber, Lowie paid closer 
attention to political and linguistic units, and social organization than to overall cultural 
trait distributions. He grouped the Plains tribes according to their linguistic affiliation 
and highlighted the cultural similarity of linguistically related groups, such as the Omaha 
and the Ponca, and the Piegan, Blood, and Blackfoot. He also pointed out how 
linguistically related tribes diverged after adaptation to the Plains, for example the Santee 
and the Teton, as well as how linguistically separate groups, like the Sarsi and the 
Blackfoot, came together in close association (Lowie 1954:4-8). Lowie also described a 
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continuum of social organization based on the unit of the band, with complete autonomy 
of bands on one side (the River and the Mountain Crow) and subjection of multiple bands 
to a common tribal council on the other (the Cheyenne). He also points out that among 
the semi-sedentary horticulturalists, a village was analogous to the nomadic band. These 
villages also varied in regards to political autonomy. A village might be completely self­
determining, such as the Chaui Pawnee, or political authority might spread across quite a 
few associated villages, such as the case of the Skidi Pawnee, who occupied thirteen 
villages (Lowie 1954:89). Lowie also made special note of numerous men's and 
women's societies. These groups organized around tasks such as policing or warfare for 
the men, or craft guilds for the women. Nearly all of these societies were structured by 
some degree of religious significance, and some were indeed purely religious in nature 
(Lowie 1954 :96-97). 
Lowie ultimately rejected Kroeber's division between the Plains and the Prairie 
areas due to their geographic contiguity and the fact that they shared many of the same 
cultural traits (1954:5). Fred Eggan felt that this glossed over some important differences 
in organization between the two areas, claiming, "ifwe focus on sociocultural wholes, it 
is apparent that the High Plains and Prairie Plains tribes are distinctive with regard to 
almost all aspects of their social structure" (Eggan 1965 :62). He goes on to argue that the 
ecological differences between the Prairie and the Plains have contributed to different 
forms of kinship, leadership, and tribal organization (Eggan 1965:63-64). On the Plains, 
tribal organization was centered on the nomadic camp of a band, with variation occurring 
seasonally in response to varying ecological factors such as bison herd movements and 
cycles of fruition among the local flora. In contrast, the groups within the Prairie area 
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organized primarily around the sedentary village, and utilized the nomadic camp only for 
hunting expeditions during the summer. Eggan also pointed out the contrast of tribal 
leadership, which on the Plains was most likely determined by the status gained from 
warfare and accrual of material goods, and on the Prairie was typically passed through 
hereditarily ascribed status. He explained this difference in terms of the flexibility 
necessary to adapt to the complexly shifting ecological systems of the Plains. Eggan 
contrasts this nomadic flexibility with the more rigidly specialized clan-moiety structures 
of the Prairie groups, which in their "differentiated 'corporate' functions" were better 
adapted to the requirements of sedentary horticulture ( 1 965 :63). Preston Holder ( 1 970) 
also examined this notion of a consummate distinction between Prairie sedentary 
horticulturalism and Plains nomadism, further describing the contrast between relatively 
rigid hierarchies of village organization and more functionally fluid systems of nomadic 
band structure. Holder described how villages' ceremonial patterns supported both 
horticulture and seasonal bison hunting by reinforcing the social organization necessary 
for both tasks (1 970:36-37). In a similar vein, he stressed how a religious focus on 
individualis� which encouraged and rewarded prowess in hunting and warfare, underlay 
the elasticity of Plains social organization (Holder 1970: 141 - 142). While beyond the 
scope of this thesis, as previously mentioned in Chapter II, it is interesting to note that 
this focus on individualism would seem to have certain ramifications regarding Cavalli­
Sforza and Feldman's "one to many" form of cultural transmission. 
However, the distinction between Plains and Prairie is not so clear-cut. Davis 
(1 996 :23, 25) warns that both Eggan's and Holder's distinctions between nomadic and 
sedentary social organization might be oversimplified. There is a significant amount of 
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overlap between these organizational patterns. Both degree of social complexity/rigidity, 
and level of commitment to horticulture varied among the sedentary village dwellers. 
Likewise, there was a considerable variation in social complexity among nomadic tribes, 
with some possessing more elaborately structured, clan-based systems. Eggan accounted 
for these disparities among Plains groups by positing a process of transition from the 
Prairie to Plains life. For example, the Crow were a typical high Plains nomadic group, 
yet they possessed matrilineal clans, which, as Eggan had pointed out, were more 
characteristic of the village dwelling Prairie horticulturalists. During the late prehistoric 
or early protohistoric period, the Crow had split from the Hidatsa groups, who typified 
the sedentary village lifestyle. To Eggan this ethnogenesis seemed to account for the 
continued presence of clans among the Crow. The vestiges of their ancestral culture 
remained, but were shifting in function to deal with the more uncertain Plains 
environment (1965 :64-66). 
Regardless of a group's horticultural or hunting and gathering past, Eggan 
discerned a typical pattern of nomadism on the Plains (1952:40). As they moved onto the 
Plains, sedentary groups gave up their more complex social structures, while Great Basin 
nomads adopted more complex social structures to deal with the different demands of 
Plains nomadism. Eggan stresses that this "standard" nomadism must be considered, at 
least partially, as an emergent property, and not explained entirely by reference to 
"whole" cultural borrowing. Groups entering the Plains environment did not simply copy 
verbatim the techniques and lifeways of established residents. Instead, they adapted their 
own previously existing social structures to deal more efficiently with the novel 
requirements of the Plains. Bamforth echoes Eggan in his consideration of how the 
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nature of a group's  environment limits the ways in which they can manifest their 
previously developed patterns. "A society' s historical background largely controls the 
way in which that society can exploit a given environment, but the nature of that 
environment also controls the success of that pattern of exploitation, and human 
adaptations necessarily integrated historical backgrounds and environmental realities" 
(Bamforth 1 988:3). The aforementioned case of the Crow illustrates this point. The 
Crow did indeed follow typical patterns of Plains nomadism, such as ceremonial 
gatherings in the summer and dispersal in the winter. However the Crow organized these 
patterns differently than other Plains groups by making use of the clan structures they had 
inherited from their Hidatsa ancestors (Bamforth 1 988 :3). 
Symmes C. Oliver ( 1 962) has also explored this notion of retained social 
structures among typical Plains nomads. He sought to differentiate, within the Plains 
culture area, patterns derived from ecological causality from those produced by cultural 
or historical continuity. To Oliver, the most important undertaking of Plains adaptation 
was to mirror the movements of the buffalo herds. To maximally exploit the late summer 
aggregations of the herds, groups must be able to orchestrate and regulate large scale 
hunting expeditions. When the herds dispersed in the winter, groups must be able to 
disperse in kind, with smaller bands subsisting on the scattered enclaves of buffalo. To 
adequately cover both these requirements, a group must possess social structures which 
are binding enough to facilitate the massive summer gatherings, but are flexible enough 
to accommodate the winter dispersals as well (Oliver 1962 : 16- 1 7). While a base line of 
organizational structure was necessary among Plains nomads, Oliver conjectured that 
groups of more sedentary origin would tend to have more complex organizational 
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schemes than would groups who were primarily hunter/gatherers before they arrived onto 
the Plains. He went on to specify three aspects of sociocuhural systems that should 
reveal either horticultural or nomadic origins for a given group. First, the leaders of 
horticulturally derived groups should tend more towards formal selection than should the 
leaders of hunting and gathering-derived groups. The horticultural leaders should also 
have a greater level of authority. Second, one would expect to frequently see clans in 
horticultural groups and rarely in hunters and gatherers. Finally, in the horticultural 
groups, status should have a fairly strong hereditary aspect, while among hunters and 
gatherers, status should be based on personal skills related to subsistence activities 
(Oliver 1962:18). 
Oliver tested these predictions by examining "true" Plains tribes. He defined such 
a group as one that "carried on no horticuhure, relied on the buffalo as its principal means 
of subsistence, and possessed the horse" (Oliver 1962:13). These included the Arapaho, 
the Assiniboine, the Blackfoot (including the Blood, the Piegan, and the Blackfoot 
proper), the Cheyenne, the Comanche, the Plains Cree, the Crow, the Gros Ventre, the 
Kiowa, the Kiowa-Apache, the Sarsi, and the seven divisions of the Teton Dakota (the 
Blackfoot, the Brule, the Hunkpapa, the Miniconjou, the Oglala, the Sans Arc, and the 
Two Kettles) (Oliver 1962: 1 3). His scheme coincided with Wissler's eleven "typical" 
Plains groups, plus the addition of the Plains Cree. Oliver divided these true Plains 
groups into three categories: those that originally were hunters and gatherers (Blackfoot, 
Comanche, Sarsi, Plains Cree, and Assiniboine), originally horticuhuralists (Cheyenne, 
Crow, Gros Ventre, Teton, and Arapaho), and those of uncertain origin (Kiowa and 
Naishan) (Oliver 1962:20-36). Oliver compared these groups to peripheral hunting and 
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gathering tribes, including the Northern Shoshone and the Kutenai, as well as to Julian H. 
Steward's ( 1 938) profile of Basin-Plateau groups and Diamond Jenness' s ( 1 934) 
overview of Canadian hunting and gathering peoples. He also compared them to 
peripheral horticultural tribes, including the Omaha, Mandan, Iowa, and Oto. As his 
basis of comparison, 0 liver considered seven features: existence of tribal divisions; 
whether these divisions aggregated during the summer and dispersed during the winter; 
formal versus informal patterns of leadership; formal versus informal councils; existence 
of police societies and in what season they functioned; age graded men' s  societies versus 
presence or vestiges of clan structures; and achieved versus hereditary status ( 1962:47-
5 1  ). He interpreted shared cultural patterns across tribal boundaries as ecologically 
dictated. Any irregularities in these features he attributed to historical continuity from the 
groups' ancestral pasts (Oliver 1 962:46). 
The results of Oliver's comparisons, for the most part, support his hypotheses, 
although, he does find a few exceptions ( 1962:47-5 1) .  The Kutenai showed traces of 
more formal social organization, which would not be expected considering their hunting 
and gathering background. Oliver noted the typical Plains settlement patterns of summer 
congregation and winter dispersal, as well as men's  societies, but the Kutenai also 
possessed relatively formal leadership and council patterns and a mixed system of status 
categories. Another problematic case included the Kiowa and the Naishan, both of which 
had informal councils, but formal leadership patterns. They also had a mixed pattern of 
status determination. Oliver comments little on the Kiowa and Naishan "anomalies" 
because of their uncertain pre-Plains lifestyle. A final exception to Oliver's  ecological 
adaptation hypothesis was the case of the Comanche, who are known to be ofhunting and 
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gathering background, and indeed possessed Oliver's expected characteristics of informal 
leadership and council patterns, and the absence of clans, as well as hereditary status. 
However, they did not possess several traits associated with the "true" Plains tribes. For 
example, the Comanche did not exhibit summer congregations, practice the 
accompanying Sun Dance, or have warrior societies. As to the absence of these traits, 
Wallace and Hoebel ( 1952) argued that the Comanche had somehow "made do" with 
their pre-Plains social structures. Colson ( 1 954) pointed out that significant differences 
in the southern Plains environment made buffalo hunting possible all year, thus lessening 
the necessity for communal summer hunting. Oliver brought together both ecological 
and historical continuity explanations, pointing out that not all of the Comanche bands 
were "true" Plains tribes, some being minimally dependent on the buffalo for subsistence. 
Furthermore, the Comanche groups in which he noted a "true" Plains lifestyle were not 
nearly as dependent upon the buffalo as were others. Because of their extreme wealth in 
horses, the Comanche could afford to eat from their herds on occasion. This occurred at 
such a level that they could almost be considered pastoralists. Thus, Oliver argued that 
the lack of many typical Plains features among the Comanche could best be attributed to 
the survival of former cultural patterns, which were not put under enough ecological 
pressure to develop into the more familiar patterns of surrounding Plains groups 
(1962:75). 
The.discussion thus far in this chapter has centered mainly on the delineation of 
the Plains area, and the way its ecology led to a shared way of life for most tribes. 
Additionally I have discussed the ways that previously existing cultural patterns have 
changed upon entering the Plains area, given the need to adapt to specific environmental 
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pressures. Wissler and Lowie have defined the Plains culture area by reference to 
inventories of culture traits. Kroeber, Eggan, and Holder have outlined differences in 
social structure and lifeways as they arose from ecological dictate. Oliver approached 
this same issue, but added the dimension of historical continuity and the manner in which 
it affected adaptation to the Plains environment. More recently, Bamforth and Davis 
have followed Eggan and Holder in viewing Plains culture primarily in terms of ecology. 
Among these scholars, only Kroeber has paid much attention to the ways in which inter­
tribal relations shaped the characteristic patterns of Plains daily life, yet this issue is 
essential for understanding patterns of Plains cultural similarity and diversity. 
As we have seen, much of the cultural content among 1 9th century Plains tribal 
groups was quite similar and was shaped by environmental factors. These cultural 
similarities cut across linguistic, tribal, political, and geographic boundaries. Their 
presence owed either to diffusion or independent development, as different groups hit 
upon the same of similar solutions to a common problem. However, as Eggan and Oliver 
have emphasized, these adaptive solutions were indeed predicated upon distinctively 
ancestral cultural patterns. While there was a distinctive Plains culture, the typicality of 
these patterns of kinship, sociopolitical organization, etc., belied a great deal of inter­
group variation. In terms of Chapter H's discussion of cultural cores, adapted and 
diffused traits co-existed in varying configurations with a group's ancestral traits, 
retained through transmission equilibrium. This is not the whole story, though. In order 
to further interpret patterns of cultural similarity and difference among Plains Indian 
groups, one must be aware of the socio-political networks that affected these 
linguistically diverse groups. By understanding intertribal relations, we can better 
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account for the diffusion of other traits not related to ecological adaptations. To address 
this question we must understand the ways in which these diverse groups came to know 
each other and how they gravitated into patterns of alliance and conflict. 
Prehistoric Plains Populations 
The emergence of historically known groups on the Plains is most reliably seen at 
the beginning of the Plains Village period, around 1000 A.D. This period witnessed the 
rise of semi-sedentary village horticuhuralists, who supplemented their produce with 
seasonal periods of hunting and gathering. Also during this period, there was a tradition 
of full-time, pedestrian, nomadic hunting and gathering on the more arid, short grass 
Plains to the west (Parks and Stupka-Burda 1998:28). In the archaeological record, the 
sedentary villages are represented by two relatively distinct sub-traditions - the Central 
Plains tradition, which was found in eastern Nebraska, and the Middle Missouri tradition, 
which was found along the Missouri River in North and South Dakota (Wedel 1 986; 
Blakeslee 1976). These traditions apparently developed in relative independence from 
one another, although it has been shown that both were connected to numerous outside 
groups as far away as the Gulf coast (Wedel 1 986). These networks of exchange possibly 
extended all the way to the Atlantic (Wedel 1 986: 1 1 1 ) and Pacific coasts (via 
Southwestern intermediaries [Wedel 1 986 : 144]). The apparent lack of contact between 
the Middle Missouri and Central Plains traditions lasted from their inception in 900 A.D. 
until about 1 450, when social intercourse between the two groups drastically increased. 
Lehmer ( 1971 )  has defined this convergence as the Coalescent tradition. 
Numerous historically known groups emerged from the Coalescent period, such 
as the Mandan, Hidatsa, Arikara, Pawnee, and Wichita, who remained sedentary 
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horticulturalists into the historic period until the time of removal, as well as the Cheyenne 
and Crow, who gave up a sedentary existence during the late prehistoric or protohistoric 
period to become nomadic bison hunters (Johnson and Wood 1 980:38). Swagerty 
(2001 :256) notes that the ancestors of the Caddoan speaking groups, the Wichita, Kitsai, 
Pawnee, and Arikara, moved into the area around 900 A.D., and the Siouan-speaking 
ancestors of the Mandan and Hidatsa came to the region around 1 100 A.D. The fact that 
these groups largely shared the Coalescent culture is particularly interesting, in that these 
groups represent several linguistic families: the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Crow belong to 
the Siouan language family; the Arikara, Pawnee, and Wichita are Caddoan speakers; and 
the Cheyenne are an Algonquian group. That these villages emerged into the 
archaeological record within the relatively uniform framework of Coalescent culture 
seems to indicate significant interconnections among these groups. It seems fairly clear 
that after the sedentary villagers of the Middle Missouri system, the next oldest Plains 
occupation that we can tie to historically known groups was in the northeastern Plains 
(Biennema 2001 ). These groups are Algonquian speakers and included the Blackfoot, 
Gros Ventre, and Arapaho, who are a more recent offshoot of the Gros Ventre. While it 
is generally agreed that these groups moved onto the Plains out of the Northern 
woodlands, the dates for these migrations and the rates at which they became bison 
hunting nomads are somewhat uncertain (Swagerty 2001 :256). As previously noted, the 
Cheyenne are also a member of this linguistic family; however, their settlement in the 
Middle Missouri region more reliably predates the arrival of the other Algonquian 
groups. This problematic dating is directly tied to the contrast between a sedentary and 
nomadic lifestyle. 
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As noted, in addition to the riverine, sedentary horticuhuralist traditions of the 
Missouri River area, there were also buffalo centered, hunting and gathering lifestyles on 
the Plains during the Plains Village period. Many early theorists of Plains ethnography, 
such as Kroeber, did not believe this, and assumed the open grasslands were essentially 
uninhabited before the equine adaptation, despite significant archaeological evidence to 
the contrary. These theorists based this assumption on the clear connections between 
historic nomadic cultures and their protohistoric connections to the eastern woodland 
areas, and concluded (more or less correctly) that these groups arrived on the Plains at a 
relatively recent date (Johnson and Wood 1980:35). While this observation was 
essentially true, it did not necessarily preclude (as Kroeber had assumed) the possibility 
that there were indeed other nomadic groups on the Plains before the protohistoric and 
historic periods. This notion of a vacant grassland changed largely due to the efforts of 
William Strong (1933, 1 935) who proved unequivocally that there was a significant time 
depth to nomadic human habitation on the Plains. 
One encounters a significant problem in searching for the ethnic descendents of 
these original nomadic peoples, however, as evidenced by the previous mention of 
Algonquian groups. Due to the high mobility of the nomadic way of life, as well as its 
lack of easily preserved material culture, such as pottery, there is not nearly as much 
archaeological evidence for establishing the ethnic identities and geneses of these groups. 
As such, researchers have had to rely on more indirect evidence to establish temporal 
depth for the nomadic lifestyle of some historically known groups. By consideration of 
archaeologically derived evidence and other clues such as ethnohistorical documentation, 
European as well as tribal oral tradition, one may construct a rough sketch of group 
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habitation and migration in the area, albeit with a temporal depth limited to the 
protohistoric period. These reconstructions are further limited, in that they often rely on 
word of mouth and oral tradition. I will examine these group histories in more detail 
when I consider the population changes wrought by European contact. 
Pre- and Protobistoric Inter-group Relations 
When considering these pre- and protohistoric Plains populations, it is perhaps 
most important to consider the ways in which they were interconnected with one another. 
As my brief mention of Coalescent culture illustrates, material cultural similarities were 
widely spread and seem most likely to have stretched across linguistic and ethnic 
boundaries. This implies a considerable degree of social association among more or less 
disparate groups. I will now examine how these inter-group relations have been 
conceived through archaeological and historical reconstruction. 
Around 1200 A.O., the Pacific climatic event1 disturbed the Plains ecology, 
leading to a significant drop in vegetation and faunal resources. As a result, many 
populations left the open Plains and crowded into the river areas, which maintained a 
relatively stable resource base. As the climate eventually stabilized, incoming 
Athapaskan migrants entered the emptied territories around 1 450, placing pressure on the 
crowded village areas. These Athapaskan groups were ancestral to the Apache, Nipan, 
and Navajo, and had previously subsisted as pedestrian-nomad, caribou hunters on the 
Plains of Canada. By 1 525, these groups had spread as far south as the Rio Grande 
1 Stretching from about 1200 to 1450 AD., the Pacific climatic episode greatly affected much of the Plains 
regioo. The Pacific episode was characterized by hotter and drier climates than the preceding Neo-Atlantic 
episode, which was optimally warm and moist for the cultivation of native garden crops (Bryson and 
Baerreis 1968). 
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(Parks and Stupka-Burda 1998:28-29). It is among these groups that we first see the use 
of the tipi and dog drawn travois (Gunnerson 1984). Increased conflict among these 
incoming nomads and the villagers seems to be indicated by a shift from scattered village 
structures to more consolidated and fortified settlements (Parks and Stupka-Burda 
1998:29). Parks and Stupka-Burda also suggest that this concentration of populations 
into fewer, but larger and more densely occupied villages may have been causal to the 
fluorescence of the village cuhures we see in the archaeological record (1998:29). 
Europeans witnessed these villages at the height of their development during the early 
stages of historical contact. 
Wood (1974) points out that the Plains horticuhural village tradition lasted from 
its inception, around the end of the 10th century A.D., more or less unchanged until the 
19th century. He extends this cultural stability to the nomadic Plains groups as well, 
noting that with the exception of digging tools and pottery, all other tools were shared by 
the villagers and their nomadic western neighbors (Wood 1974:5). Wood argues that 
trade was the principal mechanism that created cultural similarity between village 
dwellers and nomads, who specialized in horticuhural produce and products of the hunt, 
respectively. This assertion essentially echoes Jablow (1950), who contends that the 
village tribes were persistently lacking meat provisions and did little hunting of their 
own. Jablow bases this assumption primarily on Will and Hyde's (1917) contention that 
the Mandan must have done little hunting. Because buffalo herds did not often come 
very close to the village locations, and pre-horse hunting techniques were insufficient to 
transport the required volume of meat back to the villages from far-flung hunting locales, 
Will and Hyde conclude that hunting played a minimal role in these village cultures. 
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Thus, Jablow views the trade among these aforementioned groups primarily in terms of 
exchanging needed food items - maize for meat, and vice versa. Blakeslee ( 1 976), 
however, claims that the situation was not this simple and argues that mutual need of 
alternate foodstuffs was not the primary driving force behind the creation of the inter­
band trade networks. This situation has implications as to the exact nature of cultural and 
biological diffusion among trading partners, inasmuch as a simple trade dichotomy 
between sedentary village dwellers and nomads would limit the overall level of diffusion 
across the entire Plains areas. I will explore Blakeslee' s alternative argument and its 
implications momentarily. 
In addition to this trade between villagers and nomads, Wood also cites other 
interrelated mechanisms such as warfare, visiting, intermarriage, slavery, and adoption as 
causal to the cultural diffusions evidenced in the emergence of Coalescent period culture 
(Wood 1 974: 1 0). However, he goes on to argue that trade did not foster cuhural leveling 
among the various village tribes themselves. He states "diffusion of elements between 
village peoples must be the result of something other than exchange, for there was little 
trade among the individual self-sufficient villages, either within or between tribes" 
(Wood 1 974 : 14). Wood bases this on the fact that these groups were positioned along the 
Missouri River in such a way that all village communities had equal access to resources, 
and were thus economically self-sufficient and politically autonomous, with little 
incentive for local trade specialization. This assertion of minimal inter-village contact 
does not sit well, however, with Wood's description of the cultural diffusion between the 
Middle Missouri and Central Plains traditions as it has been archaeologically traced into 
the Coalescent tradition (Wood 1974:3-4). 
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Blakeslee (1 976) directly counters Wood's denial of inter-village trade and 
Jablow's belief in the absence of bison hunting among village dwellers, arguing that there 
was indeed extensive trade both between the villagers and nomads, as well as among the 
villagers and nomads themselves. Blakeslee begins by describing the system of trade that 
existed among the Plains Indians at the time of historic contact. He characterizes this 
network by two salient features - its reticular structure and its redundancy of exchanged 
goods. The trade system was not dominated by a single, central market, but rather was 
laid out along multiple trading locations, some of which were stationary, existing at the 
villages of sedentary horticuhuralists, while others were "floating," in that their location 
could change from year to year. Nomadic participants scheduled these floating trade fairs 
regularly throughout the year. Blakeslee stresses that these multiple locations were 
equally important in the inter-band trade system, thus defining its "netlike or reticular 
pattern" (197 6 :3 ). 
Furthermore, the goods exchanged at these trade fairs were often redundant, that 
is to say, they were commodities which groups were often able to produce for 
themselves. For example,. one group might trade maize to another group in return for 
more maize. This redundancy was not the whole picture, however. As Wood has pointed 
out, there was also considerable trade in goods that a certain group could not produce or 
have access to. The nomadic groups would often supply products of the buffalo hunt, 
such as jerky, hides, and clothing, as well as wild vegetables and plant materials that they 
had gathered on their journeys, while the sedentary villagers would trade portions of their 
horticultural harvest. While this more "balanced" trading certainly made up a significant 
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part of the overall exchange, the trade of redundant items was sufficiently common to 
warrant explanation. 
Blakeslee hypothesizes that both of these features, the reticular network structure 
and the redundancy of exchanged goods, arose to deal with the uncertainty of Plains 
existence. Horticultural productivity, as well as the size and availability of buffalo herds, 
were dependent on adequate rainfall and temperature conditions, both of which were 
extremely variable across the Great Plains. The Neo-Atlantic Climactic Episode (A.D. 
900- 1 200) coincides with the origins of the Central Plains, Middle Missouri, and Oneota 
Traditions. This period was typified by a wetter climate on the Plains, and thus 
facilitated the development and growth of these sedentary farming cultures. The wetter 
than usual weather also probably contributed to the growth of pre-existing nomadic bison 
hunting groups, by increasing plains vegetation, and thus buffalo herd sizes (Blakeslee 
1 976 :6-7). However, as mentioned earlier, following the Neo-Atlantic period, the Pacific 
Climate Episode (A.D. 1200-1 550) brought a much drier climate to the Plains. 
Increasing periods of drought led to crop failures among the sedentary villagers, as well 
as decreased numbers of buffalo. This dwindling of food resources of course placed 
strains on previously enlarged human populations. 
The droughts were not uniformly distributed, however. Variability occurred both 
along temporal lines, from season to season, as well as along spatial lines, where a 
particular region of the Plains might get significantly less rain or heat than its contiguous 
geographic territories. Thus, Blakeslee feels that the inter-band trade system was 
developed as a cultural adaptation to this uncertain environment. In order to survive 
periods of local drought, populations were forced to maintain trade relationships with 
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other populations to obtain food from areas unaffected by the drought. Sometimes the 
distances between these populations would have needed to be quite large in order to 
sidestep the local climatic conditions. The reticular nature of the trade network assured 
that a group would have relations with several other groups, maximizing the chances of 
finding a group that had not been affected by a local drought. If the trade network had 
been dominated by one central trading location, it could not have handled the strain of 
supporting many different groups weakened by drought. As it was, the multiple trade 
centers ensured that the load of drought-impoverished groups could be spread out along a 
diffuse support structure and not overload any one center of trade. 
Similarly, the regular trade of redundant foodstuffs contributed to ecological 
adaptation, in that it encouraged the production of surplus food for exchange purposes. 
Blakeslee argues that by regularly trading these food items in times of little 
environmental stress, groups would tend to reinforce the notion that food is an 
appropriate medium of exchange, and thus overcome any reluctance that they might have 
to trade food in times of need. Finally, Blakeslee sees the exchange of food "as an 
especially appropriate means of maintaining ties between the various groups, since food 
was used for the same purpose, i.e., to maintain social relationships, within the bands and 
villages." "The fiction of kinship relations between the principal members of the various 
societies would have been maintained by the same type of exchanges that symbolized 
real kinship relationships within the various communities" (Blakeslee 1976:9). 
Redundant trade was also prevalent in the exchange of non-edible products. Blakeslee 
accounts for this fact by pointing out the necessity of an acceptable currency that was 
available in times of low food productivity. 
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Overall, Blakeslee stresses that the redundancy of the Plains inter-band trade 
network was predicated on the uniformity of the Plains environment and the fact that 
most of the groups had access to the same raw materials. Thus, the medium of exchange 
was common to all. As previously noted, this is the exact situation that led Wood to 
conclude there was no reason for trade between the various village populations. While 
this equality of resource access was true for natively procured goods, it did not hold for 
the exchange of European goods, primarily guns and horses. These commodities entered 
onto the Plains along two separate lines, with guns coming from the British and French in 
the northeast and horses from the Spanish in the southwest, thereby forming patterns of 
differential access and wealth in these goods. This point will be further explored in a 
later section. 
According to Blakeslee, after several centuries of development, the Plains inter­
band trade system led to a significant leveling of cultural materials and practices 
throughout the Plains. By the time of historical contact, he notes that the material 
cultures of the sedentary horticulturalist were "essentially alike." 
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"The archaeological remains of the Omaha and Ponca, uhimately derived from 
the Oneota Tradition, are nearly identical to those of the Pawnee, originally of the 
Central Plains Tradition. Similarly, the single excavated Cheyenne village would 
not be out of place among the Arikara remains along the Missouri River. Indeed, 
the Cheyenne are known to have lived in specific locations on the banks of the 
Missouri River, but no archaeological remains have been found in these localities 
which have been differentiated from villages of the Arikara" ( 1976: 1 0). 
Also by this time, there were further similarities between the horticulturalists and the 
nomadic hunting tribes. As Wood has pointed out, the nomadic groups possessed 
essentially the same inventory of material culture as the villages, except for horticultural 
implements, pottery, and earthen lodges (1974:9). These similarities went beyond 
material culture, though. Blakeslee feels that pan-tribal cultural institutions such as 
warrior societies, group organizational ceremonies, sign language, etc. demonstrate the 
great extent to which ethnically distinct groups were intimately connected through the 
inter-band trade system. He argues that this trade facilitated intense and regular contact 
among otherwise disparate groups, and led to a rapid leveling of cultural and biological 
traits. 
Blakeslee stresses that the reticular nature of the Plains inter-band trading network 
connected individual bands and villages to many other groups, "scattered at various 
distances across the Plains" ( 1976:228). He further argues that this network had more or 
less operated in its historically documented form since 1200 A.O. (Blakeslee 1976:185). 
Blakeslee points to linguistic, ethnographic, and skeletal evidence to support this 
temporal depth, highlighting in particular the presence a common, pan-tribal sign 
language, basic uniformity of material culture, and microevolutionary changes in skeletal 
features ( 1976: 1 85). He further points out how communication can be accomplished 
through cultural features other than language. On the Plains, he remarks that "basic 
uniformity of music, art style, symbols of leadership (e.g. tobacco pipes, leather shirts), 
and religious ceremonies" could have facilitated relations and trade among the various 
groups (Blakeslee 1976 :185). As discussed in Chapter II, this sort of cultural diffusion is 
motivated by trans-ethnic, instrumental relationships. As such, these types of diffused 
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culture would seem to be more abstract than simple technologies, imbued with 
organizational and regulative meaning. This is that something Boyd et al. ( 1 997) and 
Durham ( 1 991 )  have identified with ancestrally conservative traits, however, the example 
of the Plains illustrates the limitations of this heuristic. 
Historic Contact 
As previously noted, inter-group relations seem to have been highly developed 
and intricately arranged during the pre- and protohistoric periods, both among Plains 
groups, as well as between Plains groups and those of other geographical regions. While 
these previously established networks of trade and social intercourse extended into the 
historic period, they were dramatically altered by European contact and colonization. 
Essentially, early European influence on indigenous populations may be viewed in light 
of two major processes - the diffusion of trade goods (most importantly, horses and guns) 
along differential gradients of access and wealth, as well as the domino like displacement 
of indigenous populations triggered by increasing European encroachment. These two 
processes were highly interrelated insofar as a particular group's access to horses or guns 
gave them a military advantage, and allowed them to successfully push other groups from 
their territories as the Europeans had pushed them from their own. Furthermore, the lure 
of obtaining improved access to these European trade goods motivated various groups to 
fight for advantageous trading territories, as well as to attempt to cut off their enemies 
from the same. 
Frank Secoy describes this overall process in terms of the two major areas of 
influence that bordered the Plains, the Spanish in the southwest, and the English and 
French in the east and north (Secoy 1 953 :2). From the Spanish controlled Southwest, 
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horses diffused towards the north and northeast. Secoy terms this pattern the "post horse­
pre gun" gradient. From the French and British territories of the North and Northeast, 
guns diffused towards the southwest. Secoy called this pattern the "post gun-pre horse" 
gradient. As these expanding waves met in roughly the center of the Plains, they 
converged into what Secoy defines as the "horse and gun" pattern, which subsequently 
spread outward, finally reaching all the borders ofthe Plains area (Secoy 1953 :2). These 
lines of diffusion began around 1630 and crystallized into the "horse and gun" pattern 
around 1830. This cultural complex lasted, with few changes, from 1830 until the 
collapse of traditional native lifeways that ushered in the reservation period (Secoy 
1 953 : 1 ). 
Horses, Migration, and Ethnohistory 
Secoy notes that the Southwest was an ideal po int for the large-scale entry of 
horses onto the Plains. Even though the British and French in the North and Northeast 
possessed horses, the woodland environment was certainly not conducive for the raising 
of large herds (Secoy 1953 :2). Horses began to spread north from Spanish settlements 
around 1 600 (Forbes 1959). The Spanish economy was centered on raising stock, which 
required a large number of hands to work the herds. Unlike the English and French to the 
north, the Spaniards were not interested in trade with indigenous groups, but rather 
sought to enslave local populations, such as the Pueblo and the Ute, as a labor force. It 
seems likely that the Spanish initially trained Indian slaves in horsemanship and horse 
care as an aid to economic production (Binnema 2001  :89-90). 
The Apache, who occupied the extreme southwestern Plains at the time, first 
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obtained their horses from their Athapaskan relatives, the Navajo (Secoy 1 953 :6). As 
previously noted, these Athapaskan groups had entered into the Plains area as pedestrian 
nomads after the Pacific climate event, and the Apache had continued in this tradition 
until they obtained horses. However, at this point they shifted to a semi-sedentary 
existence involving sedentary horticulture during the spring and summer and nomadic, 
equestrian bison hunting in the winter (Secoy 1 953 :7). This shift in subsistence offered a 
dramatic increase in production, and within a few generations, led to significant 
population increases. Furthermore, these increased Apache populations, as well as the 
transportation advantage offered by the horse, stimulated outward migration (Secoy 
1 953 :8). 
The Apache were particularly well suited to expansion, given the military 
advantages of the horse as well as their ability to recruit "tribal" level affiliation among 
the constituent Apache bands, and they rapidly spread east into Texas, central and 
western Oklahoma, Kansas, and western Nebraska, as well as occupying all of New 
Mexico and Colorado (Gunnerson 1 974; Hyde 1 959; Schroeder 1974; Secoy 1953). 
During these expansions, the Apache took up the practice of enslaving members of the 
tribes they displaced, as a means of exchange with the Spaniards (Secoy 1 953 :22-23). As 
the Apache moved past the high plains east of the Rockies, they shifted northeast and 
southeast, where they came into conflict with sedentary Caddoan populations, who as 
mentioned earlier had been in the area since around 900 A.D. These groups, including 
the Pawnee, were well suited to military defense, as they were, like the Apache, loosely 
united in large confederacies. By about 1690, when they had adopted mounted fighting 
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methods, they were able to hold the expanding Apache at bay (Secoy 1953:28). The 
Caddoans were unable, however, to dominate the Apache or drive them from the area. 
The Apache expansion was finally ended by the Shoshonean migrations from the 
north. The Shoshonean groups had begun to migrate at some point after the I 5th century 
from the Great Basin, via the mountains ofUtah and Wyoming, and during the 16th and 
17th centuries spread as far as the southern reaches of the Rockies (Hyde 1959: 1 17- 145). 
Some feel that the Shoshone were limited to the eastern Rocky Mountains until they 
obtained Spanish horses around 1700 A.O., after which they were able to expand 
throughout the Northwestern Plains (Reher and Frison 1980; Secoy 1953; Wright 1978). 
However, Secoy's (1953 :34-35) description of a pre-horse and gun battle in 1725 near the 
southern Saskatchewan Eagle Hills might contradict this. Secoy states that this type of 
conflict between the Blackfoot and Shoshone was fairly common throughout the region at 
the time. Bamforth ( 1988:88) argues that this implies a certain historical depth to 
Blackfoot and Shoshone hostilities, since Blackfoot presence on the Plains seems to be of 
significant temporal depth. Again, the issue is not entirely straightforward, though. 
Swagerty (2001 :256) has argued that the Blackfoot length of habitation on the Plains is 
second only to the Middle Missouri horticultural groups. On the other hand, Dempsey 
(2001 :604) argues that the Blackfoot moved from the woodlands of the Eagle Hills 
region of Saskatchewan onto the Plains in the protohistoric period. Indians, as well as 
some anthropologists, have rejected this view (Thompson 1962:254; Hlady 1964:45-48; 
Walde 1994: 126). Group tradition holds that the Blackfoot lived between the North 
Saskatchewan and Bow rivers for a considerable time before contact (Wissler 1910: 17). 
The Rocky Mountains to the north and the mouth of the Vermillion River to the east 
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enclosed this territory (Wissler 19 10 :8- 1 3). The Blackfoot characterized the pre-contact 
period of their history as the time when dogs were used for pack or draft purposes (Ewers 
1 960:44-48). This suggests that the Blackfoot history of nomadism had a significant 
temporal depth and might indicate a much earlier move onto the Plains, contra 
Dempsey's  (2001 )  suggestion of a protohistoric migration. 
Thus, ifwe accept a relatively long history of the Blackfoot as Plains dwelling 
nomads, Secoy' s suggestion of a longstanding history of animosity between the Shoshone 
and the Blackfoot would also imply that the Shoshone had already significantly expanded 
into the Plains, before their acquisition of horses. Furthermore, there are numerous rock 
art sites spread throughout the Northwestern Plains, which Keyser ( 1 975) identifies as 
Shoshonean. Wright ( 1 978) points out that these sites are particularly concentrated along 
the route most commonly held to have been the Shoshone outlet onto the Plains. The fact 
that the art primarily depict shield-bearing warriors engaged in foot combat seems to 
corroborate the view that the Shoshone expanded into the Plains before their acquisition 
of horses. With the apparent antiquity of Blackfoot and Shoshone hostilities, as well as 
the ubiquity of the Shoshonean rock art, Bamforth concludes that the Shoshone most 
l ikely inhabited most of the Northwestern Plains from Wyoming to the Canadian border 
before possession of horses ( 1988 :89). Historical accounts from Flathead peoples 
coincide with this distribution as well (Teit 1930:304-305). 
While their prehistoric distribution may be debatable, it is clear that with the 
adoption of equine nomadism around 1 700, the Shoshonean peoples, like the Apache 
before them, expanded "explosively" and subsequently spread to the south, east, and 
north of the high plains at South Pass in Wyoming (Secoy 1 953 :33). The Shoshone 
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obtained these horses, most likely, from their Numic-speaking relatives, the Utes. As 
noted, the Utes were intimately involved with horses due to enslavement and work in the 
Spanish livestock industry. At some point after the Shoshone had reached their northern 
limit on the Canadian Plains, the Comanche, who are first mentioned historically in 1 706, 
split off from the Shoshone, and moved southward toward the Spanish settlements, in 
search of a better connection to horses. As they moved south, the Comanche encountered 
the Apache. The Apache, as noted earlier, spent the spring and summer as sedentary 
horticulturalists, and during this time were in a particularly vulnerable position when they 
were confronted by the fully nomadic and mounted Comanche. The Comanche soon 
learned the seasonal schedule of the Apache and were able to isolate individual villages 
with surprise attacks. The Comanche attacked with such speed that the Apache were 
unable to organize their defenses. When the Apache attempted to retaliate, the already 
mobile Comanche were so evasive that the Apache efforts were useless (Secoy 1 953:33). 
After numerous such episodes from about 1 700 to 1 725, the Comanche were able to drive 
the Apache out of their northern territory in the Black Hills towards the Arkansas River. 
At first, the Comanche did not attempt to permanently occupy the territory; however, 
they traveled and raided as far south as the Spanish settlements of New Mexico. By 
1 775, they had completely driven the Apache from the area to the southwest and held the 
Southern High Plains, with territory stretching from the border of the Eastern Shoshone 
territory in the foothills of the Rockies around the Wind River in Wyoming as far south 
as central Texas and the Rio Grande (Bamforth 1988:9 1 ;  Kavanagh 200 1 :886; Moore 
1 996:75). 
By the time of the initial Comanche spread in the early 1 8th century, the tribes 
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who had obtained horses earliest began to have enough surpluses so that they could 
comfortably trade them to other groups. During this time, the Shoshone possessed a 
considerably large supply of horses, and were militarily quite successful at conso lidating 
their territorial holdings on the northern Plains (Secoy 1953 :37). The Shoshone wealth in 
horses was due to the extent of their own territory, as well as the fact that they retained 
relatively friendly relations with their Comanche relatives. Between their own territory 
and trade with the Comanche, the Shoshone had very good access to the Spanish centers 
of trade in the Southwest. By the 1 730s, the Shoshone had begun to trade their surplus 
horses to the Crow, Nez Perce, and Flathead. 
The Crow obtained horses probably by 1730 (Jab low 1950: 1 5), most likely from 
the Comanche (Morgan 1959: 1 97) and the Nez Perce (Bradley in Voget 2001 :695). 
Haines ( 1938:436) feels that the Crow must have obtained a significant number of horses 
from the Shoshone as well Binnema notes that the Crow acquisition of horses 
significantly intensified their trade connections to the Missouri villagers during this time 
(200 1 :92) . As noted earlier, the Crow are a Siouan-speaking group whose closest ethnic 
relations are the Hidatsa. Through linguistic evidence, as well as Hidatsa and Crow oral 
tradition, it is known that the two groups were previously associated, but it is unclear 
when the Crow actually emerged as a distinct group. Theoretical dates range from 14  
B.C., based on glottochronological comparisons (an assertion which should be taken with 
a grain of salt, as glottochronological method has been widely critiqued), to 1 775 A.O., 
based on ethnohistorical accounts (Wood and Downer 1977:83). While language change 
may have begun as early as 14 B.C., it is important to note that linguistic divergence is 
not always strictly associated with geographic separation. Wood and Downer feel that 
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the Crow and Hidatsa most likely diverged gradually, beginning in the mid 1 7th century 
and finalizing in the late 1 8th century, as the historical accounts seem to suggest. The 
historically documented patterns of association and trade between the Hidatsa and Crow 
would seem to support the notion of a gradual fission. 
As the Crow gained a significant distribution of horses, they were able to push the 
Shoshone southward from the Yellowstone region (Morgan 1 959: 1 97). The historically 
known Crow were divided into two groups, the Mountain Crow, who lived among the 
Bighorn, middle Yellowstone, upper Tongue, and Powder rivers, and the River Crow, 
who lived along the lower Yellowstone, as well as the north Marias and Milk Rivers 
(Vo get 2001 :695). The Mountain Crow maintained a trade relationship with the Eastern 
Shoshone, however. Overall, the Crow came to be located essentially between two 
culture areas, the sedentary villages to the east, and the Algonquian nomadic groups to 
the north (Voget 200 1 :697). 
By 1700, shortly before the Crow began to obtain larger numbers of horses, they 
allied with the Kiowa, and inhabited an area that stretched from the eastern Black Hills, 
northward along the Little Missouri River (Hyde 1 959: 1 37- 1 39). Not much is known of 
Kiowa history, and their origin is somewhat problematic. Linguistically, they belong to 
the Kiowa-Tanoan language family, which they share with the Pueblo groups of the 
Southwest. This suggests a southern point of origin for the Kiowa, perhaps as a 
sedentary, horticuhural people (Levy 200 1 :907). However, many feel that the Kiowa 
split off from the rest of the Tanoans in the north, as the linguistic family was migrating 
southward through the continent towards the Southwest (Kroeber 1 939:33; Hale 1 967). 
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Kiowa oral traditions hold their homeland to be in western Montana, close to the 
headwaters of the Yellowstone River. After adopting full-blown equine nomadism, the 
Kiowa established themselves on the northern Plains in the late 1 7th or early 1 8th century 
(Moore 1 996:75). Spanish sources place the Kiowa on the Plains as early as 1 732, 
perhaps obtaining enough horses to become an equestrian hunting tribe by 1725 (Haines 
1 938) .  At some point during their move east they entered into peaceful relations with the 
Crow (Levy 200 1 :907). Gunnerson and Gunnerson feel that the Kiowa allied with the 
Plains Apache (also known as the Kiowa-Apache or the Naishan) around 1700 ( 197 1 : 16-
1 9). 
During this period of the early eighteenth century, as horses began to spread 
throughout the Plains groups, raiding emerged as a means of obtaining horses in the 
absence of favorable trade relations. Like the Apache before them, the expanding 
Shoshone and Comanche had been intensely raiding neighboring groups to obtain 
captives for trading to the Spanish. Groups under Shoshone domination began raiding 
back, not only for revenge, but to obtain much needed horses (Binnema 200 1 :92.). The 
Shoshone and Crow, who dominated the northwestern Plains at the time, fought with 
various groups, including the Blackfoot, Sarsi, Gros Ventre, Plains Cree and Assiniboine 
to the north, the Mandan and Arikara along the Missouri River, and the Apache, who 
were living in western Nebraska and northeastern Colorado (Gough 1992 :522) . These 
conflicts occurred primarily over Shoshone and Crow defense of their large territorial 
holdings (Binnema 200 1 :92). During these forays, the invading groups gradually gained 
horses. Ewers notes that the Gros Ventre and the Blackfoot probably obtained their 
horses through clandestine trade with the Flathead ( 1968: 12- 1 3). By the 1730s, the 
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Piegan Blackfoot began to obtain horses and they spread to other Blackfoot groups soon 
thereafter. On a side note, Moore states that the equine adapted Blackfoot managed to 
hold the same territory they occupied before the introduction of the horse, exploiting both 
mountain and prairie resources (1996:75). The Mandan and Hidatsa possessed horses by 
about 1740, and the Cree and Assiniboine had them by 1750. The Cree and Assiniboine 
were some of the last Plains groups to get horses (Binnema 2001 :211). 
During this period the Blackfoot and Gros Ventre had begun to experience 
pressure from the east and north, as the Cree and Assiniboine pushed westward in search 
of furs to trade to the British and French. On this front, the Blackfoot and Gros Ventre 
were at a considerable disadvantage because the Cree and Assiniboine had already 
obtained firearms from the British and French. Despite the strained relations between the 
Blackfoot, Gros Ventre, Cree, and Assiniboine, these groups, along with the Sarsi 
established a loose alliance to defend themselves against the militarily powerful 
Shoshone. Secoy notes that these groups had more incentive to cooperate and raid the 
horse rich Shoshone than to fight among themselves (1953:  47). The groups of this 
coalition also traded horses among themselves, as they obtained them from the Shoshone 
(Secoy 195 3 :41 ). 
Firearms, Migration, and Ethnohistory 
As previously noted, these west to east, equine-based expansions through the 
Plains region were accompanied by a similar east to west trend, driven by the diffusion of 
firearms. This resulted in a tendency of counterbalance between eastward and westward 
expanding groups. For example, it was largely because of their possession of firearms (as 
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well as their alliance with the Blackfoot and Gros Ventre) that allowed the Cree and 
Assiniboine to hold off the horse enabled Shoshone expansions, during the early 1 8th 
century. Secoy points out that guns did not diffuse from Spanish settlements northward 
through the Plains due to the Spanish emphasis on acculturating Indians. The Spaniards 
felt that the indigenous populations should be subjugated and incorporated into Spanish 
culture through political and religious institutions, and as previously discussed, slavery. 
Thus, they did not supply the Indians with guns because it would undermine their 
dominion in this region. The English and French colonizers, on the other hand, were only 
loosely regulated by their respective countries, and emphasized immediate profits by 
individuals or by joint stock companies. By trading guns to the Indians, they facilitated 
their own profits in the fur trade (Secoy 1 953 :3). With regards to the Great Plains, the 
introduction of European guns first had a profound effect on Siouan groups, specifically 
the Teton, Assiniboine, Santee, and Yankton/Yanktonai, as well as on other tribes who 
later acquired firearms, either through trade or theft. 
Siouan tribes were first mentioned in the historical literature in 1640 (The Jesuit 
Relations and Allied Documents 1 8 :23 1 ). By the early 1900s, they had come to be 
known by clear-cut divisions along geographical, linguistic, and cultural lines - the Teton 
or western Sioux (Lakota), the Santee or eastern Sioux (Dakota), and the 
Y ankton/Y anktonai or central Sioux (some use the term Nakota, however this term can 
also refer to the Assiniboine or Stoney) (Parks and DeMallie 1 992:2240-2244). The 
Teton, Santee, and Y ankton/Y anktonai were linguistically and socially distinct, yet 
intermarried extensively and were allied politically. The early precursors of these 
historically known Siouan groups emerged from the area west of Lake Michigan in 
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southern Wisconsin, southeastern Minnesota, northeastern Iowa, and northern I llinois 
(Munson 1 975). The French noted that their original distribution seemed to be 
dichotomous between eastern and western groups, with the Mississippi river as their 
dividing line. The eastern groups seem to have been entirely Santee, while the western 
groups seem to have been composed of Santee, as well as Teton and Yankton/Y anktonai 
(DeMallie 2001 :722). The Eastern Sioux lived in permanent villages, where they 
practiced a somewhat limited horticulture. In the summer, they communally hunted 
buffalo. The western Sioux were dedicated to full time buffalo hunting (DeMallie 
200 1 :724-725). In this original territory, the Siouan groups were embroiled in conflict 
and all iance with numerous tribes. Warfare was often triggered by territorial incursions 
which in tum were often motivated by attempts to improve hunting success and access to 
lines of trade. 
Some argue that the Chippewa, who enjoyed superior access to European 
firearms, pushed the Sioux westward onto the Plains. An argument of this sort may 
indeed apply to early groups ofSiouan speakers who migrated west, for example the Oto, 
Missouria, Iowa, Omaha, Ponca, Kansa, and Osage, who had begun their migratory 
trajectories around 1 500 and had established permanent village settlements along the 
Missouri River by around 1 600 (Parks and Stupka-Burda 1 998). While this time period 
predated the full flowering of the gun trade, it is still possible that encroachments by 
other groups, driven under European pressure, may have motivated these early 
migrations, although one could conceive of other causes, such as a search for improved 
environmental resources or group factionalism. French historical accounts, however, do 
not support a theory of military displacement with regards to the Teton, 
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Yankton/Y anktonai, or Santee Sioux, nor for their close relatives, the Assiniboine, all of 
whom were linguistically distinct from the previously mentioned Siouan-speaking 
groups. Rather, it seems that the migrations of the Teton, Yankton/Yanktonai, and the 
Santee were motivated by hopes for improving their position in relation to the French 
trade, as well as to further seek the diminishing herds of buffalo (DeMallie 2001 :72 1-
722, 727). The Sioux first came into contact with European goods and firearms when 
the tribes situated further east, specifically the Iroquois, the Huron, and the Ottawa, were 
driven westward by European incursion into the Great Lakes region (Secoy 1953 :65). 
These eastern woodland tribes had procured a considerable stock of firearms by the 
middle of the seventeenth century through their participation in the fur trade. Moreover, 
many eastern tribes had initially enlisted the Sioux to assist in the collection of beaver 
skins, for which they gave firearms in exchange. Thus, the Assiniboine and the Teton, 
later the Yankton and Yanktonai, and the Santee following soon after, moved across 
present day Minnesota into North and South Dakota in search of improved access to furs 
(DeMallie 2001 :7 18). By the mid 17th century, the Sioux had come to occupy territory 
that extended from the forests around Mille Lacs, along the Mississippi and Minnesota 
Rivers, across the prairies of western Minnesota and eastern North and South Dakota to 
the Missouri River (Tanner in DeMallie 2001 :7 19). 
At the forefront of these migrations westward were the Assiniboine, who, along 
with the Teton, met the Cree as these peoples were descending southward from their 
original territory in the sub-arctic boreal forests of central Canada. The Cree's southerly 
migration was also apparently motivated by the desire for improved participation in the 
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fur trade (Damell 200 1 :638). In 1690, the Plains Cree allied with the Assiniboine at 
York Factory, and subsequently spread southwest into the Plains. When faced with the 
superior firepower of the Plains Cree, who had already been involved in the fur trade for 
some time, the Assiniboine chose alliance rather than conflict. This alliance consequently 
alienated the Assiniboine from their linguistic relatives, the Teton. It should be noted 
here that some researches have claimed the Assiniboine split from the Yanktonai Sioux in 
the 1 7th century. However, neither linguistic nor historic evidence supports this claim. 
The Assiniboine language is as differentiated from the Teton, YanktonNanktonai and 
Santee languages as they are among themselves, so that it seems safe to assume that the 
Assiniboine emerged coterminously with these other groups (DeMallie and Miller 
2001 :572). Regardless, the Plains Cree and Assiniboine began to collaborate in trade and 
warfare against the Teton and others within the Siouan coalition (Damell 2001 :640). 
When the Teton first clashed with the allied Assiniboine and Cree they were able 
to succeed militarily against them, since at this point the Teton had more guns. One must 
assume that the Teton had either not possessed this wealth of guns when the Assiniboine 
initially met the Cree, or that they had simply not shared this weahh with their linguistic 
relatives, as otherwise the Assiniboine would not have been so likely to capitulate when 
faced with Cree aggression. With the establishment of European trading posts on the 
Hudson Bay, however, the Cree/Assiniboine alliance quickly became richer in guns than 
the Teton had been able to become through their trade intermediaries, the Ottawa and the 
Huron. These eastern lying groups had been hesitant to supply the Teton with too many 
guns, as their relationship was more hostile than it was friendly. Seeking an improved 
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position in the fur trade, the Cree/Assiniboine alliance then expanded southward and was 
subsequently able to push the Teton from their home in northern Minnesota onto the 
plains of southern and western Minnesota. It was at this time that the Sioux began to 
adopt a fully nomadic existence, specializing in hunting buffalo as their primary means of 
subsistence (Secoy 1953:65-67). The paucity of guns for the Siouan coalition soon ended 
however, when the French began to set up their trade operations directly in Teton 
territory. This strengthened the military ability of the Sioux and allowed them to stem the 
advancing tide of their eastern enemies, as well as to halt the southward expansion of the 
Cree and Assiniboine. 
In search of more productive trapping territories, the Cree and Assiniboine turned 
west, pushing, by the early 18th century, into the Red River and Lake Winnipeg areas, and 
they subsequently worked their way west, along the Assiniboine and lower Saskatchewan 
Rivers. During these westward movements, the Cree and Assiniboine encountered the 
Cheyenne and by the mid-18th century, had pushed them from their home in the Great 
Lakes region of Minnesota, where they had been subsisting as sedentary horticuhuralists. 
Driven by this hostile front, the Cheyenne migrated west and south into the Plains where 
they eventually established themselves along the Cheyenne River. Here many Cheyenne 
bands continued to practice their pre-migration means of subsistence, sedentary 
horticulture. However, some bands followed the example of the Sioux and began to 
pursue a nomadic hunting lifestyle (Moore 1996: 13-29). During this period, the 
Cheyenne had considerable contact with the Middle Missouri tribes. There are clear 
parallels between Mandan and Hidatsa ceremonialism and the changing Cheyenne 
political forms that emerged during this time (Moore, et al. 2001 :863). It was also during 
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this period that the Cheyenne began to make raids into the southern Plains, where the 
Kiowa, Kiowa-Apache, and Comanche were all particularly rich in horses. The horses 
obtained during these raids gave the Cheyenne considerable leverage with the sedentary 
village tribes to the north, and the Cheyenne became middlemen, trading horses to the 
north and firearms to the south (Jablow 1950:8 1 -82). 
In their further drive west, the Cree and Assiniboine also came up against the 
Gros Ventre and their later offshoot, the Arapaho. As previously noted, Algonquian 
groups, to which the Gros Ventre and Arapaho belonged, had been relatively long-tenn 
inhabitants of the Plains area, probably second in temporal depth only to the Middle 
Missouri sedentary horticuhuralists, the Caddoan Arikara and Pawnee and the Siouan 
Mandan and Hidatsa. The protohistorical distribution of the Gros Ventre and Arapaho is 
uncertain, and there has been some controversy over the time and place of their fission, as 
well as about their whereabouts of their 1 7th and 1 8th centuries {Trentholm 1970:8- 12). In 
the mid 1 8th century, the Gros Ventre seem to have been situated on the Canadian Plains, 
between the North and South Saskatchewan Rivers (Fowler and Flannery 200 I :677). 
Pressure from the Cree and Assiniboine, as they shifted their territory west from southern 
Manitoba and northern Minnesota into the parkland heh and the neighboring Plains of 
Alberta, forced the Gros Ventre and the Arapaho to move southwestward. While the 
Gros Ventre stayed in the north, the Arapaho went south and settled in the Black Hills 
before 1 800. Here they became closely associated with the Cheyenne. This movement 
into the Black Hills pushed the Kiowa and the Kiowa-Apache south into Nebraska and 
Colorado, also before 1 800 (Bamforth 1988:9 1 -92). 
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After displacing the Cheyenne, Gros Ventre, and the Arapaho, the Cree and the 
Assinibo ine continued west, eventually halting their drive at the Rockies. Here they 
came into contact with the Blackfoot, who often raided against them (Ewers 1958: 1 7 1 ). 
The Cree and Assiniboine maintained this territory, which fell along the transitional zone 
between the Northern Forest and the Plains, in order to maximize their procurement of 
beaver pelts, which, as mentioned earlier, were the preferred medium in the French and 
English fur trade at the time. In this location, the Cree and Assiniboine had primary 
access to European firearms and dominated gun trade to the Mandan and Hidatsa 
villages, as well as to the Blackfoot and the Arikara (Maximilian 1906:383, 553 ; Milloy 
1988: 1 1 , 16). Certain bands of Cree eventually began to adapt to the High Plains 
environment and, as a result, escalated their reliance on buffalo. Ethnographic 
description has noted this transition by differentiating between two woodland groups, the 
western and eastern Cree, and the Plains Cree, who pushed onto the grasslands and 
increased their reliance on buffalo hunting. However, this boundary between woodland 
Cree and Plains Cree has proven difficult to document in the historical literature (Darnell 
200 I :638). The Plains Cree and the Assiniboine were the last groups to push onto the 
Plains. Between 1670 and 1 8 10, the Plains Cree spread from the Red River system in 
Saskatchewan into the Rocky Mountains to the west and the Plains to the south 
(Milloyl 988). 
This transition to a Plains lifestyle affected the Cree and Assinibo ine alliance in 
several ways. First and foremost, it cut them off from their earlier access to firearms. 
Because they no longer concentrated on the procurement of beaver skins, the Cree and 
Assiniboine lacked a suitable currency to maintain their superior access to guns. 
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Additionally, the Plains Cree came into increasing contact with the Shoshone, and 
hostilities soon arose. As mentioned earlier, the Plains Cree and Assiniboine, as well as 
the Blackfoot, the Atsina, and the Sarsi formed a loose coalition, a political response to 
conflict with the Shoshone (Secoy 1953:46). These aligned groups fought and traded 
together to neutralize their respective limitations in access to both firearms and horses. 
Their efforts met with some success and thereby weakened the Shoshone by cutting them 
off from their main center of trade with the Mandan. Upon the acquisition of significant 
numbers of horses, as well as firearms from the Cree, the Blackfoot were able to push the 
Shoshone southward and westward out of southern Alberta (Ewers 1968; Milloy 1988). 
As the Blackfoot pushed southwest, the Plains Cree and the Assiniboine moved into the 
vacuum left by the Blackfoot, opposed only by the Gros Ventre, who did not pose a threat 
(Milloy 1988). In 1813, the Plains Cree and Assiniboine, as well as the Blackfoot, 
established a lasting peace. Moreover, the Cree and Assiniboine developed a seasonal 
economic pattern of winter fur hunting in the north and spring trading in the south with 
the Blackfoot. 
Returning to the Teton migrations, which were occurring coterminously with the 
Assiniboine and Cree migrations, Secoy ( 1953:71-73) describes how the Teton forced 
several sedentary horticulturalist populations, notably the Iowa, the Oto, and the 
Cheyenne out of prairie homelands in southwestern Minnesota, northern Iowa, and the 
eastern Dakotas. As a result, the Cheyenne migrated west into the Black Hills region of 
South Dakota, and the Iowa and Oto were pushed as far west as the Missouri River. 
During this period in the mid 18th century, the Teton continued to attack the sedentary 
Omaha and Arikara, who also lived along the Missouri River. However, a certain 
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equilibrium developed between the Sioux and the Missouri River tribes, since the 
villagers were obtaining significant numbers of horses by this time. The use of cavalry 
style warfare allowed the village tribes to hold off the advancing Sioux. In addition, the 
village tribes soon began to obtain firearms in trade from the Assinibione to the north, 
who, as mentioned earlier, had access to their own lines of trade apart from the Sioux. 
The acquisition of guns further strengthened the villagers against the Sioux, and as such, 
the Teton continually attempted to cut off the villagers from their lines of trade with the 
Assiniboine. 
It was also during the mid- 1 8th century that the Sioux began to obtain horses from 
the Arikara. Mounted military tactics, in addition to their previous advantage in 
firepower, allowed the Sioux to expand across much of the northern and central Plains 
(Secoy 1 953:74-77). This expansion was facilitated in the 1 770s when the Arikara were 
decimated by smallpox. Those who survived moved north to live with the Mandan and 
Hidatsa. This opened the way for the Sioux to cross the Missouri River, and gave them 
more access to horses from tribes in the west, which they mostly obtained through 
raiding. However, the Teton did maintain a trading relationship with the Arikara, and 
with their superior numbers and military power, they were able to dictate the terms of this 
economic relationship (DeMallie 2001 :73 1 ). Toward the end of the eighteenth century, 
the Teton migrated further westward and moved into the area of the Black Hills in South 
Dakota in search of more productive hunting territory. Here they encountered the 
Cheyenne, whom they had earlier pushed west from their homeland in Minnesota, as well 
as the Arapaho, the Crow, and the Kiowa. These tribes were poor in firearms and 
scrambled to equip themselves with guns through trade with the sedentary village tribes 
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of the Missouri as well as with the Assiniboine to the north. Again, the Sioux attempted 
to interrupt this trade. The Sioux managed to cut off the Kiowa from their trade 
relationship with the Arikara. As a result, the Kiowa eventually moved into the southern 
Plains. As the Kiowa moved south, they came into contact with the Comanche, as well 
as the allied Cheyenne and Arapaho. The Kiowa, like the Cheyenne and Arapaho, fought 
. for access to the Comanche dominated lines of Spanish trade (John 1985). The Kiowa 
conflict with the Comanche lasted from about 1801 to 1806, when they and Comanche 
negotiated peace (Loomis and Nasatir 1967:450). The Comanche would later negotiate 
peace with the Cheyenne and Arapaho in the early 1840s (Hyde 1968; Grinnell 1956:60, 
1962). 
The Teton, after routing the Kiowa in 1785, began to seriously engage the Crow 
in battle and soon pushed members of this tribe out of the Black Hills. The Crow were 
forced westward beyond the Powder River, where they experienced additional hostilities 
with the Teton, and later their Cheyenne and Arapaho allies, as well as the Blackfoot 
(Ewers 1958:243). The Teton also viewed the Blackfoot as enemies, although the 
Blackfoot were on relatively good terms with the Cheyenne and the Arapaho. In 1794, 
the Teton achieved significant victories against the Cheyenne, and soon thereafter these 
tribes formed an alliance, which would last into the reservation period (Secoy 1953:76). 
During the 1790s, the Plains Cree began to acquire horses, which facilitated their 
adoption of an equestrian, nomadic hunting lifestyle (Milloy 1988:25-27). However, 
between 1790 and 1810, the Cree and Assiniboine continued to experience a shortage of 
horses. Because of this they broke their alliance with the Blackfoot and began trading 
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initially with the Flathead (Milloy 1988 :36) and later more exclusively with the Mandan 
and Hidatsa (Milloy 1988:43). During this period the Cree and Assiniboine assisted the 
Mandan and Hidatsa by providing them guns and helping them militarily against the 
Teton (Milloy 1 988:43-46). However, the Mandan and Hidatsa gained the upper hand in 
trade and were able to dictate prices to the Cree and Assiniboine. The Mandan and 
Hidatsa eventually sought to bypass the Cree and Assiniboine altogether and deal directly 
with white traders. The Cree and Assiniboine could not successfully block this Mandan 
and Hidatsa initiative and their involvement in the fur trade began to decline sharply. 
Unable to trade for horses with the Mandan and Hidatsa, the Cree instead turned to 
raiding. This quickly eroded the economic ties between the Cree/ Assiniboine alliance 
and the Mandan and Hidatsa (Milloy 1988: 54-58). As the Mandan and Hidatsa gained 
increased access to guns, they were able to compete more effectively with the Teton, 
Crow, and Cheyenne (Darnell 200 1 :640). 
By the middle of the 19th century, the various tribes of Plains Indians began to 
solidify their territorial holdings into the configurations that have been documented in the 
historical and ethnographic literature. In this distribution, the Comanche lived in the 
southwest, mainly in Texas, with the Kiowa and Kiowa-Apache to the north and east of 
them in Oklahoma. By the 1 820 s, the Cheyenne had split into two groups. The northern 
group lived south of the Black Hills along the upper Platte River. The southern 
Cheyenne lived in southeastern Colorado along the Arkansas River. The Arapaho were 
situated between these two groups, and had also divided into northern and southern 
bands. The Southern Cheyenne and Arapaho negotiated peace with the Comanche and 
Kiowa, and the Northern Cheyenne and Arapaho aligned with the Teton. Northward, the 
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Crow occupied much of Wyoming as well as part of western Montana. The Blackfoot 
and the Sarsi were north of them, stretching from Montana into Saskatchewan. The Gros 
Ventre held territory in northeastern Montana and southern Alberta. The Teton inhabited 
the Black Hills, southwestern North Dakota, western South Dakota, and northwestern 
Nebraska. The Assiniboine territory was north of the Dakota and Gros Ventre in Alberta 
and Saskatchewan. The Plains Cree were directly north of the Assiniboine (Bamforth 
1988:92-93). From about 1820 to 1870 these territorial holdings remained more or less 
constant, with limited gains or losses experienced by most tribes (Albers 1993 :126). 
Conflict and Alliance 
After the introduction of the horse and gun, Plains Indian cultures changed 
rapidly. Larger and better-equipped tribes displaced smaller tribes who were forced to 
relocate in "peripheral" territories. The Siouan tribes, including the Teton, Yankton and 
Yanktona� and Santee, were closely allied, cooperating in war against various peoples. 
They entered the Plains in the 18th century and by the beginning of the 19th century were 
the most important group on the north Plains, both politically and militarily (Moore 
1996:77). In war, the Teton Dakota were particularly advantaged because their alliance 
of distinct constituent groups provided a large number of warriors for mass attacks. 
Bamforth states that the maintenance of these aggregations and the integration of large 
numbers of warriors required complex social mechanisms. Groups that lacked these 
mechanisms may have been at a disadvantage in warfare, when pitted against groups that 
did have them (Bamforth 1988 : 126). While some smaller or less militarily successful 
groups maintained their sense of independence and were either dominated or continually 
on the defensive, other groups chose alliance and reaped many of the benefits of the 
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larger tribal conglomerations. This has been seen in the major inter-tribal coalitions, such 
as the Blackfoot groups and the Gros Ventre, as well as the Sioux, Cheyenne and the 
Arapaho in the north, and the Comanche and Kiowa coalition on the southern Plains 
(Bamforth 1 988: 1 26). 
Historically, the Great Plains was a region of conflict and change. Resident tribes 
exhibited continuously shifting patterns of warfare and alliance, both across and within 
tribal and ethnic boundaries. As Newcomb says, the Plains tribes were "constantly on the 
move, following or seeking bison herds, and thus increasingly colliding with one another, 
amalgamating, allying, and above all, fighting" ( 1 950:328). As discussed briefly in this 
chapter, warfare and territorial incursion did not exist in a vacuum. Each was heavily 
influenced by expanding waves of American trade goods. Albers ( 1 993) warns it would 
be a mistake to consider warfare and trade as two distinct phenomena. Rather, warfare 
and trade were interpenetrating forces, which structured intertribal relations as well as 
relations among constituent bands within a single tribal nation. Albers criticizes the 
tendency of some researchers to emphasize the importance of warfare without 
considering trade and its concomitant alliances. Albers stresses that warfare between the 
Dakota and Chippewa, the Crow and Cheyenne, and the Blackfoot and Shoshone must be 
viewed in light of a larger process of tribal expansion driven by advancing American 
mercantile frontiers ( 1993 : 1 26). 
Albers ( 1993 :97) outlines a ''tripartite division of contrasting forms of 
interdependence" among Plains Indian peoples: war, symbiosis, and merger. In a 
situation of war, "groups divided and competed with one another over access to land, 
labor and other resources." In a merger relationship, "groups joined together and 
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cooperated in the use of a shared resource base." In symbiosis, "groups were separated, 
but they maintained interdependence through a specialized division of labor and/or 
functionally differentiated positions in a wider circulation of commodities" (Albers 
1 993 :97). These distinctions are important to this thesis inasmuch as they illustrate 
varying levels of integration among multi-ethnic conglomerations. 
In this overview of Plains Indian history the relevance of war has been clearly 
shown throughout. Certain groups ( e.g. the Shoshone and Crow) continually defended 
their territorial holdings against their neighbors (e.g. the Blackfoot, Gros Ventre, Plains 
Cree, Assiniboine, Mandan, and Arikara), who vied for access to these territories and 
resources. Furthermore, inward migrating groups (e.g. Apache, Comanche, and Sioux) 
clashed with previously established territory holders across wide swaths of the Plains 
region for improved access to resources and lines of trade. Thus, continual warfare 
among populations may be seen in terms of relatively high ethnic solidarity and social 
isolation among such groups. On the other hand, Albers' concepts of symbiosis and 
merger may be viewed as measures of the amount of integration between cooperating 
groups. Clear examples of symbiosis may be seen among the sedentary village tribes and 
their nomadic neighbors, as discussed by Blakeslee (1 976) and Wood ( 1972, 1 974). The 
villagers specialized in horticultural produce and the nomads specialized in the products 
of the hunt. They each fulfilled specialized economic functions based on specific sectors 
of environmental exploitation, and as such were required to occupy different geographic 
areas. While trade among the groups was significant, there were always boundaries 
maintained. Furthermore, groups linked in symbiosis were not necessarily limited to 
peaceful relations. Battles and raiding existed in both war and symbiotic relationships. 
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However, the aims of each were different. In symbiotically linked tribes, small scale 
raiding was a "strategy to adjust temporary imbalances in the flow of resources among 
tribes whose geographic positions were uncontested" (Albers 1993: 125). On the other 
hand, aggression and raiding under conditions of war was meant to alter territorial 
holdings in order obtain lands more favorable for exploitation. This distinction is 
difficult to make, however, because it is often unclear when groups were merely trying to 
redistribute goods or were attempting to push the boundaries of their holdings. This 
situation became especially problematic on the Plains in the mid-19th century when many 
intertribal relationships were constantly shifting. Regardless, the point is that in 
symbiosis, unlike ''war" proper (i.e. the continuous defense of territorial holdings or 
attempts to gain new ones), there are regular and regulated social interactions among 
differentiated groups. One can thus expect a significant amount of cultural and biological 
leveling between symbiotically linked groups. 
On the other hand, merger occasioned even greater degrees of integration between 
constituent parties. This is particularly important to the current study, as a merger 
relationship should produce much deeper leveling of biological and cultural traits, and if 
given enough time, perhaps linguistic ones as well ( a situation discussed by Cavalli­
Sforza et al. (1994) in terms of "language replacement"). As Albers has noted, in 
situations of tribal merger, both groups specialize in the same patterns of economic 
activity, and act as a cohesive unit in their relationships with other groups. Despite this 
closeness of merged groups, however, there could also be tension during times of 
scarcity, and groups such as the Assiniboine and Cree, and the Crow and their allies the 
Hidatsa have been shown to compete and possibly even raid one another for resources 
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(Sharrock 1974; Weist 1977). Competition could also lead to animosities and warfare 
between originally related groups, such as the Assiniboine and the Teton (Ray 1974:23-
44). As mentioned, a clear example of the merger phenomenon can be seen in the case of 
the Cree and Assiniboine, who served as middlemen in the trade of firearms to their 
southern lying neighbors. The Assiniboine and the Cree illustrate a near complete 
instance of group fusion. Albers notes that "large segments of these populations were so 
intermingled in residence and so mixed through marriage that it became nearly 
impossible to tell them apart" (Albers 1993 : 113). By the mid-19th century there was a 
significant leveling of economic, social, and political differences between the two groups 
(Albers 1993 : 113). Bowers (1950, 1965) and Hanson (1986) detail a similar large-scale 
integration of Mandan and Hidatsa social institutions. The Teton and the Cheyenne 
merger produced a less integrated pattern of fusion, as it occurred only among certain 
bands. These populations cooperated in warfare, communal hunts, and sun dance 
ceremonies. Moore (1988) notes how within the overarching tribal designations, 
combining bands would become more closely identified with Teton or Cheyenne 
affiliations. 
This last example of the differentiated integration between the Teton and 
Cheyenne raises an important point. It is not always so easy to distinguish relationships 
of symbiosis from relationships of merger, even among groups with a shared ethnic 
origin. Albers points out that scholarship has tended to view linguistically and ethnically 
related groups as possessing an overarching unity in notions of "ownership, interest, or 
purpose" ( 1993 : 117). While this type of unified merger has certainly occurred among 
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far-flung ethnic divisions, for example in the corporate expansions of the Apache, 
Comanche, and Sioux, it must not be assumed that this should necessarily be the case. 
"The fact that tribal members held a common ethnic identity, or even spoke the 
same language, was neither a necessary or sufficient ground for them to unite and 
share in some common political-economic interest." "The geographic distances 
· separating bands of the same tribe, coupled with internal variations in territorial 
environments and in access to commercial trade routes, created different and 
sometimes opposing demands on how local groups defined their own interests in 
relation to those of their neighbors" (Albers 1 993 : 1 30). 
In such light, what might appear on the surface to be an unproblematic instance of intra­
ethnic merger, gives way to a more nuanced picture when one considers inter-band role 
differentiation. As noted in Chapter Two, Moore ( 1 995) and Sims-Williams ( 1 998) have 
used a similar argument against Cavalli-Sforza et al. 's ( 1 994) unproblematized link 
between linguistic designation, tribal affiliation, and ethnic unity. 
Alber' s discussion of intra-ethnic specialization may be illustrated by the case of 
the Teton bands that lived along the Platte River. The bands that lived nearest the trading 
posts took the role of middlemen to the other Teton bands living farther away, who 
provided furs in exchange for the American goods (Hyde 1 937:43-53). This 
differentiation of economic function, as Albers has pointed out, is more typical of a 
symbiotic relationship than a merged one. Weist ( 1977) points out that the River Crow 
and the Mountain Crow had differentiated relationships with their neighbors. Another 
case was found among the Cheyenne, where some bands cultivated friendly relations 
with white traders, while other groups on the tribal outskirts were more warlike with 
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whites (Moore 1 974). Many ethnographers have failed to recognize these differing roles 
and have treated the northern and southern Cheyenne as a single group (Grinnel 1 962; 
Hoebel 1978; Mooney 1 907). However, after a total lack of contact between 1 838 and 
1 865, the two groups diverged significantly, developing distinctive differences in dialect 
and clothing styles (Hyde 1 968:336-340). A similar type of intra-tribal specialization 
within a tribal affiliation may have been what led to the split between the Hidatsa and the 
Crow (Wood and Downer 1 977). 
These examples undermine the notion of inherent tribal unity and ho Id a particular 
significance for the current study. The equation of linguistic relatedness to tribal and 
ethnic/cultural unity may or may not hold in any given situation. As evidenced by the 
variety of relations among Plains Indian groups, fission and fusion are common 
occurrences within and among groups, and do not always fall along the lines one would 
expect given the organizational rubric of linguistic relatedness. As we have seen in the 
previous chapter, linguistic and biological diversification have certainly coincided with 
one another for a considerable portion of human history. However, situations such as the 
Great Plains make clear that other processes are possible and, indeed quite probable, 
where previously distinct groups interact and produce novel patterns of biological and 
cultural distribution. It is in this sense that Cavalli-Sforza et al. ' s call for cultural and 
biological comparisons is important, since they can provide significant supplementary 
clues in the reconstruction of group histories and the indexing of patterns of relatedness. 
In Plains Indian ethnohistory the effects of cultural diffusion are readily apparent. 
Whether in merger or symbiosis, the social mechanisms required to maintain inter-group 
interactions are clearly evident in the widely spread cultural institutions of the Plains 
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area, such as the warrior societies, the Sun Dance and other religious traits, and the 
Calamut smoking practice to name just a few. Interacting groups from different linguistic 
and ethic backgrounds, through continual contact eventually arrived at a set of agreed 
upon interactional standards. This helped to overcome the communication breakdowns 
inherent among disparate groups with different interactional and interpretation norms, 
and facilitated their articulation into networks of mutual economic benefit. Alliances 
were often cemented through fictive kinship ties, which included a transfer of goods, 
rights, and paraphernalia associated with various sodality groups. For example, when the 
Hidatsa formed alliances, they commonly adopted "brothers" and "sisters," by 
bequeathing ownership of a sodality' s rituals. When the Hidatsa negotiated an alliance 
with the Dakota at Devil's Lake, they received the rights to perform the Dakota's grass 
dance ritual. Later on, when the Hidatsa formed an alliance with the Crow, they passed 
on the rights to perform the same ritual (Bowers 1965 :9 1 -92). These fictive kinships and 
common ceremonialisms supported the solidarity of these alliances as co-members of a 
"kinship" or ceremonial complex were often invited to attend and participate in one 
another's functions. These patterns of "adoption" and the concomitant cultural 
transmission may help explain how cultural complexes such as military societies and 
religious ceremonies diffused so rapidly throughout the Plains (Albers 1993 : 1 20). 
Furthermore, while one would expect biological and cultural leveling to occur most 
extensively between "peacefully" interacting groups, it is also certainly true that the same 
could occur in more straightforward relationships of ''war." The relationships between 
enemies were often tempered by kin ties between the groups, largely formed through the 
common practice of abducting women and children from one's foes. Examples have 
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been recorded among the Hidatsa (Bowers 1 965 :94-95), the Cheyenne (Grinnel 
1 962:345-348), the Crow (Lowie 1 956:229), Mandan (Bowers 1 950:44), the Blackfoot 
and the Pawnee (Moore 1996:87) and the Osage (Fletcher and La Flesche 1972 :61 -62). 
Summary 
In brief summary of this chapter, I have discussed the nature of the Great Plains as 
a culture area, by considering certain sets of widely distributed traits. These traits and 
trait complexes are of two main sorts. The first is comprised of directly adaptive 
subsistence and productive technologies. While some aspects of this environmentally 
adaptive culture are distributed relatively evenly among groups (e.g. tipi, use oftravois, 
nomadism, reliance on buffalo hunting, etc), and would thus appear to hold little 
relevance to ancestral relationships, other adaptive patterns seem to be amalgams of 
ancestral patterns and emergent Plains traits (e.g. sociopolitical patterns of group 
aggregation and dispersa� simplified or complicated kinship structures, etc.). As such, 
comparisons of these traits with biological patterns may indeed provide information both 
on patterns of ethnically ancestral derivation and on subsequent admixture among 
unrelated groups. The second type of widely diffused Plains culture is intimately related 
to multi-ethnic systems of trade. Ancestrally diverse groups were variously arranged in 
cooperative or complementary economic production. Consequently, socially regulative 
systems of ritual and communication ( e.g. the Sun dance; Calamut smoking ceremony, 
fictive kinship, etc.) widely spread throughout the region. Again, these cultural systems 
seem to have been an emergent phenomenon of the Plains area, with certain ancestral 
traits from various groups gradually stabilizing into widely dispersed social mechanisms. 
While various elements of these systems were surely derived from the ancestral culture of 
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one group or another, their relevance for this thesis seem to be primarily in their relation 
to multi-ethnic networks. Slight differences in their patterning may indeed clarify 
biological patterns which have crosscut cladistic relationships. 
Furthermore, I have gone into considerable detail regarding the settlement 
histories, migratory dynamics, and patterns of interrelation among the more or less 
ethnically consolidated groups of the Plains. By situating these groups in their relational 
framework, I have hoped to shed light on the biological, linguistic, and cultural patterns 
that I have found in this thesis. Inasmuch as diffusion of cuhural traits among various 
groups represents long-term patterns of group interaction, there seems to be good cause in 
believing cultural distributions may have something useful to say about biological 
relationships and vice versa. This possibility is especially relevant in a situation like the 
Plains area, where many ethnically diverse populations continually altered their patterns 
of interaction through subsequent and subtly nuanced layers of history. Group processes 
such as symbiosis, merger, and war have had strong ramifications on biological and 
cultural patterns. As discussed in Chapter II, these patterns do not always fall as one 
might expect them to, along previously existing lines of linguistic or ethnic relatedness. 
In this sense, biological and cultural cross comparisons could contribute considerably to a 
sorting out of indistinct histories of group migration and relatedness. Such comparisons 
would certainly mitigate the unquestioning acceptance of"cultural evidence that comes 
indirectly from linguistic studies" as is utilized by Cavalli-Sforza et al. ( 1 994:5). 
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Chapter IV 
Data and Methods 
With Chapters Two and Three I have situated the current study in relation to 
general conceptions of biological and linguistic variation, the ways that cultural 
variability may or may not coincide with these patterns of variation, as well as relevant 
population dynamics that might have affected such variation among historically 
documented, indigenous populations of the American Great Plains. With this 
background in mind, I will now consider the data and methods which I have used to 
examine these intersections ofbiological, linguistic, and cultural variability among 19
th 
century Plains Indians. As noted in Chapters One and Two, this thesis arose in response 
to Cavalli-Sforza et al.' s (1994:23) call for additional research concerting correlations 
between cultural and biological differences, as well as toward the aim of evaluating the 
theoretical legitimacy of equating linguistic patterns of relatedness with cultural 
distinctiveness and ethnic identity, inasmuch as they are equally indicative of Mendelian 
population boundaries. 
As outlined in Chapter One, I have chosen to examine variability among sixteen 
tribes, primarily from the Plains area, but including some peripheral groups as well. As a 
measure of biological relatedness I have used the Boas database on American Indian 
anthropometric measurements. Additionally, I have used Murdock's (1967) 
Ethnographic Atlas to compile matrices of cultural differentiation, as well as Ruhlen's 
(1976) A Guide to the Languages of the World, and Campbell's (1997) American Indian 
Languages to establish linguistic distances. From these data sources I constructed 
biological, cultural, and linguistic distance matrices. Additionally I created a geographic 
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distance matrix of the territorial distributions of all the groups studied. As Chen et al. 
have pointed out, geographic proximity "is a major confounding factor in the analysis of 
genetic and linguistic correlation," as it correlates significantly with both ( 1995 :607). 
Geographic distance can also have a large effect on cultural diffusion, and has certainly 
played a significant role in the formation of the well-known culture areas found in 
anthropological literature, which often reach across biological and linguistic lines. As 
such, I have included a consideration of geographic proximity in order to further clarify 
patterns of similarity among the biological, cultural, and linguistic distance matrices for 
the Plains Indian tribes in the present study. To create the geographic distance matrix, I 
used the program Arclnfo ( 1 982-2002) and three territorial maps taken from The 
Handbook of North American Indians, vols. 1 0  (Ortiz 1 983), 1 1  (D' Azevedo 1 986), and 
1 3  (DeMallie 200 1 ). Finally, based on my literature review, I have created a social 
distance matrix, which reflects intertribal relationships among the groups considered. 
Subsequently, I subjected all of these matrices to the Mantel procedure, which examines 
for correlations between matrix distances. In this manner I was able to explore the ways 
in which biological and linguistic relatedness have or have not coincided among the 
populations in question, as well as how patterns of cultural similarity correlate with these 
patterns. I will now outline, in more specific detail, the creation of my biological, 
linguistic, cultural, geographic, and social distance matrices, as well as the technique of 
their comparison. 
The Boas Anthropometric Data 
To assess biological distance among groups (Apache, Arapaho, Assiniboine, 
Blackfoot and Piegan, Cheyenne, Comanche, Crow, Kiowa, Omaha, Ponca, Pawnee, 
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Santee, Shoshone, and Teton Sioux) I have relied on anthropometric measurements taken 
by Franz Boas and his teams of researchers, data collected for the World's Columbian 
Exposition, which was held in Chicago in 1893 (Jantz et al. 1992:435). Additionally, for 
the Cree, I used measurements taken by Grant (1929, 1930), following Jantz and 
Meadows (1995). The decision to use Grant's data arose because the Boas Cree 
measurements, taken by Isaac Cowie, contained variables "almost certainly in error" 
(Jantz and Meadows 1995:347). The Boas measurements were collected for about 
15,000 individuals, belonging to some 200 tribes, which represented all the major areas in 
the United States and Canada where American Indians were found. Apart from the data 
collected for the Columbian Exposition, Boas organized additional anthropometric 
projects in the American Northwest and California and in Siberia from 1888 to 1897 and 
1897 to 1902, as well as an additional project between 1899 and 1902, all of which were 
funded by different agencies (Jantz et al. 1992:436). Boas did publish some analyses for 
several individual tribes based on these data, but for the most part, the information lay 
unused in storage, its whereabouts unknown after the death of Boas. Upon Jantz's 
discovery that the data sheets had been stored in the American Museum, they were 
transferred on loan to the University of Tennessee in 1982. The sheets were subsequently 
microfilmed and most of the data were entered into a computer database for greater ease 
of analysis (Jantz et al. 1992:437). 
The Boas anthropometric data consists of twelve measurements of body, head, 
and facial features, which included (1) height standing, (2) height of shoulder, (3) height 
of point of second finger (this actually refers to digit 3), (4) finger reach (span), (5) height 
sitting, ( 6) width of shoulders, (7) length of head, (8) breadth of head, (9) height of face, 
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(10) breadth of face, (11) height of nose, and (12) breadth of nose (Jantz 1995:346). The 
Grant measurements for the Cree are the same, except for the absence of measurements 
for shoulder height, finger height, and shoulder width. Regarding the Boas data, since 
various teams of researchers, consisting of about fifty different individuals, helped to 
procure these measurements, the question of inter-observer error arises. However, Boas 
did institute precautions to guard against this possibility, including personal instruction 
given to the researchers, as well as a double-checking procedure, with a minimum of two 
observers measuring the same tribe, albeit not the same individuals in each tribe. Jantz et 
al. assess the value of the data by noting that while "no data set as large as this one can be 
free of interobserver variation, this problem has been minimized as much as can 
reasonably be expected" (1992:439). 
The Boas data are particularly valuable to the present study because they offer a 
measure of biological differentiation among groups from a time well before the advent of 
genetic measurements. As Boas' measurements were collected at the close of the 19th 
century, the variability represents a point when the groups were much less acculturated 
than under current conditions (Jantz et al 1 992:456). At least to a certain extent, this 
should imply population structures more reflective of historically observed, intra- and 
inter-group dynamics. Furthermore, apart from this sort of anthropometric measurement, 
evaluations of past biological characteristics are problematic because as Szathmary points 
out "skeletal data are scarce and the attribution of the 'tribal' provenance of archeological 
samples in North America is often open to dispute" (Szathmary 1995:337). In short, 
"anthropometric data provide us with time depth in studies of population structure" 
(Relethford 1988: 123). Thus, while certainly subject to limitations, the measurements 
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collected by Boas and his research teams are invaluable in the assessment of biological 
relationships among American Indians of the past. 
Many of the individuals measured were of mixed ancestry, white and black, as 
well as intertribal. To more accurately reflect group variability not associated with extra­
continental admixture, I included only individuals with full native blood quantum. This 
value was determined by Richard Jantz and his research team at the University of 
Tennessee. When they encoded the Boas measurements into a database, they determined 
blood quantum by evaluating the ancestry sections of Boas' data sheets, which noted the 
individual's tribe as well as the individual's mother's and father's tribes (Jantz et al. 
1 992:439). While my inclusion of only full-blooded individuals has eliminated the 
problem of white and black admixture, it does not address the issue of intertribal mixture. 
Moore and Campbell ( 1 995) raise the concern that this undermines our ability to really 
discern evolutionary processes and population relationships. However, since the purpose 
of this thesis is to examine the continued interrelation of biological, linguistic, and 
cultural relat ionships, the possibility of intertribal admixture is actually a benefit to the 
study. The essential question at hand is whether overall patterns of biological 
relationship, despite population admixture, still correspond to linguistic taxonomies. 
Furthermore, if neither biological nor cuhural patterns correspond with linguistic 
patterns, then are cuhural patterns significantly correlated with biological patterns? Thus, 
the possibilities for intertribal admixture in the sample are certainly not distortions in this 
case, but are rather vital evidence for the testing the widespread validity of cladistic, 
ancestral models. The concerns raised by Moore and Campbell ( 1995) should hold little 
if any relevance for this project. 
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Another issue concerning the utility of the Boas data is to what extent can this 
information actually reflect genetic relationships among populations? For example, it is 
widely recognized that certain physical features can vary, not as a result of actual genetic 
inheritance, but rather as a result of environmental factors such as nutrition, changes in 
personal and public hygiene, disease patterning, infant mortality rates, or economic 
conditions (Logan et al. 2003 :209). Despite these possibilities, Cheverud (1 988), in an 
analysis of 41  different studies of vertebrate taxa, has shown that genetic and phenotypic 
variations often correlate. Furthermore, Konigsberg and Ousley ( 1995) have examined a 
subset of the Boas data using twelve anthropometric measurements to evaluate the 
validity of using phenotypic information in place of quantitative genetic information in 
the assessment of population interrelatedness. Their results showed that for the five 
tribes they examined (the Eastern Band Cherokee, the Chippewa, the Micmac, the 
Mississauga, and the Ojibwa) genetic and phenotypic covariance matrices were indeed 
proportional, thus legitimating the use of Boas' anthropometric measurements to test 
genetic population relationships. As they note, this is an important finding, since much 
of the Boas data does not contain pedigree relationships, and thus must rely on 
phenotypic information to examine population and evolutionary processes. They 
conclude that such a use ofphenotypic information "may not be as misleading a route as 
some practitioners of single locus genetics might think" (Konigsberg and Ousley 
1995 :497). 
RMET 
To establish inter-population differentiation using the Boas data, I relied on 
Relethford's (2003) RMET program, version 5 .0. RMET performs population genetic 
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analyses by use of metric traits. More specifically, the program computes an R matrix, a 
related D-Square matrix, as well as an Fst score, in the manner described by Williams­
Blangero and Blangero ( 1989), Relethford and Blangero (1990), and Relethford et al. 
( 1997). The diagonals of the R-matrix represent the genetic distance of each population 
to the regional centroid. For the current study, the Fst represents the overall genetic 
variation around the regional centroid, as opposed to the centroid of some common 
ancestral population, which is an alternative use of the Fst measure. The program 
contains a default correction for sample size bias as described by Relethford (1991) and 
Relethford et al. ( 1997), and calculates standard errors for elements of the R matrix, the 
distance matrix, and Fst using the procedure also outlined in Relethford, et al. (1997). 
RMET also calculates and plots the first two principal coordinates for the R-matrix. This 
procedure scales each eigenvector by the square root of its corresponding eigenvalue, 
following Harpending and Jenkins (1973). 
Additionally, RMET produces a scaled R matrix (also with a principal coordinate 
analysis) and a related D-Square matrix, which "adjust(s) for differences in expected 
genetic drift and often gives a better picture of population relationships based on 
migration and history" (Relethford 2003: Program introduction). This method is 
outlined in Relethford (1996). Genetic distances can variously represent ancestral 
relatedness, gene flow among contiguous or connected populations, or genetic drift 
through such processes as "migration, founder effects, population distribution, and the 
size and composition of breeding populations" (Relethford 1996:29). As such, a single 
distance score may conceal various configurations of causality from the aforementioned 
processes. The scaled R-matrix analysis controls for differential genetic drift due to 
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population disparity, and helps to more accurately depict the "underlying pattern of 
population history" (Relethford 1996:29). This technique is helpful for the current study, 
since the groups considered represent a fairly wide range of sizes, and furthermore, as 
noted in Chapter Ill, migratory processes and inter-group contact among historically 
known Plains Indian populations were widespread. By removing distortions due to drift 
from disparities in populations size, we should be able to more clearly discern the 
biological ramifications actually arising from socially driven, inter-group dynamics. 
Thus, to operationalize these RMET procedures, I compiled two data sets from 
Boas' and Grant's measurements. For one set, I used only Boas' measurements for the 
Apache, Arapaho, Assiniboine, Blackfoot and Piegan, Cheyenne, Comanche, Crow, 
Kiowa, Omaha, Ponca, Pawnee, Santee, Shoshone, and Teton and Yankton. For the other 
set, I used both Boas' measurements for the aforementioned groups as well as Grant's 
measurements for the Cree. For the second set, I did not include Boas' measurements for 
Shoulder Height, Finger Height, and Shoulder Width, because as previously mentioned, 
Grant's Cree measurements did not contain these variables. I did not include the 
Yankton in the rest of my matrix comparisons, because they had no entry in Murdock's 
( 1967) Ethnographic Atlas, and I could thus not construct a cultural distance matrix for 
them to the same standard as the other groups. However, I included them in the RMET 
procedure, as it is still interesting to see their position in overall Plains genetic diversity, 
since further, as their historical relationship to the other Siouan groups is well known, the 
results should prove to be relatively straightforward. 
Since small samples mean the variances are large, which inhibits the ability to 
determine significant population differences, I merged Blackfoot, Piegan, and Blood 
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samples into one group, because the number of Blackfoot and Blood individuals was too 
small to form an adequate sample size. The merger seems fairly acceptable since all 
three groups were linguistically quite related, speaking quite similar dialects, and 
furthermore, continually maintained close social ties. Also, in order to utilize the scaling 
feature of the RMET program, I had to provide population size estimates, which were 
taken from The Handbook of North American Indians, vols. 9 (Ortiz 1979), 10 (Ortiz 
1983), 1 1  (D' Azevedo 1986), and 13  (DeMallie 2001 ), under the respective entries for 
each tribe. While not all of the recorded census data coincided temporally with the 
collection of Boas' measurements, I tried to find numbers as close to the turn of the 
twentieth century as possible. When the timing of the Boas measurement collections fell 
within a larger gap between subsequent censuses, I adjusted the population size found in 
the earlier census (before the Boas measurements) downward or upward, toward the 
value found in the next census (after the Boas measurements). Sample sizes, population 
size estimates, as well as the weight given to each population in RMET's scaling 
procedure are given in Table 1. Finally, to account for sex differences I pooled males 
and females, found the population average for each sex, and then subtracted these means 
from each individual's measurements. All individuals used were adult. 
Thus constituted, RMET produced two sets of output, one including and one 
excluding the Cree. Each set of output included an R-matrix and a scaled R-matrix, the 
related D-square and scaled D-square matrices, a regional Fst score, and principal 
coordinate analyses of the regular and scaled R-matrices. I will present all these results in 
Chapter V. Since the D-square matrices are of primary importance for this correlation 
study, I will only present and discuss the diagonals, rather than the complete R-matrices. 
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Table 1 :  Population Sample Sizes and Weight According to Population Size 
Population Sample Size Population Size Weight 
Apache 148 6000 .075 
Arapaho 66 1 900 .024 
Assinibo ine 22 1480 .0 19  
B lackfoot/Piegan 59 4500 .056 
Cheyenne 32 3 1 50 .039 
Comanche 1 05 1 560 .020 
Crow 320 3300 .04 1 
Kiowa 1 1 0 1 300 .0 16  
Omaha 48 1 1 50 .0 14  
Pawnee 48 800 .01 0  
Plains Cree 225 6770 .085 
Ponca 19  780 .0 1 0  
Santee 94 6300 .079 
Shoshone 34 3480 .044 
Teton 22 1 34,800 .436 
Yankton 135 2500 .03 1 
Cultural Distance Matrices 
To construct each cultural distance matrix, I relied on George Murdock's ( 1 967) 
Ethnographic Atlas. The Ethnographic Atlas is drawn from ethnographical reports in the 
journal Ethnology. It provides summaries for 45 categories of cultural variability among 
862 globally distributed societies. I limited my consideration to 29 of Murdock's cultural 
variables. The remaining 16  variables I left out, either because the groups I am 
examining showed no variation for these traits, or there was a lack of ethnographic 
information to adequately describe these traits for the majority of groups in my sample. 
For ease of organization, I grouped these cultural traits into six sub-groups, including 
"kinship and marriage," "economy and technology," "subsistence," "sociopolitical 
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organization," "mode of inheritance," and ''various customs." The cultural traits listed in 
each category are given in Table 2. 
Considering the range of variation for the traits examined, I constructed 
presence/absence tables for the sixteen tribes examined in the present study. To 
designate the possibilities for each variable, I used Murdock's ( 1967) codes from the 
Ethnographic Atlas. A breakdown of these trait variation codes may be found in 
Appendix A, where each trait description is quoted directly from Murdock (1 967:46-6 1). 
However, I have changed some of Murdock's trait codes of my own ease of organization. 
For every trait under each cultural category, I listed all the alternative forms found among 
the sixteen groups (the "Apache" and the "Shoshone" required a slightly different 
procedure, to which I will return momentarily), and then scored each trait for presence ( 1 )  
or absence (0), for each tribe. The presence/absence tables may be found in Appendix B. 
To create a distance matrix for each of the 6 cultural sub-categories, I analyzed the data 
from the presence/absence tables with the statistical package SAS (2002). Additionally, I 
considered all cultural traits from each of the seven categories together and calculated a 
cultural composite distance matrix. Specifically, using the SAS (2002) "Distance" 
procedure, I calculated a "D-squared matching coefficient," which is a simple matching 
coefficient transformed to a squared Euclidean distance, ranging from O to 1 .  The simple 
matching coefficient considers conjoint presence, conjoint absence, as well as 
presence/absence mismatches with equal weight. Thus, I ended up with seven distance 
matrices, one for each of my six cultural categories, "kinship and marriage," "economy 
and technology," "subsistence," "sociopolitical organization," "mode of inheritance," 
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Table 2: Cultural Categories and Traits 
Kinship and Economy Subsistence Sociopolitical Mode of Various 
Marriage and Organization Inheritance Customs 
Technolol!v 
Mode of (P/DL)1 Settlement Community 1 Inheritance Post-
Marriage Leather Patterns Organization 1 ofReal Partum 
Working Property Sex 
Taboos 
Family (P/DL} (LD)j Jurisdictional Inheritance Norms of 
Organization Pottery Gathering Hierarchy of Movable Premarital 
Property Sex 
Behavior 
Marital (P/DL) (LD) Class 
Residence Boat Hunting Stratification 
Building 
Patrilineal (P/DL) (LD) Succession to 
Kin Groups House Fishing Political 
and Exogamy Construction Office 
Matrilineal (P/DL) (LD) 
Kin Groups Construction Animal 
and Exogamy of Primary husbandry 
dwelling 
Cognatic Kin (P/DL) (LD) I 
Groups Construction Agriculture I 
of secondary 
dwelling 
Cousin (P/DL) Type and 












1 .  P/DL = Presence and Division of Labor for 3 .  LD = Level of Dependence on 
2. P/1 = Presence and Intensity of 
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and "various customs," and one composite matrix, which includes all of these categories. 
Again, I will present the seven cultural distance matrices in Chapter V. 
Obtaining cultural distance values for the Apache and Shoshone groups required a 
slightly different procedure, however. The Boas measurements contained only a single 
tribal designation for these groups. However Murdock's (1967) Ethnographic Atlas 
contains cultural descriptions for various band sub-divisions, which fall under the larger 
tribal designation of Apache and Shoshone. These bands include five major divisions of 
the Apaches, including the Western Apache, the Chiricahua Apache, the Mescalero 
Apache, the Jicarilla Apache, and the Lipan Apache. Shoshone bands included the 
Hukundika Shoshone, the White Knife Shoshone, the Bohogue Shoshone, the Agaiduka 
Shoshone, and the Wind River Shoshone. Since the Boas data did not include any band 
information for Apache or Shoshone individuals, I was unable to match a band level 
cultural description with a correspondingly bounded set of anthropometric measurements. 
As such, I created a composite cultural distance score for all the Apache and Shoshone 
bands. Using the same SAS "Distance" procedure as for all the other tribal comparisons, 
I compared the presence and absence scores of each Apache and Shoshone band to all to 
the other tribal groups, and calculated cultural distance scores for all possible pairs. Then 
I averaged all the Apache bands' and Shoshone bands' differences for each pairing with 
the other tribal groups. For example, I individually compared the Western Apache, the 
Chiricahua Apache, the Mescalero Apache, the Jicarilla Apache, and the Lipan Apache 
with the Arapaho. On the "kinship and marriage" cultural distance matrix, each Apache 
band as compared to the Arapaho scored 0.06818, 0. 13636, 0.09091, 0.04545, and 
0.36364 respectively. I then averaged these scores to produce a composite cultural 
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distance score of 0. 1409 1 between the Arapaho and the Apache. This same procedure 
held for all possible pairings except the Apache and Shoshone comparison. For this 
cultural distance score, I averaged every Shoshone band's distance from each Apache 
band ( an average comprised of five scores). I then averaged these five averages together 
to produce a composite Apache and Shoshone distance score. For example, in the 
"kinship and marriage" distance matrix, the Western Apache compared to the Agaiduka 
Shoshone, the Bohogue Shoshone, the Hukundika Shoshone, the Wind River Shoshone, 
and the White Knife Shoshone gave distance scores of 0.36364, 0.38636, 0.3 1 8 1 8, 
0.27273, and 0.36364 respectively. These averaged for a composite Western Apache to 
Shoshone score of 0.34091 . I followed this same pattern, producing average Shoshone 
scores for the Chiricahua Apache, the Jicarilla Apache, the Lipan Apache, and the 
Mescalero Apache, which were 0. 14546, 0. 1 9546, 0. 1 7727, and 0. 1 3 182 respectively. 
Averaging these scores with the earlier noted Western Apache averaged score produced a 
composite Apache/Shoshone cultural distance score of 0. 1 98 1 8  for the "kinship and 
marriage" cultural distance matrix. These composite Apache and Shoshone cultural 
distance scores correspond to Boas' Apache and Shoshone designated measurements, 
which were used to construct the biological distance matrix. 
Linguistic Distance Matrices 
To represent linguistic distances, I consulted two different taxonomic schemes, as 
there is considerable disagreement regarding the phylogenetic relatedness of various 
North American Indian languages. I created two linguistic distance matrices based on the 
taxonomies ofRuhlen (1 976) and Campbell ( 1997). To represent the actual distances 
between the various languages, I used a five-step, relational scale of linguistic 
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differentiation (Jane Hill 2004: Personal Communication). This scale includes 
categories ranging from languages belonging to different phyla (e.g. Teton/Dakotan 
[Macro-Siouan] and Apache [Na-Dene]), languages belonging to different families within 
the same phylum (e.g. Teton/Dakotan and Pawnee, both Macro-Siouan following Ruhlen 
[ 1 976]), languages belonging to a particular family within a phylum (e.g. Teton/Dakotan 
and Crow, both in the Siouan family), languages being more closely related within their 
family ( e.g. Teton/Dakotan and Omaha/Dhegiha, grouped closer than Dakota and 
Crow/Western Sioux), and finally, languages that are dialects of each other (e.g. 
Teton/Lakota and Santee/Dakota). From least to most related (different phyla toward 
dialects), I have ranked these categories 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 respectively. I have directly 
transferred these scores to constitute the linguistic distance matrices, which will be given 
in Chapter V. Each linguistic distance matrix (from Ruhlen' s [ 1 976], and Campbell's  
[ 1 997] taxonomies) has been compared to the biological, cuhural, and geographical 
distance matrices with the Mantel procedure. 
The Geographic Distance Matrix 
For the geographic distance matrix, I relied on the program Arclnfo ( 1 982-2002) 
and tribal territorial maps taken from the Handbook for North American Indians, vols. 10 
(Ortiz 1 983 :ix), 1 1  (D' Azevedo 1 986:ix), and 13 (DeMallie 200 1 :ix). Actually these 
"maps" were not true maps, but were rather map graphics. As such, they were not 
constructed to a rigorous scale, or with a specified projection. For my purposes, 
however, they still proved sufficient as they did show the relational layout of tribal 
territories, overlaid on the current state boundaries of the area. These territories reflect 
group distributions as they stood at the collapse of traditional lifeways, just before the 
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beginning of the reservation period. With Arcinfo I was able to align the map graphics 
from The Handbook of North American Indians with an actual map (an Albers projection, 
with spheroid ofWG584), using the modem state boundaries shown in the graphics to 
coordinate with locations on the actual map. Thus, as I digitized the territorial lines from 
the three graphic representations, I was able to align them proportionately on a single 
map (they were all drawn to different scales in the different volumes of The Handbook of 
North American Indians) and position them relatively accurately with regard to their 
geographical coordinates. While this process was not completely rigorous from a 
cartographic perspective, due to the inherent deficiencies in the map graphics, it was 
sufficient to capture the relational distances among all the territories for the purpose of 
my matrix comparisons. Thus, I digitized the territorial layouts from The Handbook of 
North American Indians onto the Arclnfo map, and manually corrected for areas of 
overlap due to inconsistencies of the three map graphics. I then used Arcinfo to create 
centroid points for each territorial polygon, and to calculate the Euclidean distances 
between all possible pairs of territorial centroids. Measured distances were given in 
miles. As with the other matrices, I will present the geographic distance matrix in 
Chapter Five. 
The Social Distance Matrix 
Finally, for the social distance matrix, which considered intertribal relations 
among the various groups, I relied on the sum total of literature consulted for the 
compilation of Chapter III, detailing the ethno-history of the Plains Indians groups. A 
particularly important source was the Handbook of North American Indians, vols. 1 0  
(Ortiz 1 983), 1 1  (D' Azevedo 1 986), and 1 3  (DeMallie 2001 ). From this historical 
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information, I created a five step relational scale of social distance that roughly measures 
the amount of contact between any two groups, as well as the nature of this contact. 
Overall, these relationships seem to have taken place primarily in the historical period, 
but in some cases, as indigenous histories and the archaeological record seem to indicate, 
some have a temporal depth stretching from pre- and proto-historical contexts. 
Specifically, I noted relationships of no or little contact (geographically distant groups), 
relationships of regular warfare, relationships of neutrality and regular to semi-regular 
trade, relationships of previous warfare and subsequent peace/alliance ( or vice versa), and 
relationships of intimate, relatively long term alliance. These relationships were ranked 
5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 respectively. While this scale should by no means be considered 
absolute, as the relationships between many tribes proved very fluid and volatile, there 
are nonetheless some well-known intertribal patterns that held for relatively long periods 
of time. As a final note, there were some groups to which I found no co-reference in the 
reviewed literature. That is to say, I found no specific mention of contact or lack of 
contact between these groups (e.g. the Teton and the Shoshone). Since in almost all of 
these cases the groups were separated by a significant geographical distance with one or 
several tribal_territories intervening, I assumed that these groups most likely stood in the 
"no to little contact" relationship, and ranked their social distance 5 accordingly. This 
ranking, of course, does not deny that these groups may have had intermittent social 
interaction with one another, most likely at area-wide trade fairs. However, the effects 
these interactions would have had on biological and cultural leveling processes would 
likely have been minimal compared to those processes which occurred under close 
geographical proximity and more intimate and regular social relationships. 
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The Mantel Test for Matrix Comparison 
After creating the biological, cultural, linguistic, geographic, and social distance 
matrices, I subjected them to the Mantel test for matrix correlation. To conduct this test, 
I used Relethford's MANTEL program, version 3 . 1 . The Mantel test has been designed 
as an alternative for overcoming the ways that distance matrices violate certain statistical 
assumptions of probability testing, namely, that "the N(N-1) pairwise elements of an (N x 
N) matrix cannot be mutually independent" (Smouse and Long 1992: 187). To overcome 
these problems, the Mantel test compares "the observed correlation against a distribution 
of correlations obtained by permutations of the rows and columns of one of the two 
distance matrices being compared" (Relethford 1990: Introduction). A full explication of 
the Mantel test is beyond the scope of the present inquiry. However, the procedure is 
outlined in Smouse and Long (1992). It is relevant to note here, however, that Smouse 
and Long describe the Mantel test as general enough to "handle almost any matrices that 
we can define," which is useful in that it "permits analysis of variables that do not have 
well-behaved or even well-understood distributional properties" (1992: 193). They go on 
to state, however, that the Mantel test gives its best results when careful thought is given 
to how the distance matrices are defined. They state, "theory-motivated analysis is best, 
where the variables make sense in the context of the problem" (Smouse and Long 
1992: 193). In this sense the Mantel test is ideal for the current project. The general 
scope of the Mantel test conveniently allows a single test to assess biological, linguistic, 
cultural, geographic, and social factors. Additionally, anthropological conceptions about 
biologicai linguistic, and cultural co-variance are theoretically rich, and as such can 
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provide a clear framework of interpretation for the Mantel correlation results, satisfying 
Smouse and Long's call for ''theory-motivated analysis" (1 992: 1 93). 
Regarding the actual operation of the MANTEL program, it compares two 
matrices at a time, producing a correlation coefficient and a p-value denoting the 
statistical significance of the correlation. The p-value is obtained by randomizing one of 
the matrices. For both sets of my distance matrices, one including and one excluding the 
Cree, I sequentially compared the biological distance matrix with the various linguistic 
distance matrices, the composite cultural distance matrix, the seven cultural sub-distance 
matrices that made up the composite, the geographic distance matrix, and the intertribal 
relationship matrix. I further compared the linguistic distance matrix with all other 
distance matrices, the cultural distance matrices to the geographic and intertribal distance 
matrices, and finally, the individual cultural distance matrices to each other. The scope 
of these comparisons should allow a reasonable assessment of patterns of biological and 
cultural variability among historically documented Plains Indians populations, as well as 
an examination of how these patterns may stand in relation to linguistic taxonomies, 
migratory trajectories, and cohesive or divisive relationships among various groups. 
In summation of this chapter, I have discussed the sources of data from which I 
constructed my biological, cultural, linguistic, geographic, and intertribal distance 
matrices. I have described the constituency of the Boas anthropometric measurements, 
situated them historically, and have described some caveats and implications of their use 
in determining biological distances between populations. I have described the means of 
deriving a biological distance matrix from the Boas measurements, utilizing Relethford's 
RMET (2003) program. Furthermore, I have noted the use of RMET's scaled D-square 
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matrix option, to better account for migrational and historical effects. Regarding the 
construction of cultural distance matrices, I have given details of different cultural traits, 
the descriptions ofwhich I drew from Murdock's Ethnographic Atlas (1967). I have 
explained the construction of presence/absence tables for individual traits, and the 
intergroup comparison for all traits among every possible pairing of the sixteen tribes 
studied, calculating squared Euclidean distances with the SAS statistical package. I thus 
created seven categories of cultural distance matrices ("kinship and marriage," "economy 
and technology," "subsistence," "dwellings and settlement," "sociopolitical 
organization," "mode of inheritance," and ''various customs"}, as well as a composite 
cultural distance matrix, which combined the scores from all the previous categories. 
Additionally, I discussed a slightly different procedure for culturally depicting the 
Apache and Shoshone, necessitated by limitations in the Boas data. I described my use 
of a five-stepped relational scheme of linguistic differentiation, drawn from Ruhlen 
(1976) and Campbell (1997), as well as my use of the program Arclnfo and map graphics 
taken from The Handbook of North American Indians to create a geographic distance 
matrix. Furthermore, I discussed the construction of an intertribal relationship distance 
matrix. Finally, I briefly outlined the Mantel procedure and its relevance to the current 
project, and described my input of matrices into the MANTEL program. Overall these 
procedures failed to find correlations among biological, linguistic, and cultural distances. 
However, significant but weak relationships were indeed found between social distance 
and linguistic relatedness, social distance and geographic proximity, as well as social 




In this chapter, I will present the results of the RMET (Relethford 2003) 
calculations of genetic distance, all of the distance matrices that I have constructed, as 
well as the results of the Mantel test for matrix comparison. Furthermore, I will offer 
comments on the nature of the RMET and results and some possibilities for their 
integration into the theoretical framework presented in Chapter II and their reconciliation 
with the ethnohistories presented in Chapter III. I will wait until Chapter VI, however, to 
comment on the results of the Mantel comparisons. Regarding the distance matrices used 
for the Mantel test, I have constructed and compared a total of 26, 1 3  including the Cree 
and 13 excluding them. As noted earlier, this division was motivated by inconsistencies 
in the Boas set of Cree measurements and a reliance instead on measurements taken by 
Grant, from the early 20th century. As Grant's ( 1929, 1930) set of measurements did not 
contain all the variables utilized by Boas, I was required to reduce the number of 
measurements from the Boas data when I included the Cree in the analysis. As such, the 
13  matrices with the Cree and the thirteen matrices without the Cree include the same 
types of matrices, representing various facets of population dynamics among 1 9th century 
Plains Indians. Each set of 1 3  matrices includes two biological distance matrices (a D­
square matrix and a Scaled-D matrix); two linguistic distance matrices (based on the 
taxonomies ofRuhlen [ 1 976] and Campbell [ 1 997]); seven cultural distance matrices 
( one for each of six cultural categories, including Kinship and Marriage, Economy and 
Technology, Subsistence, Socio-Political Organization, Inheritance, and Various 
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Customs, as well as a composite matrix considering all six categories) ; a geographic 
distance matrix; and finally, a social distance matrix. 
Results from the RMET analysis 
As discussed in Chapter IV, the output from RMET includes both standard and 
scaled R-matrices, related D-square and Scaled D-square matrices, as well as principal 
component analyses based on the R-matrices. The D-square matrices will be presented 
later with the rest of the distance matrices. The rest of the RMET analyses are shown in 
turn, first for the "including Cree" and then for the "excluding Cree" data sets. The 
diagonals of the R-matrix represent the genetic distance of each population to the 
centroid of all groups within the region. The Fst score represents variation among groups 
relative to total variation. Following Wright (1 943) the Fst score can range from 0 (no 
genetic differentiation) to 1 (fixation of alternative alleles). The range in between is sub­
divided as follows: 0 - 0.05 (little differentiation); 0.05 - 0. 1 5  (moderate differentiation); 
0. 1 5  - 0.25 (great differentiation) ; and greater than 0.25 (very great differentiation). 
RMET performs a sample size bias correction and also provides the standard errors for 
the elements of the R matrix, the distance matrix, and the Fst score. I will only present 
the unbiased scores produced by the bias correction. 
RMET - Excluding Cree 
The diagonals of the R matrix and the regional Fst score are shown in Table 3. In 
this instance, phenotypic variation throughout the Great Plains area falls into the lower 
end of Wright's moderate category, with an unbiased Fst of 0.066 1 2 1 .  This would seem 
to indicate considerable genetic leveling among ancestrally disparate populations, as the 
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Table 3: Diagonals of the R Matrix and Regional Fst: Excluding Cree 
















Regional Unbiased Fst = 0.066121  
Standard Error = 0.002722 
Unbiased r ii 
0.340232 
0.058792 
0. 1 1 6433 
0.02391 1  
0.043 1 83 
0.2 1 3664 
0. 1 50902 
0. 1 0741 9  





0.0 1 3285 
0.03085 1 
Standard Error 
0.0 1 8955 
0.0 1 2475 
0.03 1288 
0.00921 7  
0.0 1 6865 
0.0 1 7943 
0.008587 
0.0 1255 1 
0.0 1 1 990 
0.01 3 1 54 
0.022 163 
0.009437 
0.0226 13  
0.003300 
0.006294 
groups considered represent either four or five distinct language families ( depending on 
taxonomic scheme consulted). Obvious outliers among the groups considered include the 
Apache, and to a lesser extent Comanche. The Assiniboine, Crow, and Kiowa also seem 
to be fairly well differentiated from the centroid. These overall distance relationships 
will be more obvious from the plot of the Principal Coordinates analysis, to which I now 
turn. 
Principal Coordinates Analysis: Excluding Cree 
In the Principal Coordinates analysis, excluding the Cree, there are 9 non-zero 
eigenvalues: 0.4680; 0.3360; 0. 1 330; 0. 1 1 82; 0.0783; 0.0640; 0.0274; 0.0 146; and 
0.0064. The first eigenvalue accounts for 37.6 % of the variation. The second 
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eigenvalue accounts for 27.0 % of the variation. The first two eigenvalues collectively 
account for 64.6 % of the variation. The first two eigenvectors for each group appear in 
Table 4, and these eigenvectors are plotted in Figure 1. 
As mentioned, the Apache are quite separated from the other groups. This makes 
sense as they are of a highly different linguistic stock than the other groups and 
furthermore lived in a fairly distant location, once they were driven from the Plains by the 
Comanche. The Comanche, and to a lesser extent the Crow and Kiowa, are also 
separated from the central groups, and are clustered with each other quite symmetrically. 
This seems relatively straightforward, since the Comanche and Kiowa were southern 
Plains dwellers and were both of different linguistic stocks than the more central groups. 
The Crow, while maintaining intense contact with their Middle Missouri village dwelling 
kin, the Mandan and Hidatsa, were certainly enemies of many of the other genetically 
central groups of the current study (i.e. Cheyenne, Blackfoot, Arapaho, Pawnee, and to a 
certain extent, Ponca), and are thus conceivable as more genetically outlying. As far as 
the Comanche, Kiowa, and Crow clustering goes, this seems plausible since the Crow 
were associated with the Kiowa in the Black Hills before the Kiowa were driven out of 
the area by the migrating Siouan groups. Furthermore, the Comanche and Kiowa were 
closely associated on the southern Plains and the Crow were associated with the 
Comanche through lines of horse trade. Otherwise, the remaining groups cluster fairly 
tightly around the centroid, with the Siouan groups (Teton, Yankton, Santee, and 
Assiniboine) seeming to form an offshoot of the central cluster. However, the 
Assiniboine are reasonably differentiated from the other Siouan groups, which as Wescott 
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Table 4: First Two Eigenvectors of the R Matrix (Scaled by the Square root of their 
Eigenvalues): Excluding Cree 
Po ulation I II 
Apache 0.4635 0.2 1 1 0  
Arapaho 0.0088 0.0744 
Assiniboine 0.2083 -0. 1289 
B lackfoot/Piegan 0.0598 -0.0436 
Cheyenne 0.0775 0.0386 
Comanche 0.2 1 73 -0.2966 
Crow 0.0055 -0.3050 
Kiowa 0. 1 356 -0. 1254 
Omaha 0.0345 0. 1466 
Pawnee 0.0141  0.02 19  
Ponca 0.05 16  0.01 80 
Santee 0.2527 0. 1 087 
Shoshone 0.0427 0. 1474 
Teton -0. 1 595 0.01 84 
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Figure 1 :  Plot of the First Two Scaled Eigenvectors of the R Matrix: Excluding 
Cree 
Tribal abbreviations: Apache (AP); Arapaho (AR); Assiniboine (AS); Blackfoot (BF); Cheyenne (CH); 
Comanche (CM); Crow (CR); Kiowa (KW); Omaha (OM); Pawnee (PW); Ponca 
(PN); Santee (SN); Shoshone (SH); Teton (TN); Yankton (YK) 
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and Jantz ( 1999) argue seems to indicate a much earlier divergence than has generally 
been admitted in the historical literature. Furthermore, Assiniboine differentiation is also 
likely attributable to gene flow from outside groups, which again, seems relatively 
straightforward given their intimate alliance with the Cree. 
The relative centrality of the Siouan groups is particularly relevant to this thesis in 
that it illustrates the possibility of breakdown between linguistic and genetic relatedness, 
as discussed in Chapter II. Ancestral similarities between the Teton, Santee, Yankton, 
and Assiniboine Sioux, and the Crow must have been overrun considerably by Siouan 
association with the more centrally located Plains groups, as well as their close 
geographic neighbors from their homelands to the east. Unfortunately, the Boas database 
contains no information on the Mandan and Hidatsa tribes, but we must surely wonder 
how the Crow and other Siouan groups would fall in relation to them. Since the Mandan 
and Hidatsa were the most central players in the Middle Missouri trade network, they 
must have surely fallen very close to the regional genetic centroid. If they could have 
been included in this analysis, one would expect the Crow to fall much closer to the 
centroid, since the Crow had split fairly recently with the Hidatsa, and had also continued 
to maintain regular trade relations with them, over some geographic distance. However, 
with the absence of the Mandan and Hidatsa, the Crow are fairly differentiated from the 
other centrally trading groups, showing varied connectivity within the overall trading 
network. That the Teton and the rest of their Siouan coalition appear considerably more 
central than the Crow makes sense in light of the intimate Teton alliance with the 
Cheyenne and Arapaho. On the other hand, the Crow were not only at odds with their 
Siouan relatives, but were also widely at odds with many of the other central groups. 
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Actually, the Teton were also hostile toward some of the genetically central groups, such 
as the Pawnee, Omaha, and Ponca (who are actually closer Siouan relatives than the 
Crow). However, their central genetic location still makes sense when one considers the 
strength of alliance between them and the Cheyenne and Arapaho, as well as the 
possibility of widespread kidnap and interbreeding among enemies. Bearing this latter 
possibility in mind, one might wonder why the Crow had not leveled more genetically 
with the central groups, since they were enemies with many of them. However, even 
with a considerable amount of interbreeding among enemies, the interbreeding among 
intimate allies must have surely occurred at a higher rate. 
Thus, for the Teton, the additive effect of alliance and widespread hostility and 
kidnap probably produced a more central genetic location. Another possible factor is that 
the Teton Sioux, as a population, were dramatically larger than other Plains groups. As 
such, they were clearly the dominant military power of their area, and may have thus 
been able dictate their social relationships and rates of intermarriage with other groups, 
whether enemies or friends. Finally, the centrality of the Teton and the relatively high 
centrality of the Yankton, Santee, and Assiniboine may have been further influenced by 
their ancestral connections to the Omaha and Ponca, which as mentioned, diverged more 
recently than their connection with the Crow. However, even if this may be the case, it is 
important to note that the Teton are actually genetically closer to their allies, the 
Cheyenne and Arapaho, than they are to their linguistic kin, the Omaha and Ponca. 
Regarding the most central groups, it makes sense that the Pawnee fall directly at 
the regional centroid, since the Caddoan groups are the oldest known inhabitants of the 
area. Furthermore, the Pawnee were among the sedentary villagers, which constituted the 
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nexus of trade relations in the Middle Missouri area (albeit in a secondary role to the 
Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara, who also unfortunately could not be included in this 
study). Other sedentary villagers, the Omaha and Ponca, while of less temporal depth in 
the region, also make sense in a central genetic position, as peripheral players in the 
Middle Missouri trade system. The other central groups include the Algonquian nomads, 
who with the exception of the Cheyenne, were also long-term inhabitants of the area. 
The Shoshone on the other hand, make a little less sense as a centrally clustered group, 
since they were somewhat geographically separated. However, their genetic closeness is 
not all that surprising, given that they traded widely (and fought widely as well) with the 
other genetically central groups. Whether through the regular inactions of trade or the 
practices of rape and kidnap during warfare, there would seem to have been numerous 
opportunities for Shoshone admixture with the regionally central populations. It is odd, 
though, that the Shoshone appear closest to the Omaha. In everything I have read, these 
tribes did not appear to have any sort of a relationship at all. On the other hand, the 
apparent proximity of these two groups could be some artifact of the current procedure 
perhaps distortion due to small population size (the Omaha) and drift. As previously 
discussed, this is the very type of situation that scaled R-matrix procedure is designed to 
minimize, and to it, I will now tum. 
The diagonals of the Scaled R matrix are given in Table 5. Again, the Apache are 
extreme outliers. However, the remaining groups are all much closer to the centroid than 
before, although the Crow and Teton do appear to be relatively more differentiated than 
the other groups. Again, I will discuss this in more detail in terms of the plotted Principal 
Coordinates analysis. 
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Table 5: Diagonals of the Scaled R Matrix: Excluding Cree 
Po ulat .on ii 
Apache 0.4 19464 
Arapaho 0.022953 
Assiniboine 0.035409 
B lackfoot/Piegan 0.0221 09 
Cheyenne 0.02795 1 
Comanche 0.068490 
Crow 0. 1 02324 
Kiowa 0.028694 
Omaha 0.008075 
Pawnee 0.007 1 09 
Ponca 0.005447 
Santee 0.063 135 
Shoshone 0.0698 14 
Teton 0.094998 
Yankton 0.0 1 5848 
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Principal Coordinates Analysis of the Scaled R-matrix: Excluding Cree 
In the Principal Coordinates analysis of Scaled R Matrix, excluding the Cree, 
there are 9 non-zero eigenvalues: 0.5390; 0. 1 848; 0. 1059; 0.0494; 0.04 17; 0.0278;.0 1 1 6; 
0.01 00; and 0.0022. The first eigenvalue accounts for 55 .4 % of the variation. The 
second eigenvalue accounts for 19.0 % of the variation. The first two eigenvalues 
collectively account for 74.4 % of the variation. The first two eigenvectors for each group 
appear in Table 6, and these eigenvectors are plotted in Figure 2. 
This time, sub-clusters are much lest distinct, save for the extremely outlying 
Apache. Furthermore, the groups are much more tightly clustered around the centroid, 
than in the regular R-matrix analysis. Again, the Siouan groups, while not forming a 
widely disparate cluster, seem to form an offshoot of the central cluster. This time, 
however, the same is true for the Comanche and Crow as well, in that they are much less 
separated from the central cluster. The Kiowa, though, are much more closely clustered 
with the other groups around the centroid. Also this time, the Comanche are closer to the 
centroid than the Crow, which seems more likely, given the Comanche's role in horse 
trade and the Crow's animosity toward many of the genetically central groups. Another 
interesting difference is that the Pawnee, Ponca, and Cheyenne all appear exactly at the 
centroid. A more central genetic position for the Cheyenne makes sense, because they 
functioned as middlemen between southern lying groups and the Middle Missouri 
villagers in the horse trade. The Cheyenne were also previously sedentary horticulturalist 
on the Middle Missouri before they became nomads, and thus should have had a fairly 
prolonged contact with the region' s most genetically central groups. Finally, the scaled 
R-matrix analysis places the Assiniboine much closer to the other genetically central 
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Table 6: First Two Eigenvectors of the Scaled R Matrix (Scaled by the Square Root 
of their Eigenvalues): Excluding Cree 
Population I II 
Apache 0.5995 -0.0966 
Arapaho 0.0066 -0.0225 
Assiniboine -0. 1 006 0.0345 
B lackfoot/Piegan -0.0249 0.0495 
Cheyenne -0.0367 -0.0367 
Comanche 0.0747 0. 1769 
Crow -0.0366 0.2842 
Kiowa 0.0470 0.0823 
Omaha 0.0 183 -0.0600 
Pawnee -0.0035 -0.0 1 1 2  
Ponca 0.0023 0.0023 
Santee -0.2088 -0. 165 1  
Shoshone 0.0874 -0.08 1 6  
Teton -0.3032 -0.0522 
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Figure 2: Plot of the First Two Scaled Eigenvectors of the Scaled R Matrix: 
Excluding Cree 
Tribal abbreviations: Apache (AP); Arapaho (AR); Assiniboine (AS); Blackfoot (BF); Cheyenne (CH); 
Comanche (CM); Crow (CR); Kiowa (KW); Omaha (OM); Pawnee (PW); Ponca 
(PN); Santee (SN); Shoshone (SH); Teton (fN); Yankton (YK) 
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groups. This makes more intuitive sense than their regular R-matrix distance, since they 
had a fairly close trading relationship with the Middle Missouri villagers and the other 
nomadic groups that traded there. Furthermore, in the scaled analysis the Yankton are 
also closer to the more central groups than the Teton are. This might be understandable 
under two possible scenarios. First, the Y ank:ton were also significantly intermarried 
with the Cheyenne (Michael Logan 2005 : personal communication), who as previously 
mentioned, were quite genetically central among the considered groups. Second, since 
the Teton were the frontrunners of the later Siouan migrations (not the earlier Dhegihan 
Siouan migrations which included the Omaha and Ponca), they would seem to have had 
more direct contact with the Middle Missouri villagers as they pushed through the Plains 
area. However, once the Teton pushed past the Middle Missouri into the Black Hills 
region, the Yankton came to rest up against the territory of the Ponca and Omaha (as well 
as against the Arikara, Mandan, and Hidatsa). It is plausible that from this position they 
developed a closer relationship with the sedentary groups and their various nomadic trade 
partners than did the Teton, thus emerging closer to the region' s genetically central 
groups. As discussed in Chapter III, the Teton, as the leaders of the Siouan western 
migration, seem to have been more directly hostile to encountered groups than did their 
supporters the Yankton and Santee. 
Thus, elements from both the standard R-matrix and scaled R-matrix analyses 
seem relatively straightforward, given known historical relationships among Great Plains 
populations. While the scaled analysis has been designed to take out the possibility of 
distortion from genetic drift due to differentials of population size, and reveal 
relationships more strictly attributable to ancestral relations or flow among socially 
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connected populations, in the present instance, it seems uncertain just why the scaled 
procedure would have produced different results. That is to say, the groups whose 
positions changed were not of markedly smaller population size than the other groups. 
Regardless, if we can trust the scaled procedure to remove at least some of the possibility 
for distorting drift, then a picture of considerable flow between all of these groups is 
reinforced, both between geographically proximal as well as rather separated groups. 
These results seem unsurprising given Blakeslee's  (1976) discussion of the reticular 
nature of Plains inter-tribal trade networks. I will now tum to the analyses that included 
the Cree. 
RMET - Including Cree 
For the including Cree analysis, the diagonals of the R Matrix and the regional Fst 
are given in Table 7. With the addition of the Cree, the relational matrix changes 
somewhat, but not drastically. Regional differentiation remains practically the same (the 
lower end of Wright's [ 1943] moderate category), albeit slightly lower with an Fst of 
0.065 122. Again, the Apache are the extreme outliers and the next most distant groups 
include the Comanche, Shoshone, and Assiniboine. As before, I will examine overall 
relations among the groups in terms of the principal coordinates plot. 
Principal Coordinates Analysis of R Matrix: Including Cree 
In the principal coordinates analysis, including the Cree, there are eight non-zero 
eigenvalues: 0.5933; 0.2733; 0. 1 539; 0. 1458; 0.0640; 0.0347; 0.02 1 6; and 0.003 1 .  The 
first eigenvalue accounts for 46.0 % of the variation. The second eigenvalue accounts for 
2 1 .2 % of the variation. The first two eigenvalues collectively account for 67.2 % of the 
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variation. The first two eigenvectors for each group appear in Table 8, and these 
eigenvectors are plotted in Figure 3. 
With the Cree included, there is no group that falls on the regional centroid. 
Again, the groups are clustered more tightly around the centroid, and there do not seem to 
be any clearly discemable sub-clusters in the overall group, except for the extremely 
outlying Apache and the fairly outlying Comanche. Additionally, the Crow, Kiowa, and 
Comanche are no longer clustered together. The Kiowa appear much closer to the 
regional centroid, and the Crow are closer to the Siouan groups, particularly the Teton 
and Assiniboine. As noted, however, the Comanche remain in an outlying position. The 
Cree also appear very close to the centroid, along with the same groups which were 
previously central (Pawnee, Ponca, Cheyenne, and Blackfoot). When the Cree are 
included, however, the Arapaho appear slightly further away from the centroid than 
before. Again, parts of this make sense and parts do not. It is certainly conceivable that 
the Crow could have appeared closer to the Siouan groups, since they are ancestrally 
related, albeit somewhat distantly. Furthermore, they were in extensive contact with the 
Teton after they pushed across that Middle Missouri and moved into the Black Hills. 
While this contact was indeed explicitly hostile, as previously noted, the practice of 
taking captives (mainly women) and cultivating kin ties to temper such conflict was 
widespread throughout the Plains area. As such, it makes sense that they Crow might be 
genetically closer to the Assiniboine or Teton than to others. 
A central genetic location for the Kiowa is also conceivable, given the time they 
spent in the Black Hills before the Teton drove them out. It seems likely that living in the 
area they would have had trading relationships with village tribes including the Omaha, 
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Table 8: First Two Eigenvectors of the R Matrix (Scaled by the Square Root 
of their Eigenvalues): Including Cree 
Po ula.t10 I II 
Apache 0.5942 -0.0009 
Arapaho 0.0206 0. 1 807 
Assiniboine -0.2746 -0.0403 
Blackfoot/Piegan -0.0909 0.0670 
Cheyenne -0.0459 0.0349 
Comanche 0.0737 -0.367 1 
Crow -0. 1 662 -0. 1 954 
Kiowa 0.0741 -0.065 1 
Omaha 0. 1 087 0.0728 
Pawnee 0.0379 -0.0 126 
Plains Cree -0.0 142 -0.041 1 
Ponca 0.0626 -0.0058 
Santee -0. 1 976 0. 1 1 38 
Shoshone 0. 1 1 80 0. 1 724 
Teton -0. 1 555 0.0085 
Yankton -0. 1 448 0.0782 
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Figure 3: Plot of the First Two Scaled Eigenvectors of the R Matrix: Including 
Cree 
Tribal abbreviations: Apache (AP); Arapaho (AR); Assiniboine (AS); Blackfoot (BF); Cheyenne (CH); 
Comanche (CM); Crow (CR); Kiowa (KW); Omaha (OM); Pawnee (PW); Ponca 
(PN); Santee (SN); Shoshone (SH); Teton (TN); Yankton (YK) 
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Ponca, and Pawnee. Although I have found no explicit mention of Kiowa relationships 
with the Omaha and Ponca, they regularly fought with the Pawnee, but again as 
mentioned, this was certainly no strong barrier to interbreeding ( or trade relationships for 
that matter). The Cree, on the other hand, are slightly more questionable in their highly 
central position. As discussed, they were originally dwellers of the arboreal forests of 
Canada, who were moving southward when the Assiniboine met them on their push 
westward. The Cree, following the Assiniboine, were the last group to move onto the 
Plains and live a purely "Plains lifestyle." Furthermore, while they were certainly high­
level players in the fur trade for a while, the Cree were more peripheral to the actual 
trading, as their allies the Assiniboine were situated further south and thus were closer to 
the Middle Missouri centers of trade. The Cree and Assiniboine cooperated in the 
procurement of furs, but the Assiniboine seemed to have had a more connected 
relationship to the centers of trade. On the other hand, other highly central groups in this 
analysis (i.e. the Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Blackfoot) belong to the Algonquian language 
family, as do the Cree. Thus, the Cree's central genetic position could be attributable to 
ancestral relations. However, one does wonder why the Cree appear closer to the non­
related, genetically central groups such as the Pawnee, Ponca, and Kiowa (with whom 
they were rather geographically separated) than they do to their Algonquian relatives. 
Cree genetic proximity to the Kiowa may however lend credence to theories ( i.e. Kroeber 
1939; Hale 1967) that emphasize a northern origin for the Kiowa, as an offshoot of 
southern migrating Tanoan groups. I will now tum to the scaled R-matrix procedure for 
the "including Cree" dataset. 
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The diagonals of the Scaled R Matrix, including the Cree, are given in Table 9. 
In this analysis, the Comanche fall much closer to the centroid, while the Teton appear 
further out. Otherwise, all groups are much closer to the centroid than they were for the 
previous analysis. Again, I will discuss these intergroup proximities in terms of the 
principal coordinates plot. 
Principal Coordinates Analysis of Scaled R Matrix: Including Cree 
In the principal coordinates analysis of the Scaled R Matrix, including the Cree, 
there are 8 non-zero eigenvalues: 0.6746; 0. 1433; 0.0964; 0.0560; 0.03 1 8; 0.0253;  
0.0 1 1 8; and 0.0008. The first eigenvalue accounts for 64.9 % ofthe variation. The 
second eigenvalue accounts for 1 3 .8 % of the variation. The first two eigenvalues 
collectively account for 78.7 % of the variation. The first two eigenvectors for each 





Blackfoot/Piegan 0.0 1 0030 
Cheyenne 0.0 1 8879 
Comanche 0.060929 
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Omaha 0.006463 
Pawnee 0.0094 17  




Teton 0. 1 05539 
Yankton 0.009346 
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group appear in Table 10, and these eigenvectors are plotted in Figure 4. 
In the scaled plot with the Cree, the Pawnee, Ponca, and Kiowa all fall on the 
actual centroid. The Teton, Crow, and Comanche are somewhat outlying but not 
clustered with one another. In this case, the Comanche appear in closer relation to the 
central groups than do the Teton. _This is not unusual in that the Comanche had 
considerable contact with the Cheyenne in the horse trade (and perhaps other centrally 
located groups as well) and the Cheyenne were quite close to the other centrally located 
groups. The remaining groups are clustered fairly homogenously around the centroid. 
Otherwise, relationships are more or less the same as in the other analysis, with the Cree 
in a very central position. Again, given the intention of the scaled analysis to remove 
distortions due to genetic drift, I interpret these results as supportive of widespread 
connection between Plains groups, both proximal and disparate. As previously noted, 
this makes considerable sense given the scenario of a highly reticulated network of Plains 
trade. 
In summation, the RMET analyses have shown a picture that conforms, for the 
most part, to known ethnohistorical accounts of Great Plains intertribal relations. The 
Apache have consistently shown up as an extreme outlier, which is understandable given 
their disparate ancestral and geographic relations. Genetically central groups include the 
Algonquian nomadic tribes and the sedentary village tribes, the Pawnee, Omaha and 
Ponca. As discussed in Chapter III, the Pawnee, among other Caddoan groups, were the 
oldest known residents of the area, with the Algonquian groups next in length of 
habitation. Genetic centrality of these groups thus seems likely given ancestral 
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Table 10: First Two Eigenvectors of the Scaled R Matrix (Scaled by the Square 
Root of their Eigenvalues): Including Cree 
Po u.la.tio I II 
Apache 0.6874 -0.0625 
Arapaho 0.0055 0. 1 1 08 
Assinibo ine -0. 1 32 1  0.0 122 
B lackfoot/Piegan -0.0627 0.0808 
Cheyenne -0.0402 -0.00 19 
Comanche 0.0386 -0. 1487 
Crow -0. 1 158 -0. 1 777 
Kiowa 0.0246 -0.0090 
Omaha 0.0468 0.02 12  
Pawnee 0.0060 0.0 177 
Plains Cree 0.0 1 5 1  -0.0530 
Ponca 0.0075 -0.0206 
Santee -0. 1 866 0. 1 084 
Shoshone 0. 1230 0.201 9 
Teton -0.3 1 83 -0.0991 
Yankton -0.0988 0.0 194 
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Figure 4: Plot of the First Two Scaled Eigenvectors of the Scaled R Matrix: 
Including Cree 
Tribal abbreviations: Apache (AP); Arapaho (AR); Assiniboine (AS); Blackfoot (BF); Cheyenne (CH); 
Comanche (CM); Crow (CR); Kiowa (KW); Omaha (OM); Pawnee (PW); Ponca 
(PN); Santee (SN); Shoshone (SH); Teton (TN); Yankton (YK) 
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connections among the Algonquians, as well as extended proximity of habitation and 
extended relationships of social intercourse and trade between the nomadic Algonquians 
and the village tribes. While the Omaha and Ponca did not have as extensive a history in 
the area, it seems likely that they were involved in the inter-village and villager-nomad 
trade networks, and thus also seem understandably central among overall genetic 
relations in the region. Additionally, the Shoshone have clustered with these central 
groups, which would seem to lend credence to theories of their long-term Plains 
habitation, as advanced by Secoy ( 1953) and Bamforth ( 1988). 
Regarding groups more or less removed from the central clustering, the 
Comanche, Crow, and Kiowa (excluding Cree, standard R-matrix) have appeared 
together, as well as the Siouan groups (Teton, Santee, Yankton, and Assiniboine). 
Furthermore, in the excluding Cree analyses, the Teton, Santee, Yankton, and 
Assiniboine, have proven more central than their linguistic relatives, the Crow, as well as 
the Comanche and Kiowa. Additionally, the Kiowa have appeared closer to the central 
cluster (excluding Cree, scaled R-matrix), as opposed to clustering with the Comanche 
and Crow. The Assiniboine have also appeared in tighter relation with the centrally 
clustered group rather than with their Siouan relatives ( excluding Cree, scaled R-matrix). 
Also, the Comanche are more centrally located than the Crow in the excluding Cree, 
scaled R-matrix, whereas the situation is reversed in the regular R-matrix. In those 
RMET analyses including the Cree, no clear sub-clusters appeared, and all groups were 
much more homogenously clustered, and furthermore were all much closer to the 
centroid. However, the Crow did cluster more closely with the Sioux than they do in the 
excluding Cree analyses, and the Comanche appear closer to the central groups than the 
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Teton (including Cree, scaled R-matrix). Furthermore, in both these analyses, the Cree 
appeared quite close to the centroid, which makes sense from their ancestral connection 
to the other genetically central Algonquian groups. However, it is not quite clear why 
they would cluster with other genetically central groups ( e.g. the Caddoan speaking 
Pawnee), when there was significant geographic distance between them, and they do not 
appear otherwise to have had any large-scale social interaction with each other. 
I will now tum to the matrices I have used for the Mantel comparisons, first the 
D-square matrices produced by RMET, followed by the linguistic distance matrices, the 
cultural distance matrices, the geographic distance matrix, and finally, the social distance 
matrix. The abbreviations used for each tribe in the following distance matrix tables are 
given in Table 1 1  
Biological Distance Matrices 
As noted, the two D-square matrices ( excluding and including Cree) are based on 
the R-matrix produced by Relethford's (2003) RMET program. The scaled-D matrices are 
based on the scaled R-matrices, also performed by the RMET program. This scaling 
procedure compares "average within-group variation with that expected based on the 
distance of each population to the centroid" (Relethford 2003: Introduction). As 
discussed in Chapter IV, this procedure corrects for the possible distortions of genetic 
drift, due to smaller population sizes. Table 12 and Table 13, which exclude the Cree, 
show the D-Square Matrix and the Scaled-D matrix, respectively. Likewise, Table 14 
and Table 15, which include the Cree, also show the D-Square Matrix and the Scaled-D 
matrix, respectively. 
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Table 12: Boas D-Square Matrix: Excluding Cree 
AP AR AS BF CH CM 
AP 0 
AR 0.352963 0 
AS 0.6038 0.205 168 0 
BF 0.374668 0.036583 0.068 1 33 0 
CH 0.385463 0.05 1299 0. 1 52691 0.0593 19  0 
CM I 0.38022 1 0.288208 0.299043 0. 199933 0.268948 0 
CR 0.539573 0.209572 0.212257 0. 1 2861 0.223034 0. 1 57045 
KW 0.3 1 556 0.082044 0.233078 0.05565 0. 127687 0 . 1 09052 
OM 0.23758 0.065859 0.242789 0.078523 0. 1 078 1 5  0.259405 
PN 0.28042 0.022663 0.228364 0.069458 0.028 1 14 0. 1 78682 
PW 0.3 1 3973 0.045557 0. 14348 0.033902 0.073796 0. 1 89045 
SH 0.300286 0.043 1 1 8  0.22479 0.082995 0. 1 6 16 18  0.3 140 1 5  
SN 0.546827 0. 1 23465 0 . 1 1 8839 0.077685 0.0691 3  0.406647 
TN 0.4601 39 0. 1 0847 0. 1 32633 0.0591 14 0.069487 0.27628 1 
Table 12: Continued 
CR KW OM PN PW SH 
CR I 0 
KW 0. 1 3770 1 0 
OM 0.230936 0. 1 3921 5  0 
PN 0. 1 3933 0.080076 0.046666 0 
PW 0. 1 93339 0.053522 0.046046 0.039026 0 
SH 0.299691 0. 1 32753 0.053068 0.094958 0.0533 14  0 
SN 0.292522 0.242387 0.094 1 55 0. 1 3856 1 0. 1 0 1734 0. 1 62 199 
TN 0. 1 75997 0. 1 76865 0.068809 0.07 1 536 0.093225 0. 1 64935 
Table 12: Continued 
SN TN 
SN 0 
TN 0.03973 0 
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Table 13: Boas Scaled D Matrix: Excluding Cree 
AP AR AS BF CH CM 
AP 0 
AR 0.41046 1 0 
AS 0.544965 0.068679 0 
BF 0.4528 12  0.0 1 7352 0.0 1 9226 0 
CH 0.449244 0.025429 0.060287 0.044045 0 
CM 0.378774 0.0970 15  0.094202 0.070106 0. 1 0 1 952 0 
CR 0.566077 0. 1 25214 0. 1 1272 1  0.087849 0. 149453 0.074064 
KW 0.372355 0.024467 0.066732 0.0 13 192 0.0471 1 7  0.035 1 39 
OM 0.353689 0.022795 0.068 195 0.039739 0.047938 0.079749 
PN 0.3832 16  0.0 1 0861 0.058064 0.032007 0.0 1 7598 0.058304 
PW 0.395283 0.01 5754 0.038895 0.01 6253 0.030939 0.06002 
SH 0.360 10 1  0.0329 0. 1 1 0223 0.060578 0. 1 1 1 9 1 7  0. 1 39605 
SN 0.68 198 1  0.097393 0.069452 0.09071 8  0.070193 0.224522 
TN 0.83 1 04 0. 1 78759 0. 1 34705 0. 1 73467 0. 1 50957 0.238 1 75 
Table 13: Continued 
CR KW OM PN PW SH 
CR 1 0 
KW 0.079683 0 
OM 0. 128757 0.036 172 0 
PN 0.092752 0.02145 1  0.009339 0 
PW I 0. 1 09 163 0.01 5447 0.009001 0.006355 0 SH 0.20776 0.06691 0.045523 0.06285 0.046902 0 
SN 0.252449 0. 1425 1 7  0.07741 1 0.094 0.074727 0. 148 146 
TN _J 0.223326 0.20 1309 0. 1 30829 0. 12642 1 0. 141 89 1  0.286958 
Table 13: Continued 
SN TN 
SN I 0 TN :  0.090205 0 
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Table 14: Boas D-Square Matrix: Including Cree 
AP AR AS BF CH CM 
AP 0 
AR 0.47021 8  0 
AS 0.804895 0.243326 0 
BF 0.508673 0.04888 0.073989 0 
CH 0.49 1 087 0.0428 1 9  0.206228 0.052205 0 
CM 0.487739 0.336641 0.2933 1 1  0.232464 0.224079 0 
CR 0.655483 0.222326 0. 1 09306 0. 1 1 1 86 0. 1 2305 1 0. 1 85077 
KW 0.396033 0.0838 0.239982 0.05885 1 0.088403 0. 1 22876 
OM 0.253097 0.05 1 53 0.203242 0.032993 0.0552 16  0.2 1 8475 
PC 0.393 1 3 1  0.076723 0. 1 1 7429 0.0 1 6996 0.032974 0. 1 42965 
PN 0.370686 0.03443 1 0.249983 0.08 1 336 0 0. 1 87003 
PW 0.404488 0.060033 0. 1 52388 0.026883 0.08 1 827 0. 1 59898 
SH 0.366462 0.053 0.22558 1 0.082492 0. 1 7565 0.324253 
SN I 0.659703 0. 1 1 799 0.0852 14  0.02421 4  0.061 079 0.337594 
TN 0.589065 0. 122873 0. 1 16357 0.03401 5  0.050428 0.25 1455 
Table 14: Continued 
CR KW OM PC PN PW 
CR 0 
KW 0. 1 66 104 0 
OM 0. 1 72635 0.059733 0 
PC 0.067404 0.047528 0.022226 0 
PN 0. 12243 0.06255 0.05774 0.0332 1 0 
PW 0. 1 50346 0.0075 1 6  0.04577 0.037386 0.05801 9  0 
SH 0.3 1 673 0. 1 1 8301  0.062622 0. 1 19796 0. 1 32986 0.075358 
SN 0. 162803 0. 1 67274 0.094324 0.069885 0. 1 50064 0. 122629 
TN 0.082363 0. 1 26545 0.086 194 0.032416  0.092302 0. 1 23075 
Table 14: Continued 
SH SN TN 
SH 0 
SN I 0. 1 9558 0 
TN ! 0.2 1 1 1 65 0.0373 1 7  0 
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Table 15: Boas Scaled D Matrix: Including Cree 
AP AR AS BF CH CM 
AP 0 
AR 0.52798 0 
AS 0.7 12783 0.080594 0 
BF 0.599428 0.0 17 177 0.0 1 7328 0 
CH I 0.566656 0.0 17222 0.079672 0.037376 0 
CM 0.499833 0. 1 12549 0.09007 0.085 109 0.079574 0 
CR 0.70 1633 0. 1 1665 1 0.050657 0.078278 0.08045 0.074464 
KW 0.483206 0.027365 0.06766 0.01 7282 0.032343 0.038642 
OM 0.422265 0.0 19614 0.056338 0.0 13692 0.0243 1 8  0.066245 
PC 0.469978 0.033026 0.038775 0.0 1 7543 0.023464 0.030003 
PN 0.485683 0.01423 1 0.060363 0.025974 0.000969 0.0561 35 
PW 0.496998 0.0 19524 0.038856 0.003 1 14 0.026 15  0.049392 
SH 0.434435 0.040419  0. 1 1 5 1 12  0.054647 0. 1 1 9948 0. 1 50473 
SN 0.80 1 788 0.083553 0.044 1 3 1  0.032446 0.06269 0. 1 78096 
TN 1 .024486 0. 1 89985 0. 120594 0. 1 35 103 0. 1 35816  0.227963 
Table 15: Continued 
CR KW OM PC PN PW 
CR 0 
KW I 0,079402 0 
OM 0.086472 0.0 1 534 0 
PC 0.040734 0.00762 0.0064 0 
PN 0.06 100 1  0.0 14632 0 .0 105 1 3  0.00438 0 
PW 0.0684 1 1 0.002934 0.008004 0.003023 0.0092 16  0 
SH 0.2 1 6043 0.072842 0.057669 0.083504 0.08 1 885 0.060692 
SN 0. 142022 0. 1 03499 0.073419  0.089742 0.088259 0.073225 
TN 0. 12 1 144 0. 1 78706 0. 1 66633 0. 1 5 1933 0. 14388 0. 1 67097 
Table 15: Continued 
SH SN TN 
SH 0 
SN 0. 167321 0 
TN 0.34845 0.098005 0 
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Linguistic Distance Matrices 
The linguistic distance matrices are based on a five step relational scale of 
increasing similarity, with the following values: 5 = languages belong to different phyla; 
4 = languages belong to different families within the same phylum; 3 = languages belong 
to a particular family within a phylum; 2 = languages sub-grouped within their family; 1 
= dialects of the same language. Table 16 shows the linguistic taxonomy based on 
Ruhlen (1 976) and Table 17 shows the taxonomy based on Campbell ( 1997). 
Cultural Distance Matrices 
All cultural distance scores are simple matching coefficients transformed into 
squared Euclidean distances, as performed by the SAS (2002) "distance" procedure. 
Dissimilarity values may range from O to 1 .  As noted, there is a composite matrix, Table 
18, which includes all six cultural categories. The six categorical cultural matrices are 
given in the following tables: Kinship and Marriage (Table 19); Economy and 
Technology (Table 20); Subsistence (Table 21); Socio-Political Organization (Table 
22); Inheritance (Table 23); and Various Customs (Table 24). 
Geographic Distance Matrix 
Geographic distances among the tribes, shown in miles, are given in Table 25. 
Social Distance Matrix 
Social distances, shown in Table 26, are indicated by a five step relational scale, 
with the following values: 5 = little or no contact between groups; 4 = relationship of 
regular warfare; 3 = relationship of previous warfare and subsequent peace/alliance ( or 
vice versa) ; 2 = relationship of neutrality and/or regular to semi-regular trade; 1 = 
relationship of intimate and relatively long-term alliance. 
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Table 16: Linguistic Distance Matrix: Based on Ruhlen (1976) 
AP AR AS BF CH CM CR KW 
AP 0 
AR 5 0 
AS 5 5 0 
BF 5 2 5 0 
CH 5 2 5 2 0 
CM 5 5 5 5 5 0 
CR 5 5 3 5 5 5 0 
KW 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 0 
OM 5 5 2 5 5 5 3 5 
PC 5 2 5 2 2 5 5 5 
PN 5 5 2 5 5 5 3 5 
PW 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 5 
SH 5 5 5 5 5 I 5 4 
SN 5 5 I 5 5 5 3 5 
TN 5 5 1 5 5 5 3 5 
Table16: Continued 
OM PC PN PW SH SN T N 
OM 0 
PC 5 0 
PN I 5 0 
PW 4 5 4 0 
SH I 5 5 5 5 0 
SN 2 5 2 4 5 0 
TN 2 5 2 4 5 I 0 
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Table 17: Linguistic Distance Matrix: Based on Campbell (1997) 
AP AR AS BF CH CM CR KW 
AP 0 
AR 5 0 
AS 5 5 0 
BF 5 2 5 0 
CH 5 2 5 2 0 
.CM 5 5 5 5 5 0 
CR 5 5 3 5 5 5 0 
KW 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 0 
OM 5 5 2 5 5 5 3 5 
PC 5 2 5 2 2 5 5 5 
PN 5 5 2 5 5 5 3 5 
PW 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
SH 5 5 5 5 5 1 5 5 
SN 5 5 1 5 5 5 3 5 
TN 5 5 1 5 5 5 3 5 
Table 17: Continued 
OM PC PN PW SH SN TN 
OM 0 
PC 5 0 
PN 1 5 0 
PW 5 5 5 0 
SH 5 5 5 5 0 
SN 2 5 2 5 5 0 
TN 2 5 2 5 5 1 0 
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Table 18: Cultural Distance Matrix: Composite 
AP AR AS BF CH CM 
AP 0 
AR 0.260496 0 
AS 0.323458 0. 1790 1 0 
BF 0.307407 0. 1 358 0. 1 66665 0 
CH 0.26543 0. 1 1 1 1 1  0.24074 0. 1 9753 0 
CM 0.26 1 726 0.1 5432 0.20988 0. 1 7284 0.2 1 605 0 
CR 0.3 1605 0. 19 1 36 0.24691 0. 1 9 1 36 0.2037 0.25926 
KW I 0.280248 0. 148 1 5  0.2284 0. 19 1 36 0.20988 0. 1 6667 
OM 0.358024 0.38889 0.4 1 975 0.4 1 9755 0.37654 0.38272 
PC 0.3 1 9754 0.20988 0. 12963 0. 1 85 1 9  0.27 16  0.2284 
PN I 0.293826 0.30247 0.30864 0.327 1 6  0.26543 0.32099 
PW 0.343208 0.3 1481  0.39506 0.358025 0.327 16  0.27 1 6  
SH 0.2661728 0.245678 0.25 1 85 0.266666 0.309876 0.249382 
SN 0.301232 0.26543 0. 1 7284 0.271 605 0.27778 0.23457 
TN 0.3 1 9754 0. 17284 0. 1 790 1 0.209875 0.24691 0. 1 790 1 
Table 18: Continued 
CR KW OM PC PN PW 
CR 0 
KW 0. 1 9 1 36 0 
OM 0.38272 0.3642 0 
PC 0.25309 0.22222 0.42593 0 
PN 0.30864 0.290 12 0.25926 0.29012  0 
PW 0.33333 0.3 1481  0.28395 0.37654 0.25926 0 
SH 0.3 1358 0.248 1 5  0.437036 0.230866 0.33827 0.4 1 2346 
SN 0.25926 0.2 1 605 0.38272 0.2 1 605 0.25926 0.35802 
TN 0.2284 0.1 2346 0.3642 0.20988 0.3 1481  0.30247 
Table 18: Continued 
SH SN TN 
SH 0 
SN 0.274074 0 
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Table 19: Continued 
KW OM PC 
0 
0.38636 0 
0.27273 0.34091 0 
0.27273 0.20455 0.3 1 8 1 8  
0.3 1 8 1 8  0.38636 0.36364 
0.22273 0.32727 0.22273 
0.20455 0.36364 0. 1 5909 
0. 1 5909 0.40909 0.20455 




SN 0.26363 0 
TN 




0.34091 0.3 1 8 1 8  
0.25000 0. 1 8 1 82 
0.36364 0.38636 
0.34091 0.27273 
0.34091 0.3 1 8 1 8  
0.29545 0.22727 






0.3 1 364 0.33 1 82 
0.29545 0.38636 
0.29545 0.34091 
Table 20: Cultural Distance Matrix: Economy and Technology 
AP AR AS BF CH CM 
AP 0 
AR 0.32609 0 
AS 0.37391 0.06522 0 
BF 0.30435 0.02 174 0.08696 0 
CH I 0.30000 0.08696 0. 1 52 1 7  0. 1 0870 0 
CM 0.291 30 0.04348 0. 1 0870 0.02 174 0. 1 3043 0 
CR 0.29 130 0.04348 0. 1 0870 0.02 1 74 0.08696 0.04348 
KW 0.36957 0.08696 0. 1 52 17  0. 10870 0. 1 3043 0. 1 3043 
OM 0.40435 0.39 130 0.4 1 304 0.4 1 304 0.34783 0.39 130 
PC 0.37391 0.06522 0.00000 0.08696 0. 1 52 1 7  0. 1 0870 
PN , 0.29 1 3 1  0.26087 0.239 13 0.2826 1 0. 1 7391 0.26087 
PW 0.34783 0.2826 1 0.30435 0.30435 0.23913  0.28261 
SH 0.3 12 17  0.3 1 304 0.29 130 0.30000 0.36522 0.29565 
SN 0.38696 0. 1 7391 0. 1 52 17  0. 19565 0. 1 7391 0. 1 7391 
TN 0.39565 0.08696 0.06522 0. 10870 0. 1 7391 0. 1 3043 
Table 20: Continued 
CR KW OM PC PN PW 
CR 0 
KW 0. 1 3043 0 
OM 0.391 30 0.39 130 0 
PC 1 0. 1 0870 0. 1 52 17  0.4 1 304 0 
PN 0.26087 0.30435 0.26087 0.23913  0 
PW 0.28261 0.28261 0. 1 52 1 7  0.30435 0. 1 52 1 7  0 
SH 0.321 74 0.33043 0.52 174 0.291 30 0.37391 0.42 1 74 
SN 0. 1 7391 0. 1 7391 0.43478 0. 1 52 1 7  0.2 1 739 0.2826 1 
TN 0. 1 3043 0. 1 3043 0.391 30 0.06522 0.26087 0.28261 
Table 20: Continued 
SH SN TN 
SH 0 
� I 0.33044 0 0.29565 0. 17391 0 
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Table 21:  Cultural Distance Matrix: Subsistence 
AP AR AS BF CH CM 
AP 0 
AR 0.20000 0 
AS 0.25334 0.20000 0 
BF 0.26667 0.06667 0. 1 3333 0 
CH 0.36667 0. 1 6667 0.23333 0. 1 0000 0 
CM 0.26667 0.20000 0.20000 0. 1 3333 0.23333 0 
CR 0.30000 0. 1 0000 0.30000 0. 1 6667 0. 1 3333 0.30000 
KW 0.20000 0. 1 3333 0.26667 0.20000 0.30000 0.06667 
OM 0.40666 0.43333 0.36667 0.43333 0.40000 0.36667 
PC 0.22667 0.20000 0. 1 3333 0. 1 3333 0.23333 0.20000 
PN 0.40666 0.36667 0.30000 0.36667 0.33333 0.43333 
PW 0.42000 0.36667 0.43333 0.36667 0.33333 0.30000 
SH 0.24000 0.29334 0.33333 0.32000 0.28667 0.32000 
SN 0.35334 0.36667 0.30000 0.43333 0.33333 0.36667 
TN 0.20000 0. 1 3333 0.26667 0.20000 0.30000 0.06667 
Table 21:  Continued 
CR KW OM PC PN PW 
CR 0 
KW 0.23333 0 
OM 0.46667 0.36667 0 
PC 0.30000 0.26667 0.43333 0 
PN 0.40000 0.43333 0. 1 3333 0.36667 0 
PW I 0.40000 0.30000 0. 1 3333 0.43333 0.20000 0 
SH 0.3 1 333 0.29334 0.26000 0.36000 0.24667 0.24667 
SN 0.33333 0.30000 0.26667 0.43333 0.33333 0.33333 
TN 0.23333 0.00000 0.36667 0.26667 0.43333 0.30000 
Table 21 :  Continued 
SH SN TN 
SH 0 
SN 0.28667 0 
TN 0.29334 0.30000 0 
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Table 22: Cultural Distance Matrix: Socio-Political Organi7.ation 
AP AR AS BF CH CM 
AP I 0 
AR 0.30526 0 
AS 0.30526 0.3 1 579 0 
BF 0.38948 0.3 1 579 0.2 1053 0 
CH 0.30526 0. 1 0526 0.3 1579 0.3 1 579 0 
CM 0.3 1579 0.47368 0.36842 0.47369 0.47368 0 
CR 0.4 1 052 0. 10526 0.2 1053 0.3 1 579 0.2 1 053 0.57895 
KW 0.22 105 0. 10526 0.42 105 0.42 105 0.2 1 053 0.47368 
OM 0.40000 0.263 16  0.57895 0.57895 0.36842 0.3 1 579 
PC 0.2421 1 0.42 105 0.2 1 053 0.42 105 0.42 105 0.47368 
PN 0.33684 0.263 16  0.47368 0.36842 0.263 1 6  0.52632 
PW 0.50526 0.47368 0.6842 1 0.57895 0.47368 0.3 1 579 
SH 0.263 1 6  0.42 105 0. 1 8948 0.33684 0.40000 0.43 1 58 
SN 0.242 1 1 0.3 1 579 0. 1 0526 0.3 1 579 0.3 1 579 0.36842 
TN ! 0.36842 0. 10526 0.42 105 0.42 105 0.2 1 053 0.36842 
Table 22: Continued 
CR KW OM PC PN PW 
CR 0 
KW 0.2 1053 0 
OM 0.36842 0.263 1 6  0 
PC 0.3 1 579 0.3 1 579 0.57895 0 
PN . 0.36842 0.263 1 6  0.42 105 0 .36842 0 
PW ! 0.57895 0.47368 0.3 1 579 0.57895 0.2 1053 0 
SH 0.3 1 579 0.33684 0.57895 0. 14737 0.43 1 58 0.62 105 
SN 0.2 1 053 0.3 1 579 0.47368 0. 1 0526 0.36842 0.57895 
TN 0.2 1053 0.2 1 053 0. 1 5789 0.52632 0.36842 0.36842 
Table 22: Continued 
SH SN TN 
SH 0 
SN 0. 14737 0 
TN i 0.52632 0.42 105 0 
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Table 23: Cultural Distance Matrix: Mode of Inheritance 
AP AR AS BF CH CM 
AP 0 
AR 0.05455 0 
AS 0.05455 0.00000 0 
BF 0.20909 0.22728 0.22728 0 
CH 0.05455 0.00000 0.00000 0.22728 0 
CM 0.05455 0.00000 0.00000 0.22728 0.00000 0 
CR 0.25455 0.27273 0.27273 0.22728 0.27273 0.27273 
KW 0. 1 0909 0.0909 1 0.0909 1 0. 1 3637 0.0909 1 0.0909 1 
OM 0.4909 1 0.54545 0.54545 0.40909 0.54545 0.54545 
PC 0. 1 0909 0.09091 0.0909 1 0. 1 3637 0.0909 1 0.0909 1 
PN 0. 14546 0.09091 0.09091 0.3 1 8 1 9  0.0909 1 0.09091 
PW 0.2909 1 0.27273 0.27273 0.3 1 8 1 9  0.27273 0.27273 
SH 0.27273 0.25454 0.25454 0.33637 0.25454 0.25454 
SN 0. 14546 0.09091 0.0909 1 0.3 1 8 19  0.0909 1 0.0909 1 
TN 0. 1 0909 0.09091 0.09091 0. 1 3637 0.0909 1 0.09091 
Table 23: Continued 
CR KW OM PC PN PW 
CR 0 
KW 0. 1 8 1 82 0 
OM 0.45455 0.45455 0 
PC 0. 1 8 1 82 0.00000 0.45455 0 
PN ' 0.36364 0. 1 8 1 82 0.45455 0. 1 8 1 82 0 
PW 0. 1 8 1 82 0. 1 8 1 82 0.63636 0. 1 8 1 82 0.36364 0 
SH 0.34546 0.23637 0.43637 0.23637 0.23637 0.4 1 8 1 8  
SN 0.36364 0. 1 8 1 82 0.45455 0. 1 8 1 82 0.00000 0.36364 
TN 0. 1 8 1 82 0.00000 0.45455 0.00000 0. 1 8 1 82 0. 1 8 1 82 
Table 23: Continued 
SH SN TN 
SH 0 
SN 0.23637 0 
TN i 0. 14546 0. 1 8 1 82 0 
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Table 24: Cultural Distance Matrix: Various Customs 
AP AR AS BF CH CM 
AP 0 
AR 0.35000 0 
AS 0.40000 0.25000 0 
BF 0.29 1 67 0.20834 0.37500 0 
CH 0.35000 0. 1 6667 0.4 1667 0.37500 0 
CM 0.2 1 667 0.33333 0.25000 0.29 167 0.33333 0 
CR 0.26666 0.4 1667 0.50000 0.29 167 0.25000 0.25000 
KW 0. 1 3333 0.25000 0.33333 0.20834 0.25000 0.08333 
OM 0.3 1 667 0.50000 0.4 1 667 0.37500 0.33333 0.33333 
PC : 0.28333 0.33333 0.4 1 667 0.29 167 0.50000 0.33333 
PN 0. 1 5000 0.33333 0.4 1 667 0.29 167 0.33333 0. 1 6667 
PW 0.43333 0.4 1667 0.33333 0.29 167 0.58333 0.25000 
SH 0.22333 0.30000 0.35000 0.30833 0.23333 0.20000 
SN 0.2 1 667 0.33333 0.25000 0.29 167 0.33333 0.00000 
TN 1 0.3 1 667 0.33333 0.08333 0.29 167 0.50000 0. 1 6667 
Table 24: Continued 
CR KW OM PC PN PW 
KW 0. 1 6667 0 
OM 0.08333 0.25000 0 
PC 0.4 1 667 0.25000 0.50000 0 
PN 0.25000 0.08333 0.33333 0. 1 6667 0 
PW 0.33333 0.33333 0.4 1667 0.4 1 667 0.4 1667 0 
SH 0.2 1 667 0. 1 1 667 0.23333 0.33333 0.20000 0.45000 
SN 0.25000 0.08333 0.33333 0.33333 0. 1 6667 0.25000 
TN 0.4 1 667 0.25000 0.33333 0.33333 0.33333 0.25000 
Table 24: Continued 
SH SN TN 
SH 0 
SN 0.20000 0 
TN 0.30000 0. 16667 0 
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Table 25: Geographic Distance* Matrix 
AP AR AS BF CH CM CR 
AP 0 
AR I 396 0 
AS I 1,531 1,152 0 
BF 1,756 1,439 563 0 
CH 768 424 773 1,015 0 
CM 450 757 1,904 2,183 1,174 0 
CR 1,217 885 439 555 462 1,635 0 
KW 427 456 1,530 1,877 868 437 1,323 
OM 877 543 1,020 1,484 651 1,066 974 
PC 1,926 1,561 431 431 1,158 2,318 734 
PN 855 471 841 1,277 453 1,129 759 
PW 679 352 1,082 1,490 556 898 951 
SH 874 641 861 906 320 1,319 435 
SN 1,326 969 917 1,465 928 1,507 1,068 
TN 867 472 702 1,088 272 1 207 556 
*Distances are indicated in miles 
Table 25: Continued 
KW OM PC PN PW SH SN TN 
KW 0 
OM 631 0 
PC 1,955 1,449 0 
PN 715 216 1,272 0 
PW 473 199 1,512 246 0 
SH 1,094 970 1,163 773 861 0 
SN 1 ,070 453 1 ,300 5 15  648 1 ,232 0 
TN 829 424 1 127 209 402 583 656 0 
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Table 26: Social Distance Matrix 
AP AR AS BF CH CM CR KW 
AP 0 
AR 5 0 
AS 5 5 0 
BF I 5 5 3 0 
CH 5 1 4 5 0 
CM 4 3 5 5 4 0 
CR 4 4 3 4 4 2 0 
KW 4 3 5 5 1 1 1 0 
OM 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
PC 5 5 1 3 5 5 3 5 
PN 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 
PW 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 
SH 4 4 4 4 4 1 3 5 
SN 5 5 4 5 2 5 5 5 
TN 5 1 4 5 1 5 4 3 
Table 26: Continued 
OM PC PN PW SH SN TN 
OM 0 
PC 5 0 
PN 3 5 0 
PW 2 5 4 0 
SH 5 4 5 5 0 
SN 2 4 2 4 5 0 
TN 4 4 4 4 5 1 0 
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Results for the Mantel Matrix Comparisons 
The results of the Mantel comparisons for these various matrices are presented in 
two tables, one with the correlation scores for the thirteen matrices excluding the Cree 
(Table27), and one for the thirteen matrices including the Cree (Table 28). The 
horizontal rows and the vertical columns represent the various matrices that have been 
compared to each other. Each off-diagonal cell contains two values for each pair of 
matrices compared - the correlation score and its concomitant p-value. Significance is 
considered as p �  .05, and all significant correlations appear in bold. Furthermore, a 
principal coordinate analysis has been performed for each matrix of all possible Mantel 
comparisons (both excluding and including the Cree). Scatter plots of the first two 
eigenvectors are given in Figure 5 (excluding Cree) and Figure 6 (including Cree). 
I will now briefly discuss these matrix correlation results in terms of the theories 
put forth in Chapter II regarding biological, linguistic, and cultural similarity, as well as 
in light of the ethnohistories covered in Chapter III. The most important point of interest 
is the fact that there is a lack of correlation between all possible pairings of the biological 
and linguistic matrices - the Boas D-square and the Scaled-D distance matrices 
(excluding and including Cree) and the linguistic distance matrices derived from 
Campbell's and Ruhlen's taxonomies. The roots of this correlative failure are apparent. 
For example, the Teton Sioux are biologically closer to the Cheyenne than they are to the 
Crow, who are also members of the Siouan language family. Furthermore, the Teton are 
biologically more or less just as close to the Omaha and Ponca as they are to the 
Assiniboine, who are their much closer linguistic relatives. As discussed in the results of 
the RMET analysis, another clearly visible example of the breakdown between linguistic 
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Table 27: Mantel Comparisons: Excluding Cree 
Boas D-square Boas Scaled D Campbell Linguistic Ruhlen Linguistic 
Boas D-Square X X X X 
Boas Scaled D .8302/.0040 X X X 
Campbell Linguistic . 1 5559/.2730 . 1 536/.2920 X X 
Ruhlen Linguistic . 1 949/.2220 . 1 950/.2090 .9747/.0020 X 
Geographic .3144/.0380 . 1 083/. 1 850 . 1 530/. 1 850 . 1 930/. 1 1 90 
Cultural Composite .0330/.5 1 30 .08 12/.4630 . 1 025/.2040 .083 1 /.25 10  
Kinship -.0805/.5670 -.0569/.4860 . 1 642/.0700 . 1 25 1/.0940 
Economy/Technology . 1 829/.4220 .2805/.3680 .0790/.3 1 60 .0782/.3440 
Subsistence .0269/.4980 .0098/.5850 .0097/.3280 .0 1 79/.3 1 00 
Socio-political .0428/.4690 -. 1 073/.6930 .049 1/.4690 .0008/.5440 
Inheritance -.2343/.8250 - .2 125/.7950 -.0082/.5880 - . 1 1 48/.6920 
Various Customs -. 1436/. 7350 -.0754/.5750 .0774/.28 10  .0858/.2290 


























- . 1 146/.5990 
-. 1 1 35/.68 1 0  
.03 1 9/.3850 
.2561/.0240 
-. 1 05 1/.5550 
-.2280/.9090 
.3532/.0070 
Table 27: Continued 
Cultural Composite Kinship Economy/Technology 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
.4790/.0010 X X 
.8651/.0010 .3967 /.0380 X 
.6926/.0050 .4092/.0290 .5678/.0090 
.4911/.0140 . 1453/.2520 .30 1 9/.09 1 0  
.6320/.0320 .5 1 9 1 /.0750 .4883/. 1 370 
.2637/. 1 020 .2 1 83/.0760 .0583/.33 1 0  






























Table 27: Continued 
Socio-political Inheritance Various Customs 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
.1930/.2500 X X 
.0525/.5760 .2453/.2180 X 

















Table 28: Mantel Comparisons: Including Cree 
Boas D-square Boas Scaled-D Campbell Linguistic Ruhlen Linguistic 
X X X X 
.8878/.0080 X X X 
. 1 894/. 1980 . 1 763/.22 10  X X 
.2 132/. 1 650 .2035/. 1 7 10  .9777 /.0030 X 
. 1 896/ . 1 060 .0564/.2690 . 1 58 1 /. 1 1 50 . 1 977/.0940 
.0706/.54 70 . 1 147/.4820 . 1 1 9 1/. 1 780 . 1 006/. 1 840 
-.09071.5590 -.0630/.55 1 0  . 1 398/.0890 . 1 042/. 1 080 
.26 19/.44 10  .3329/.3920 . 1 126/.2300 . 1 083/.23 1 0  
-.0287 /. 7030 -.01 22/.6800 .0726/. 1920 .0805/. 1 650 
-.0448/.42 10 -.0926/. 7600 .0 1 35/.6280 -.0272/.6890 
-.2 1 79/.8390 -. 1 837/.7780 .0542/.5800 -.0870/.6720 
-. 1 393/.7575 -.0937/.6300 .0507/.37 10  .0626/.3020 























-.0 1 5 1 /.3330 
.0535/.4 1 30 
-.0823/.5390 
.0587/.2 1 80 
.2408/.0230 
-. 1 536/.660 
-. 1 4 16/.8860 
.41 14/.0020 
Table 28: Continued 
Cultural Composite Kinship Economy/Technology 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
. 7036/.0010 X X 
.8645/.0010 .4139/.0240 X 
.6860/.0020 .4004/.0290 .5688/.0100 
.4870/.0010 .2006/. 1 7 1 0  .2650/. 1 520 
.6329/.0410 .4988/.0670 .51 75/. 1 1 50 
.2440/. 1 030 .2626/.0800 .0238/.3700 































Table 28: Continued 
Socio-political Inheritance Various Customs 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
. 1 745/.2680 X X 
.0873/.5280 .2 1 1 0/.2540 X 
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Figure S: First Two Eigenvectors of the Mantel Comparisons: Excluding Cree 
Abbreviations: Boas D-Square (DSQ); Boas Scaled-D (BSCD); Ruhlen Linguistic (RHLG); Campbell 
Linguistic (CMLG); Geographic Distance (GGRP); Social Distance (SDST); Cultural 
Composite (CCMP); Subsistence (SBST); Economy/fechnology (ECTC); Sociopolitical 
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Figure 6: First Two Eigenvectors of the Mantel Comparisons: Including Cree 
Abbreviations: Boas D-Square (DSQ); Boas Scaled-D (BSCD); Ruhlen Linguistic (RHLG); Campbell 
Linguistic (CMLG); Geographic Distance (GGRP); Social Distance (SDST); Cultural 
Composite (CCMP); Subsistence (SBST); Economyffechnology (ECTC); Sociopolitical 
(SCPT); Kinship (KSHP); Inheritance (INHf); Various Customs (VSCT) 
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clines and biological distributions may be seen in the Algonquian-speaking groups. In 
this situation the various Algonquian groups (the Arapaho, Blackfoot, Cheyenne, and 
Plains Cree) do indeed maintain relatively close biological relations with each other. 
However, all of these groups also demonstrate at least equal or significantly less distance 
from muhiple unrelated groups such as the Kiowa, Omaha, Ponca, and Pawnee. While 
most of these relationships would seem to make sense from a perspective of geographical 
proximity, others do not (i.e. Cree and Shoshone proximity to the Pawnee, Omaha, and 
Ponca) and seem to indicate other patterns of interaction among geographically more 
distant and linguistically unrelated groups. As noted, these biological relationships do 
indeed make sense when one considers certain historically noted patterns of trade, which 
brought disparate, outlying groups together into the relatively central area of the Middle 
Missouri region. I will more extensively discuss the details of this situation in Chapter 
VI. As such, the lack of correlation between the biological and linguistic matrices 
indicates a relatively strong contradiction of the prediction that biological and linguistic 
clines should tend to coincide. As discussed in Chapter II, the postulation of this clinal 
correlation is a fundamental assumption underlying the work of Cavalli-Sforza et al. 
(1994). While Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1994) do qualify this link to a certain degree (and 
they have in fact, failed to find large scale correlations between language and genetic 
relatedness in North America); there are other researchers who have stated a much 
stronger belief in the inherent correlation of linguistic and biological clines ( e.g. Chen et 
al. 1 995; Barbujani 1997). So far, the results of this thesis would seem to indicate a more 
careful evaluation of claims to an inherent and uniformly applicable link between 
linguistic and biological relatedness. 
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As just noted, geographic distance does seem to play a part in some of the extra­
linguistic patterns of relatedness mentioned above (i.e. Algonquian groups with Siouan, 
Caddoan, and Kiowa-Tannoan groups). This possibility is supported by the weak but 
significant correlation between the D-square biological distance (excluding Cree) and the 
geographic distance matrix (r = .3 1 14, p = .0380). However, the other three biological 
distance matrices, the Scaled-D (excluding Cree) and the D-square and Scaled D (with 
Cree), do not correlate with the geographic distance matrix. There may be some 
possibility that this lack of correlation for the matrices including the Cree is due to 
distortion from the deflated set or anthropometric features. However, even if this were 
the case, the strong lack of geographic correlation for the Scaled-D (excluding Cree) 
matrix would seem to indicate a truer lack of correspondence. If the Scaled-D matrix has 
indeed corrected for drift distortions due to small population size as it is intended to do, 
then it may be a more accurate measure of differentiation and population 
interconnectedness than the regular D-square. As such, it would seem to indicate that the 
population structures of the Plains area were more connected over geographic distances 
than the D-Square ( excluding Cree) matrix might suggest. Furthermore, if the results 
from the "including Cree" comparisons are, in fact, not distorted, then the breakdown 
between geographic proximity and genetic similarity is further supported. These failures 
of correlation between geographic and biological distances do indeed make sense 
inasmuch as some of the more peripherally located tribes bore quite close biological 
resemblance to the groups that lived around centrally located locales of trade. For 
example, as discussed in the results of the RMET analyses, groups such as the Blackfoot, 
Shoshone, and Cree were quite similar to the Pawnee, Omaha, and Ponca, but were 
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separated by distances of between 800 and 1 500 miles, with the territories of several 
hostile groups interspersing these distances. Such group similarities would indicate a 
much more complexly sub-divided gene pool, as certain groups regularly traveled far 
from their geographical bases of operation and differentially mingled with more centrally 
located groups. Again, I will approach this point with greater detail in Chapter VI. 
Thus, we have seen that with the exception of the biological D-square (excluding 
Cree) and geographic comparison, there was no correlation between biological, linguistic, 
or geographic distances. This finding is at odds with some of the fundamental 
assumptions underlying much of the correlation and population reconstructive research 
(e.g. Chen et al. 1 995; :Barbujani 1 997). However, while no significant correlations were 
obtained for these comparisons, the principal coordinates analysis of all the Mantel 
matrix does indeed show that biology, language, and geography hang together. This in 
itself does lead credence to many of the assumptions regarding both clinal models of 
diversification and stepping stone models of population admixture. Thus, within the 
Plains region there does not appear to have been a complete decoupling of language and 
biology. Furthermore, the influence of geographic proximity seems to account for at 
least some of their divergence from one another. However, despite the clustering of these 
factors, the actual lack of significant correlation would seem to indicate the operation of 
other influences in the overall state of affairs. As Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1 994) have noted, 
the gene pool can be subdivided in many complex ways beyond phyletic connectivity and 
geographic proximity, particularly as regards cultural factors. 
Unfortunately these Great Plains cultural comparisons did not bear out Cavalli­
Sforza et al.' s ( 1 994) hypothesis that groups who are culturally similar should also tend 
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to be biologically similar. This conclusion refers only to cultural and biological 
comparisons of groups within the Plains as a bounded geographical locale, rather than 
among groups from disparate macro-regions. The Plains groups indeed shared many 
cultural similarities with one another, and were in fact, relatively distinct as a region of 
biological similarity within North America as a whole (Jantz et al. 1992) . In the current 
study, though, the failure of correlation is complete between the cultural composite 
matrices, (as well as the sub-cultural matrices, i.e., Kinship and Marriage, Sociopolitical, 
etc.) and the biological and linguistic matrices. These results hold for both the including 
and excluding Cree data sets. Furthermore, these results cast some doubt on Cavalli­
Sforza et al.'s claim that linguistic taxonomies may be used as default ethnic guidebooks, 
which are "essentially complete, unlike strictly ethnographic information" (Cavalli­
Sforza et al. 1994:23). Again, I will discuss this claim with more detail in Chapter VI, 
but for the present, I simply maintain that failure of correlation between cultural 
variability and linguistic relatedness problematizes such an unquestioning reliance on 
language as an "ethnic guidebook." 
So, as noted, failure of correlation is complete between the cultural composite 
matrices (including and excluding Cree) and the biological and linguistic matrices. Of 
the six sub-divided cultural matrices (Kinship and Marriage, Economy and Technology, 
Subsistence, Socio-political Organization, Inheritance, and Various customs), there is one 
set of matrices that shows a very weak correlation, and approaches a significance of p � 
.05, namely the Kinship matrix compared with the Linguistic matrices. These correlation 
scores and p-values include .1642/.0700 (including Cree Kinship and Campbell 
Linguistic), .125 l /.0940 (including Cree Kinship and Ruhlen Linguistic), and 
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. 1398/.0890 (excluding Cree Kinship and Campbell Linguistic). The latter two are not 
really all that close to a p-value � .05 (and I include them only because all my other 
correlations failed significance so spectacularly), however the Kinship (including Cree) 
matrix correlation with the Campbell Linguistic matrix barely misses significance with a 
p-value = .07. This fact that Kinship may show a weak correlation with Linguistic 
relatedness would lend some support to the argument in Chapter II that certain cultural 
sub-systems, particularly the more symbolic ones which are often encoded in a linguistic 
medium, should be more conservative in change and may indeed tend to be more 
preserved with ancestrally biological and linguistic clines. However, the lack of 
correlation between the Kinship cultural matrix and the biological distance matrices 
indicates a decoupling of a strict association between biological and linguistically clinal, 
cultural gradients of similarity. 
Thus far, my comparisons of biological, linguistic, geographical, and cultural 
matrices have offered very little support either for the strict linguistic/ethnic link put forth 
by Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1994), or for their claim that cultural similarities should be 
useful in understanding biological similarities. However, this study has produced some 
interesting correlations with regards to the Social Distance matrix, which considered the 
type and intensity of contact among these various Plains Indians groups. While the social 
distance matrices do not correspond to the D-square and Scaled-D biological distance 
matrices, either including or excluding the Cree, they exhibit several other weak to 
moderately strong correlations with the linguistic, geographic, and cultural distance 
matrices. Additionally, among the cultural distance matrices significant correlations were 
found between Subsistence and Kinship, Subsistence and Economy/Technology, as well 
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as Economy/Technology and Kinship. I will return to these correlations in considerable 
detail in Chapter VI. In terms of the Mantel principal coordinates analysis, social 
distance lies more or less equally between the biological, linguistic, and geographic set of 
relationships and the various cultural relationships. Thus, the various patterns of social 
integration or animosity do indeed seem to have an effect on the constituency of cultural 
pools. Furthermore, social distance would appear to be influenced both by geographic 
distance as well as linguistic ancestry. In light of these interesting connections, it is 
discouraging to find that biological distributions do not strongly conform to any of these 
other patterns. 
In summary, the current study found significant matrix correlations between 
geographic distance and the biological D-Square (without Cree only) ; between social 
distance and both linguistic distance matrices (with and without Cree); between social 
distance and geographic distance (with and without Cree); between social distance and 
the Kinship and Marriage, Socio-Political Organization, Economy and Technology, 
Subsistence, and Composite cultural distance matrices (with and without Cree); between 
geographic distance and Socio-Political Organization (with and without Cree); and finally 
between the Economy/fechno logy and Subsistence, the Kinship and 
Economy/Technology, and the Kinship and Subsistence cultural distance matrices. 
Additionally, there was a nearly significant, but relatively weak correlation between 
Subsistence and Socio-Political Organization. In Chapter VI, I will turn to a more 
thorough consideration of the likely factors involved in producing these results, drawing 
from the theorization of biological, linguistic, and cultural relatedness from Chapter II 
and from the history of Great Plains indigenous groups from Chapter III . I will also 
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consider the more specific ramifications of these results regarding the research agenda of 
Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1 994) and conclude with some issues ofrelevance for further 
research. 
2 1 3  
Chapter VI 
Discussion and Conclusion 
In brief summation of this thesis, I have attempted to better understand relational 
patterns of biological, linguistic, and cultural variability among 19th century indigenous 
populations of the American Great Plains. This endeavor has been in response to 
Cavalli-Sforza et al. 's (1 994) call for comparisons regarding cultural and biological 
variability. Furthermore, I have sought to draw out some problematic assumptions of 
Cavalli-Sforza et al. 's ( 1994) study and other similar studies, namely the straightforward 
adoption of linguistic boundaries as default ethnic markers, inasmuch as they are taken to 
signify Mendelian populations. To accomplish this project I have constructed biological 
distance matrices (drawn from the Boas anthropometric database) as well as linguistic 
distance matrices (from the taxonomies ofRuhlen [ 1 976] and Campbell [ 1997]) and 
cultural distance matrices (from Murdock' s [ 1 967] Ethnographic Atlas), and have 
compared them using the Mantel statistic. I have also constructed geographic distance 
and social relationship matrices and compared them to the biological, linguistic, and 
cultural distance matrices for further insight. To frame the overall situation, I have 
examined some prevailing theoretical views of biological, linguistic, and cultural 
correlation (Chapter 11) as well as some anthropological conceptions and specific 
ethnohistories of the Great Plains area (Chapter III). 
The results of this study have not been encouraging from the standpoint of a strict 
correspondence between biological and linguistic diversity. This result is not really that 
surprising, however, since Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1 994) among others have also failed to 
find widespread linguistic and biological correlations on the North American continent. 
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In what way should we approach such correlative failures? Nettle and Harris (1 993) have 
called for a move beyond endless debate of whether language and genetics are correlated, 
and instead argue for a more productive approach toward understanding under just what 
conditions they are and are not. From the literature I have reviewed in Chapter II, the 
most significant linguistic and genetic correlations have been found on worldwide, 
continentai or on otherwise relatively large geographic scales. This makes sense from a 
perspective where macro linguistic families were produced during the initial migrations 
of modern Homo sapiens, which established our near worldwide presence. Thus, 
languages (as well as genetic patterns) at the more extreme ends of these migratory 
trajectories ( e.g. European languages and genes vs. South American Indian languages and 
genes) will certainly tend toward correlation. As such, large-scale correlations between 
linguistic and genetic systems would clearly seem to be a function of geographic distance 
and extended periods of separation among populations. 
However, in comparing groups from such disparate locations ( e.g. Chen et al. 
1 995), there is also the danger that correlations found are merely an artifact of the 
procedure itself. In other words, groups that are separated by a half the world ( or more) 
are equally likely to speak radically different languages as well as have significantly 
different genetic systems. Correlations thus found may really represent spatial 
autocorrelation rather than a true causal connection between linguistic and genetic 
diversification. Extant, sampled genetic distributions may well have come about more 
through micro-geographical processes of drifting separation or leveling flow. Despite 
this possibility, the connection between linguistic and genetic pools certainly goes deeper 
than a mere procedural effect of comparing groups a world apart. For example, on the 
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lower end of the aforementioned ''worldwide, continental, sub-continental continuum," 
genetic and linguistic correlations have been found among many groups in Europe ( which 
is rather small as far as continents go). Regarding this genetic and linguistic 
distinctiveness among groups that are known to have had significant social relations with 
one another, Barbujani and Sokal ( 1990) have argued for language as an isolating force. 
Other studies on an even smaller micro scale (e.g. Howells [ 1 969] study ofBougainville 
in the Solomon Islands), have given further evidence for language as an isolative 
mechanism among proximal groups who were most surely already genetically 
differentiated at first contact. 
As further discussed in Chapter II, though, this sort of micro-regional isolation 
seems to be the exception rather than the rule. As Serjeanston et al. ( 1 983) have 
discussed with regard to several populations in New Guinea, genetic distributions 
corresponded minimally with Papuan and Austronesian linguistic stocks (though 
Serjeanston et al. concluded that this differentiation was more likely a product of local 
differentiation under population drift), but did not correspond at all with sub-familial 
distinctions ofthe Austronesian languages. Likewise, Black et al. (1 983) have found 
little correspondence among Tupi-Guarani, Carib, Arawak, and Ge speakers in Brazil and 
French Guiana. Rather, their results indicate that groups are much more similar to their 
neighbors than to their linguistic relatives, and in the case of the Waiapi and Parakana, 
who are close linguistic relatives, genetic similarity is the least among all the groups 
compared. Again, processes of local drift and differential gene flow seem to have 
produced these distributions. Black et al. relate this to cultural factors, where the Waiapi 
tend to incorporate member from other groups at a much higher rate than do the 
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Parakana, who, in addition to being socially isolative, are also of considerably smaller 
group size, and are furthermore highly polygamous. Thus, local patterns of genetic 
distance would appear to have been greatly influenced by group specific sets of cultural 
values. It is in this sense that Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1 994) have spoken of a dual influence 
of geographic proximity as well as culturally variable social organization in the 
breakdown of linguistic and biological correspondence. 
The examination of linguistic clines may give us an interesting picture of certain 
segments of human history, but it also glosses over equally interesting stories of socially 
and biologically interacting groups which have played out on a micro-regional scale, 
rather than across sweeping, pan-continental migratory trajectories. This micro-regional 
possibility has indeed been approached in the literature, primarily through an admission 
of the confounding influence of geographic proximity. However, while controlling for 
the influence of geographic proximity can clarify certain situations, it would seem to 
offer little insight when micro-regionally clustered populations are crosscut by various 
patterns of socio-cultural regulation. In fact, it is this very possibility that has prompted 
Cavalli-Sforza et al (1 994) to call for cultural and biological comparisons in addition to 
linguistic and biological ones. 
Returning to the situation of North America, Cavalli-Sforza et al. ( 1 994), among 
others (Spuhler 1972; Barbujani et al. 1 994) have failed to find far-reaching 
correspondences between linguistic families and genetic distributions. From the previous 
discussion of large-scale geographic distributions, this is exactly the type of situation 
where we would expect to find such correspondences. As Barbujani et al. have stated, 
such failure of correlation must indicate a breakdown of the strict "coevolution of 
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biological traits and languages" ( 1994: 150). Since there is considerable theoretical 
plausibility and significant evidence to support a certain inherent connection between 
linguistic and biological diversification, we must ask, in the spirit of Nettle and Harris 
( 1993), under just what circumstances is such coevolution of diversity likely to break 
down? As previously discussed, geographic proximity of disparate groups is one such 
factor, as are variable patterns of population interaction on a local level. For the current 
study, both seem to have played a role, with the latter perhaps playing a greater one. 
Furthermore, while the influence of such differentially interactive societies seems fairly 
certain for the Great Plains region, it is also plausible for the North American continent as 
a who le, and such interaction and subsequent gene flow may have contributed to the 
overall correlative failures found by Spuhler (1972), Barbujani et al. (1994), and Cavalli­
Sforza et al. (1994). I will return to this possibility for a continent-wide failure of 
correlation below, but now, I will consider patterns of social connectivity on the Plains, 
which seems likely to have led to a breakdown between linguistic and genetic 
correspondence. 
In chapter II, I discussed Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza's (1 976) "stepping stone" 
model of migration, which is a fundamental tenet of theories that consider the effect of 
geographic proximity on genetic similarity. The stepping stone model holds that genetic 
similarity should fall off in a linear sequence, according to the number of intervening 
territories between any two groups. However, in the current study, such a situation was 
clearly not always the case on the Great Plains, in that overall geographic distances failed 
to correlate with biological distances (with the exception of the "excluding Cree, D­
square biological distance matrix). This failure of correlation is clear from examination of 
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various groups in the biological distance matrices. For example, according to the scaled 
D-square matrix (excluding Cree) the Shoshone were biologically much more similar to 
the Pawnee (with a distance value of .046902) than they were to the Crow (value of 
.20776). Geographically, the Shoshone were 861 miles removed from the Pawnee and 
435 miles removed from the Crow and that's from territorial centroid to centroid. 
Shoshone territory actually directly abutted on Crow territory. Even more drastically, 
Cree territory was 1,449 miles away from the Omaha, 1,272 miles away from the Ponca, 
and 1,955 miles away from the Kiowa, yet they demonstrated biological, scaled d-square 
scores of .0064, .00438, and .003023 (Scaled D-square, including Cree), respectively 
with these groups. However, the Cree were only 431 miles from the Blackfoot (who, 
quite interestingly, were their linguistic relatives), with a biological distance of .017543, 
and 734 miles away from the Crow, with a biological distance of .040734. As before 
with the Shoshone, the Cree (along with their allies the Assiniboine) were hostile toward 
several of the groups who held the intervening territory between them and the Omaha, 
Ponca, and Kiowa. Thus, the current study has indeed failed to uphold a simplistic 
rendering ofCarmelli and Cavalli-Sforza's (1976) stepping stone model of genetic 
contiguity. 
As discussed extensively in Chapter III, as well as in Chapter V, the Great Plains 
inter-tribal trading network would seem to easily account for such drastic breaks with an 
assumed connection between geographic proximity and genetic similarity. Following 
Blakeslee (1976), as outlying groups regularly moved to central locations of trade, 
genetic traits were surely exchanged. Groups that maintained longstanding relationships 
of friendly trade, whether as neighbors or across significant geographic distances, would 
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seem even more likely to exchange mates and kinship ties, in order to temper and 
maintain their existing trade relationships. Furthermore, as previously discussed, these 
groups were aligned in various patterns of alliance, peace, and warfare, which also did 
not necessarily coincide with geographic proximity. This, coupled with the wartime 
practices of kidnap, rape, etc., surely contributed to the breakdown of the link between 
geographic proximity and genetic similarity. As Wood (1972) has argued, surely the 
widespread practices of visiting, intermarriage, adoption, warfare, and slavery 
contributed to the leveling of biological differences over significant geographic distances. 
Finally, the very type of subsistence lifestyles practices by Great Plains groups seem 
likely to have contributed to the leveling of genetic distances over considerably large 
areas. Not only did nomadic hunters wander widely throughout territories, which were 
not doubt only permeably maintained, but sedentary villagers also spent a certain portion 
of each year as nomadic hunters. As Davis (1996) has pointed out, any clear-cut 
distinction between nomads and villagers is somewhat of an oversimplification. Again, 
such a situation seems highly conducive to the connection of biological populations over 
geographic distances, despite the presence of intervening groups. 
Thus, among the historically known indigenous groups of the Great Plains, 
patterns of inter-group connection and trade were apparently quite widespread, and seem 
likely to have contributed to considerable genetic leveling throughout the area. These 
processes surely have had considerable impact on the separation of linguistic and 
biological trajectories of differentiation. Returning to the lack of correlation between 
language and biology for North American as a whole, it also seems quite plausible that 
such high interconnectedness among disparate, trading groups could have contributed to 
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widespread separation of ancestral relatedness and contemporary genetic distributions. 
As discussed in Chapter III, while apparently forming independently of one another, the 
Central Plains and Middle Missouri archaeological traditions nevertheless seem to have 
been linked to numerous outside groups, with networks perhaps stretching ultimately as 
far as to the Atlantic and Pacific coasts (Wedel 1986 : 1 1 1 ; 1 44). Although biological 
differentiation must surely have coincided with geographic distances to a certain extent in 
such far-flung trading networks, biological leveling could have occurred in more bounded 
regions just as it did on the Plains. Just as Coalescent culture emerged from the 
combination of Central Plains (Caddoan groups) and Middle Missouri (Siouan groups) 
traditions, apparently in response to climatic changes, various other nodes in a continent­
wide trade network could have become more or less connected. Judging from Coalescent 
cultures such as the Arikara, Pawnee, Mandan, Hidatsa, Crow, and Cheyenne, 
widespread biological (and of course cultural) leveling across linguistically disparate 
groups seems not unlikely. Across the continent, other groups may very well have 
become linked in more encompassing regional patterns of resource interdependency. 
Jantz et al. ' s ( 1 992) finding that North American anthropometric variation corresponds 
more strongly with culture area than with language would seem to support such a 
possibility. 
Furthermore, apart from such adaptive mechanisms as trading networks, more 
traditional migration models may have also held during such climatic episodes as groups 
moved toward and congregated around resource hotspots. While occurring much closer 
to the present and curtailed by the reservation period (and thus not entirely subject to 
more standard demic processes) the major migrations onto the Plains seem to resemble 
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other demic expansions in human history. Innovation in food production, in this case the 
use of horses and guns in the hunting of buffalo, allowed certain groups to move 
throughout the region, overtaking the territorial holdings of multiple groups. However, 
the Plains expansion of course differed from the earliest demic migrations in that there 
were previous inhabitants in the area. Under Cavalli-Sforza et al.'s (1994) primary 
scenario, incoming groups of significantly greater power would have absorbed or 
eliminated the previous inhabitants to a certain extent, with genetic differences (and 
perhaps linguistic differences) evening out in the process. However, despite the military 
power of the expanding Plains groups, the imbalance of force between them and the older 
inhabitants was never great enough for complete group absorption or elimination. It 
seems likely that the interconnection of allied and trading groups enhanced this tendency 
toward balance of power. 
It is somewhat unclear just how these two rather distinct population processes, 
pan regional interconnectedness and demic expansion, might have affected each other, at 
least insofar as we could make generalizations to apply to other situations. While we are 
fairly certain that demic diffusion and differentiation have played a large part in our 
human history, it seems highly plausible that there were other population patterns which 
were only variably affected by such well known factors as geographic distance or 
proximity. With regard to the current study, such population processes were apparently 
influenced by social adaptations to environmental conditions, but what other causal 
factors may have contributed to the patterns of biological relatedness we can see today? I 
certainly do not mean to imply that such possibilities are unknowable or are outside our 
theoretical or methodological keen. Rather, I merely wish to emphasize that we must be 
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sensitive to the possible limitations and simplifying assumptions of our theoretical 
constructs. In such a fashion, considering these apparently widespread networks of 
aboriginai North American social interconnectedness, it seems highly relevant to 
question Cavalli-Sforza et al. 's (1994) assumption that the date 1492 somehow represents 
a clear-cut point before which intergroup relations were inherently simpler and more 
reflective of "primitive" patterns. 
Before moving on to more cultural issues, I will consider one more important 
possibility regarding the connection of linguistic and biological pools. Another 
possibility for correlative failure may be the very nature of the group designation itself. 
That is to say, the category of"tribe," as it has traditionally been defined in terms of 
language or dialect, may be too amorphous or coarse a construct to give nuanced insights 
into population structures. Despite this caveat, there were indeed groups on the Great 
Plains who demonstrated a high degree of ''tribal" cohesiveness among constituent bands. 
It is certainly no coincidence that the groups who were most successful at militaristic 
expansion throughout the area were also the ones who demonstrated a high level of 
''tribal" integration, as Bamforth (1988) has pointed out. More specifically, groups such 
as the Apache, Shoshone, Comanche, and Sioux (Teton, Yankton, and Santee) were 
capable of sustaining large-scale aggregations among bands and thus posed a formidable 
military threat to the bands of less cohesive "tribes." Interestingly enough, this cultural 
ability to sustain large aggregate social structures seems to have arisen under 
considerable environmental selective pressure. Mirroring the movements and 
distributions of buffalo herds, groups participated in large-scale aggregations during the 
summer and dispersals in the winter. I will return to this point in a later section. 
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Despite the overarching cohesiveness of such groups as the Apache, Shoshone, 
Comanche, and Sioux, there were other so-called tribal groups who were nowhere nearly 
as integrated. The danger of uniformly defining tribes according to the language they 
spoke is that it glosses over the range of political cohesiveness that characterized various 
groups. As discussed in Chapter III, Lowie ( 1954) has described a continuum of social 
organization based on the unit of the band. On Lowie's continuum, ''tribal" cohesiveness 
ranged from complete band autonomy (e.g. the River and Mountain Crow), on one hand, 
to the organization of multiple bands in a single tribal council on the other ( e.g. the 
Cheyenne). This same variability in group cohesiveness was also apparently the case 
among the sedentary horticulturalists, where the single village was more or less 
analogous to a band. Again, political authority and social cohesiveness existed on the 
local level (Chaui Pawnee) or cohered across multiple villages (Skidi Pawnee). Albers 
(1993) has also discussed this point, noting that the integration of common activities and 
goals is often assumed for ''tribal" designations, but was by no means the case for all 
groups. Albers also notes the case of the River and Mountain Crow, as well as the 
Northern and Southern Cheyenne, and stresses that such variations in overarching group 
integration led to considerable differentiation in social relationships between bands and 
other ethnically disparate groups. Two bands which we might assume to have been 
endogamously oriented due to their common language may have been in reality each 
allied with different ethnic groups. Furthermore, as previously discussed, these 
interconnections need not have been limited by geographic proximity. For example, the 
Northern Cheyenne were friendly to some whites, but the Southern Cheyenne were not. 
Moreover, this sort of intra-tribal band differentiation may have been more common than 
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is suspected. Biennema (2001) notes that historical records from traders indicate a 
widespread "mixing, merging, and amalgamation" of bands from different ethnic 
backgrounds. Furthermore, Bienema maintains, "for the most part the scholarly literature 
does not reflect the fact that such combined encampments were common" (2001 :13). 
Such intertribal differentiation of social relationships would surely have had considerable 
effects on cultural and ethnic identities, which in tum, regulated the constituency of 
genetic pools. Again, this is not to discount the usefulness of examining linguistic 
relationships in the reconstruction of population histories, but rather to encourage a 
critical analysis of results obtained thereby. As Sims-Williams (1998) has stressed, using 
linguistic data as a one to one surrogate for ethnic relationships can be quite problematic. 
Additionally, such large-scale social structures as the Apache, Shoshone, 
Comanche, and S iouan coalitions were by no means limited to intra-tribal bands. As 
discussed in Chapter III, it was a widespread phenomenon on the Plains for 
disadvantaged groups to choose alliance with their aggressors and gain many of the 
benefits granted by a solid military presence. Thus ancestrally disparate groups such as 
the Teton, Cheyenne, and Arapaho as well as the Comanche and Kiowa significantly 
integrated their social and subsistence activities. And this is only one layer of inter-group 
alliances, one with relatively short historical depth. As previously discussed, and as 
Albers (1993), Wood (1972), and Blakeslee (1976), have emphasized, there seems to 
have been widespread symbiotic interdependency among the nomadic hunters and 
sedentary villagers, often from more disparate locations and with significantly greater 
historic depth than the coalitions of the 19th century. 
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Thus, what we have is an overall picture of considerably convoluted population 
histories. In the Great Plains we have at least three relatively distinct layers of general 
demographic process: 1 )  whatever demic migrations led to the formation of languages, 
2) the initial interdependence of linguistically diverse, Coalescent villagers and nomads, 
and 3) the large scale nomadic coalitions of the 19th century. It appears that linguistic 
taxonomies can give us clues regarding certain elements of ancestral connection, but 
there also seem to be several population tendencies which tend to negate the information 
that languages can give us (i.e. intra-tribal cohesion vs. fragmentation, large scale inter­
tribal alliances, small scale band alliance, etc.). Cavalli-Sforza et al. ( 1 994:24) have 
indeed warned about the possible breakdo� between languages and biological 
populations, but have perhaps underestimated the extent to which such a breakdown can 
occur. Regardless, they have recommended cultural and biological comparisons to help 
our understanding of problematic population relationships. Unfortunately, the current 
study has not proven encouraging in this regard either. None of the seven cultural 
distance matrices (either including or excluding the Cree) correlated with biological 
distances. As previously mentioned, cultural patterns (both overall and sub-categorized) 
did not conform to linguistic relatedness or geographic proximity either, with the sole 
exception of "Sociopolitical" culture and geographic proximity. However, there were 
widespread but weak correlations between cultural distances and social distances, as 
defined by a scale ranging from no contact, through various levels of warfare/hostility, 
and finally to various levels of peace or inter-group cohesiveness. As discussed in 
Chapter V, these social distances also correlated with geographic and linguistic distances, 
but did not correlate with biological distances at all. 
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Consequently, in finding practically no correlation between cultural variability 
and linguistic relatedness, the current study seems to have cast additional doubt on an 
oversimplified view of ethnicity, which posits an inherent "in-group" cohesiveness drawn 
along linguistic lines (i.e. a one to one correspondence between ethnicity and language). 
This is not to deny that a common linguistic heritage is often a powerful organizational 
factor in the delineation of ethnic and group boundaries, but rather to emphasize that 
myriad social relationships can exist outside these borders. Human groups, just like all 
other Mendelian populations, are dynamic in their constituency and interaction. While 
these processes have certainly been influenced by universal biological mechanisms such 
as population migration and drifting separation over space and time, human interactions 
have also been subject to a wide range of additional processes, such as symbolically 
regulated inter-group merger, hostility, or as Albers ( 1 994) has pointed out, symbiosis. 
While some of these patterns are also present throughout all biologically interbreeding 
populations (i.e. population subdivision, merger, etc.}, or more exclusively among social 
organisms (intergroup hostility), the key difference for humans is the often group­
idiosyncratic symbolic guidance of systems such as kinship, religion, and politics, or the 
rational manipulation of inter-group dynamics (symbiosis and trade). A view that holds 
ethnicity as an inherent boundary between breeding populations and furthermore 
completely equates ethnicity with linguistic differentiation through clinal separation 
cannot account for the full complexity of human interactions. 
If we define ethnicity primarily in terms of preferential group endogamy, with 
relation to some social "other," then this is a standard that is variably maintained by 
different populations. As we have seen, biological differences can certainly level across 
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ancestrally disparate groups under situations of intimate contact. Furthermore, if we also 
conceive of ethnicity as based at least in part on group differentiation of cultural forms, 
then the current study has shown that linguistic indexing does not always fall along the 
same boundaries as these cultural distributions. If we view cultural forms as 
communicative and organizational means, then it makes sense that cultural differences 
should tend to level across interacting groups of disparate backgrounds, just like 
biological differences. While Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1994) have considered situations of 
group contact, they have done so primarily from the standpoint of language imposition 
due to political domination. For situations of group contact where there is not such a 
gross imbalance of power, or even more to the point, where contact is not hostile at all, 
diffusions across group lines ( either linguistic or cultural) should tend not to be so one­
sided. Thus, if both cultural and genetic distributions lack stability across linguistic lines, 
in what sense can we say that languages, as default ethnic markers, are "essentially 
complete" histories of ethnic cohesiveness? An ethnic group, as linguistically defined, is 
not likely to portray an inherently coherent population history, insofar as one takes extant 
distributions of genetic variety to be entirely reflective of groups' linguistically 
diversifying ancestral populations. As discussed in Chapter II, ethnic relationships are 
largely instrumental in nature, and such patterns of solidarity vary greatly from situation 
to situation. Ethnic identities an indeed result from population merger, amalgamation, or 
subsumption among ancestrally diverse groups, with novel symbolic makers 
accompanying the process. 
Moving forward from the tenuous link among ethnicity, culture, and language, we 
arrive at the question: just what can cultural distributions tell us about population 
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histories? As discussed in Chapter II, Moore and Romney ( 1994) have argued that it 
should be generally productive to look for cultural correlations, even if they are 
sometimes not to be found. While biological, linguistic, or cultural comparisons are 
certainly not infallible, it is reasonable to believe that used in conjunction one might help 
to make up for certain weaknesses or inaccuracies of the other. However, in the current 
study, cultural variety has failed to correlate with either biological or linguistic relational 
matrices. Again in the spirit of Nettle and Harris ( 1993), I will approach the matter in 
terms of understanding when culture may or may not coincide with biological or 
linguistic lines, rather than whether it does at all. 
That an examination of cultural distributions can indeed tell us something about 
the integration of population histories is apparent in the case of Great Plains decorative 
art and body ornamentation. Regarding this, Logan and Schmittou ( 1 998) have discussed 
the interplay of ethnic competition or integration with distinct styles of material culture. 
More specifically, ethnic markers have proven to be most distinctive among groups such 
as the Crow, who were of considerably smaller population size than their neighbors and 
were furthermore in intense resource competition with and quite hostile toward these 
groups. On the other hand, among groups such as the Teton, Cheyenne, and Arapaho, 
who as previously discussed, where united in an intimate alliance, there was a nearly 
complete leveling of decorative styles during the 19th century. Furthermore, as hostilities 
among groups of the Northern Plains escalated during the later 1 9th century, ''the 'clarity' 
of the visual means through which members of a tribe expressed their ethnic affiliation" 
increased concomitantly (Logan and Schmittou 1 998:65). Thus, certain elements of 
material and decorative culture would seem to offer a reliable indicator of group 
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interaction or lack thereof. From this example it would appear that the more distinctive 
groups were less socially interactive and groups that displayed similarity in their 
decoration were intimately involved with one another. In fact, this phenomenon of 
similarity was widespread across the Plains area, with other distinctive artistic styled 
belonging to the Kiowa and Comanche as well as the Assiniboine, Blackfoot, Sarsi, 
Plains Cree, and Plains Ojibwa (Logan and Schmittou 1 995). As discussed in Chapter 
III, these groups were also engaged in long-term alliances. 
Furthermore, the RMET analysis has shown certain biological correlates to these 
social relationships and artistic similarities. In the standard R-Matrix, excluding Cree, 
the Kiowa, Comanche as well as the Crow have clustered away from the central groups, 
more or less equidistant from one another. The integration of Kiowa and Comanche 
activities as well as the social isolation of the Crow (who as mentioned were also 
associated with the Kiowa in the Black Hills), may very well have accounted for this. 
Additionally, in the Boas D-Square matrix, excluding the Cree, the Assiniboine are 
nearly as close to the Blackfoot as they are to their linguistic relatives, the Teton. In the 
Boas Scaled-D matrix, including the Cree, the Assiniboine are actually closer to the 
Blackfoot than they are to the Teton, and equally close to the Cree as they are to the 
Teton. Thus, the previously discussed biological leveling over ancestral differences is at 
least partially mirrored in the establishment of similar artistic styles and co-opted ethnic 
markers. The picture seems to be that cultural distributions, insofar as they function as 
communicative and integrative means among hostile or cooperative groups, should also 
indicate increased or decreased amounts of genetic exchange among those groups. 
However, as noted for the current study, overall correlations between cultural and 
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biological variability have failed significantly. What further factors might account for 
this failure, when decorative and material culture would seem to follow inter-populational 
dynamics fairly closely? 
A relevant line of inquiry is the presence of two separate facets of cultural 
distribution, ancestrally derived traits versus the adaptive development of novel or altered 
traits. As discussed in Chapter II, there is definitely reason to believe that certain cultural 
forms emerged during the same periods of time that produced patterns of linguistic and 
genetic diversity. Furthermore, given the nature of isolated, migrating clines, these 
cultural forms very well may have diversified under analogous processes of drift. 
However, much more so with culture than with biological traits or languages, the 
possibility of horizontal flow among independently derived yet communicating 
populations would seem to limit the accuracy of intergroup cultural comparisons. While 
Logan and Schmittou have demonstrated that horizontal flow often happens among allied 
or integrated groups, this need not always be the case. As Welsch et al. (1992) have 
pointed out, horizontal diffusion of cultural patterns in not nearly as limited as biological 
traits or languages, and can easily pass over boundaries, either naturally occurring or 
socially defined. 
Horizontal transmission, in and of itself, seems to be a significant possibility 
among normally communicating and interacting groups ( either contiguous or arranged 
along "stepping stone" territories). However, when the element of environmentally 
adaptive culture comes into play, the probability of cultural leveling among horizontally 
communicating populations becomes even more of an issue. As the utility of certain 
cultural practices becomes apparent for a particular environmental setting, then multiple 
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groups are likely to utilize the same types of organization, technology, etc. That such 
cultural blending processes were present among the groups of the Great Plains is most 
certain. This leads us back to the question: just how helpful can cultural comparison be 
when patterns of cultural heterogeneity are only loosely tied to ancestral relations or other 
current population parameters? If the breakdown of linguistic and biological clines is a 
problem in the reconstruction of population histories, then how much more so would be 
the breakdown between cultural patterns and language or culture and biology? However, 
even though the cultural picture is thus further complicated (as if the problems with 
linguistic and biological correlation were not enough), cultural comparisons can still be 
useful. As Driver et al. (1 972) have found, cultural heterogeneity for the Great Plains 
region was comparable to that of all the indigenous groups of North America taken as a 
whole. Despite the emergence of a typical Plains lifestyle, there still existed considerable 
cultural variability, and it seems safe to assume that a certain portion of it represented 
retained ancestral patterns. 
Earlier in this chapter, I mentioned an interesting example of ancestral and 
adaptive cultural blending, which was also discussed in Chapter III, namely the 
sociopolitical patterns used to regulate large-scale bison hunting on the Plains. Oliver 
(1 962) has examined the social structures necessary for such aggregations and dispersals 
and concluded that groups of previously sedentary horticulturalist origins were pre­
adapted to such processes, in that they already had relatively complex and encompassing 
systems of kinship and overall social structure. They could thus sustain and regulate 
inter-band coalitions. This possibility certainly makes sense for the Siouan groups, who 
were previously sedentary horticulturalists and proved very successful in cooperative 
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expansion throughout the Plains. Of course the situation is no so straightforward. 
Groups such as the Apache, Shoshone and Comanche, on other hand, were of nomadic 
origin, but proved equally capable of sustaining large scale, cooperative aggregation for 
expansive purposes. Such supposed anomalies makes sense in light ofEggan's (1965) 
discussion of an "emergent" Plains nomadism, that is, a distinctive Plains way of life, 
which developed commonalties across ancestrally disparate groups upon the adoption of 
a Plains lifestyle. Former sedentary horticuhuralists seem to have simplified their 
previous kinship and social structures and former nomads from other regions seem to 
have complicated theirs. Thus, ancestral forms remained after Plains adaptation, but they 
shifted to deal with novel environmental constraints. 
With the intention of sorting out some of these threads regarding cultural variation 
( ancestral and environmentally adapted), as well as their possible relation to subsequently 
formed biological pools, I will now return to some elements of the current correlation 
study, as presented in Chapter V. As previously noted, while cultural distances did not 
coincide with biological or linguistic distances, they were somewhat correlated with 
social distances (as defined by relationships of warfare, trade, alliance, etc.). What 
processes may have lead to these patterns, if not ancestral relatedness or simple 
geographic proximity? 
When compared to the linguistic matrices, the social distance matrix produced 
weak, yet statistically significant scores ofr = .2524, p-value = .0440 (Campbell, 
excluding Cree); r = .2772, p-value = .0320 (Ruhlen, excluding Cree); r = .2 148, p-value 
= .0660 (Campbel� including Cree); and r = .2374, p-value = .0560 (Ruhlen, including 
Cree). The latter two are technically not exactly significant according to the standards set 
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for this analysis, but are perhaps close enough to warrant consideration. These results 
beg the question, if social distances among the Plains groups tended at least somewhat to 
fall along lines of linguistic relatedness, then why did the biological patterns of 
relatedness not follow similar linguistic or social patterns? The answer to this seems 
fairly obvious when one considers the complexity of Plains inter-group relations, which 
even in situations of war, were tempered by considerable interbreeding among groups, 
whether by such practices as rape, kidnapping, and slavery, or by willful exchange of 
mates as an attempt to temporarily diminish some of the hostility between the warring 
groups. Thus, even though groups may have been socially more involved with their 
linguistic kin, participating in relationships of peaceful exchange more often with them, 
there was still enough biological exchange with other groups to break the correlations 
between biological and social distances. 
A stronger relationship, though still relatively weak, is found between geographic 
distance and social distance. Excluding the Cree, this comparison gave r = .3532, p-value 
= .007 and including the Cree it gave r = .4 1 1 4, p-value .002. This result in itself is not 
overly interesting, inasmuch as one would expect social distance to vary as a function of 
geographic proximity. That is to say, the closer you are to a group, the more likely you 
are to have interactions with that group. However, this result becomes more interesting 
upon consideration of the fact that in only one out of the four biologicaVgeographic 
matrix comparisons (D-square, excluding Cree) does a significant correlation result. This 
seems to imply that the geographic proximities which were influencing patterns of social 
intercourse seemed to have a reduced impact on the composition of breeding populations. 
In addition to being physically near their allies, groups also tended to be relatively near 
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their enemies and, as previously mentioned, relationships of regular warfare were 
certainly not barriers to the exchange of mates. Furthermore, groups may well have been 
in breeding contact with more far-flung groups, a point which I have discussed previously 
in this chapter, and to which I will return again shortly. 
Finally, social distances among the Plains groups have shown relatively weak, but 
highly significant correlations with the various cultural distance matrices, with the 
exception of the categories "Mode oflnheritance" and "Various Customs." It is 
interesting to note, however, that while these two cultural matrices did not correlate with 
social distance, they approached significant correlations with the Kinship cultural matrix, 
one of which was quite strong (Inheritance). If one accepts a weak correlation (with a 
relaxed significance ofp = .07) between the Kinship (excluding Cree) and the Campbell 
linguistic distance matrices as evidence of a more conservative connection between 
certain cultural forms and ancestral clines, then it might also make sense that "mode of 
inheritance" (types of practices that are intimately related to kinship), as well as "various 
customs" (i.e. post-partum sex taboos and norms of premarital sex behavior) may also 
demonstrate such conservatism, even under influence of subsequently shifting, inter­
group social patterns. However, for the current analysis, the "Mode oflnheritance" and 
"Various Customs" cultural matrices widely fail correlation with the linguistic distance 
matrices. 
A connection between composite cultural similarity and social distance might 
seem relatively straightforward when one considers two sub-cases of cultural similarity. 
First, there are those areas of culture that are concerned with the procurement and 
processing of environmental resources, namely those areas that I have categorized as 
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"Economy and Technology" and "Subsistence." That these types of culture should tend 
toward similarity among socially proximal groups makes sense, in that for the present 
study social proximity seems to be related to geographical proximity to an extent, and 
inhabitants of a certain geographic region would have faced similar adaptive challenges 
in survival. This situation should apply to the patterns and technologies of subsistence, as 
well as to other types of technologies such as travel, shelter, crafts, etc., all of which are 
mainly influenced by local environmental conditions, distributions of utilized species, as 
well as by commonly available materials. This assumed connection between 
environment and subsistence/technology has been widely maintained throughout the 
Plains ethno-historical literature, as we have seen in Chapter III, and would also seem to 
be somewhat supported by the fact that the Economy and Technology and Subsistence 
cultural distance matrices correlated well with one another, with high significance (r = 
.5678, p = .0001 [without Cree] ; r = .5688, p = .01 [with Cree]). However for the current 
study, this sort of equation between social proximity and subsistence technologies is not 
entirely straightforward from a geographic perspective. While both the "Economy and 
Technology'' and "Subsistence" cultural distance matrices have significantly correlated 
with the "Social Distance" matrix, geographic distance has not correlated with any of the 
above. I will return to this point below. 
Regarding the second type of cultural traits that I have considered, which I have 
categorized as "Kinship and Marriage" and "Socio-Political Organization," a correlation 
between cultural distance and social distance also makes sense ifwe view culture as a 
symbo Heally communicative means of organizing and regulating intra- and inter-group 
interaction. As discussed in Chapter II, it makes sense that such cultural trait patterns 
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should spread across the boundaries of more or less intimately connected groups, as this 
would serve as a regulative mechanism in their interactions. In fact, this is exactly what 
Logan and Schmittou ( 1998) have shown with regards to patterns of ethnically delineated 
decoration. As members of two groups progressively integrated their common activities, 
and one would assume progressively intermarried as well, patterns of socio-political 
organization and kinship should tend also toward leveling between the groups. In the 
current study this notion is supported in that the "Socio political" cultural distance matrix 
significantly correlates with both the social and geographic distance matrices. The 
"Kinship and Marriage" cultural matrix, on the other hand, does not correlate with either. 
I have thus outlined a scenario where a common environment ( and thus seemingly 
geographic proximity) should produce common modes of subsistence, technology, and 
production, and furthermore, that social proximity (apparently also largely determined by 
geographic proximity in this study) should produce common patterns of communicative 
and organizational culture. Some elements of my correlation study support this notion of 
geographic "determinism," while others do not. Bearing this in mind, I return to the 
previous point regarding subsistence technology as adaptation to particular geographic 
conditions. Ifwe maintain, as this study seems to support, that subsistence/technological 
culture correlates with social distance and social distance strongly correlates with 
geographic proximity, then it would seem to follow that subsistence/technological culture 
should correlate at least somewhat with geographic proximity. As mentioned before, this 
makes sense form the standpoint of similar environments with similar adaptive problems 
to be solved. However, such an interpretation is not supported by my comparisons of the 
geographic distance matrices and the "Economy and Technology," "Subsistence," and 
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"Kinship and Marriage" cultural distance matrices. However, the "Sociopolitical" 
cultural matrix did indeed correlate with both social and geographic distances. One 
must surely wonder why the current study has shown practically no correlation between 
geographic proximity and cultural distances, while it has shown significant correlations 
between both geographic and social distances and social and cultural distances. This 
seems curious from the standpoint of kinship, but even more so from the standpoint of 
subsistence and techno logical culture, which as noted should fall into geographical 
patterns. 
Toward a preliminary explanation, I will invoke the fact that of all the cultural 
distance matrices, the only one to correlate significantly with geographic distance was the 
Socio-Political matrix, with scores of r = .2561 ,  p-value = .0240 (without Cree) and r= 
.2408, p-value = .0230 (with Cree). This makes sense if geographically proximal groups 
tended to be in closer social contact, as my matrix comparisons seem to indicate. 
Common or similar socio-political systems should have developed to regulate proximally 
interacting groups. But why have other forms of cultural variability moved so far beyond 
these patterns of geographical proximity? Perhaps a further possibility is the previously 
discussed connection between the "Kinship and Marriage" cuhural distance matrix and 
the linguistic distance matrix. If systems of kinship are indeed more conservative and 
more closely tied to linguistic patterns of clinal diversification, then perhaps this would 
help to explain why kinship does not correlate with geographic distances. It makes sense 
that sociopolitical systems should adaptively spread across interacting group boundaries, 
but if kinship is more intimately tied to ancestrally derived identities, then inter-group 
boundaries might prove resistant to the leveling of kinship variety. Further clues as to 
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the absence of correlation between cultural variety and geographic distance may lie in the 
significant correlations between the Kinship matrix and the Economy and Technology (r 
= .3967, p = .038 [without Cree]; r = .41 39, p = .024 [with Cree]) and Subsistence (r = 
.4092, p = .029 [without Cree] ; r = .4004, p = .029 [with Cree]) matrices. These results 
seem to partially recapitulate Oliver's ( 1962) findings ofkinship similarity among 
nomadic groups and among villager groups. That is to say, as Moylan et al. (2005) have 
pointed out, certain aspects of environmental adaptation may indeed have had a 
longstanding history within various groups, even so far as to be associated with ancestral 
clinal patterns. For example, with the exception of the Cheyenne, other Algonquian 
groups had a long history of nomadism. Likewise, village groups like the Pawnee, 
Omaha, and Ponca had a considerable history of sedentary horticulturalism. If 
"Economy and Technology'' and Subsistence" culture were indeed correlated with 
ancestral patterns, then certain groups driven from their homelands by encroaching 
migrants may have moved into the proximity of other groups with slightly different 
subsistence practices. Thus geographic proximity among late 19th century populations 
may have lost correspondence to longstanding patterns of subsistence. 
Whatever the case may be, I mention these various correlations as possible points 
of interest regarding the split between geographic proximity and culture similarity, as 
well as overall patterns between cultural and biological similarity. I have no solid 
answers regarding these discrepancies. The full scope of these issues lies considerably 
beyond the present study, and I bring them out simply to further emphasize how social 
groups, and thus cultural distributions, are variably interactive along lines of ancestral 
relatedness and geographic proximity or distance. This of course reiterates Cavalli-
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Sforza et al. 's (1 994) point that "sociocultural pools," like genetic pools, are subdivided 
in complexly different ways. 
In closing, the current study has sprung from a theoretically rich tradition that 
seeks to understand the histories of extantly delineated human populations, primarily as 
defined by ethnic identities. Throughout these studies there seems to be a fundamental 
tension regarding just exactly what it is we are trying to reconstruct. Are we primarily 
interested in the formation and distributions of contemporary gene pools, or rather in 
understanding the origins of contemporary ethnic groups? The two are certainly 
intimately related to one another, although not exclusively so. Similarly, it sometimes 
seems to be unclear just what is the evidence and what is the target to be understood. Are 
we using language to better understand genetic populations? Or are we using genetic 
populations to better understand the formation of linguistic families and branches. 
Furthermore, in how many ways can ethnicity variably coincide with the aforementioned 
stratifications of human populations? In the historical reconstruction of known ethnic 
groups, it seems clear that cultural comparison holds somewhat of an ancillary, evidential 
role, since culture is so widely mobile across group boundaries. However, if we are 
placing a stronger focus on the delimitation of gene pools, then perhaps cultural 
comparisons have more to offer. Again, as Cavalli-Sforza et al. ( 1994) have noted, it is 
often these very cultural patterns that are driving the constituency and maintenance of 
various breeding populations. 
Unfortunately, the current study has not supported the usefulness of cultural 
evidence. Cultural similarity did not correlate with either linguistic or biological 
similarity, or geographic proximity for that matter. In light of archaeological and 
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ethnohistorical evidence, these failures of correlation make considerable sense. The 
various groups of the Great Plains region were highly interconnected, under widely 
variable social conditions. Furthermore, these connections were not simply limited by 
geographic proximity or even friendship or hostility. While the groups of the Plains area 
were by no means homogenous, it seems that assorted pockets of biological and cultural 
leveling occurred widely throughout the region. It might thus be appropriate to speak in 
terms of "patchiness," in the sense of species distributions within an environment. 
Various elements of culture and biological similarity diffused widely throughout the area, 
but not uniformly so. Similarity is not a simple function of ancestral relatedness, 
geographic proximity, or trans-ethnic social relations, but rather seems to be a complex 
mixture of all of the above. 
Despite the correlative failures of the current study, some interesting points have 
presented themselves. Several avenues of further research might help to clarify why 
these correlations failed, and further whether these tendencies might be generalizable 
over multiple situations. For example, a similar study could be conducted with greater 
attention to the band membership of various populations. Some, though not all, of the 
Boas data includes band designations for each individual. It would be very interesting to 
observe biological relationships within and among individual bands, as compared to their 
more encompassing tribal designations, to other linguistic tribal designations, as well as 
to individual bands of other tribes. Furthermore, some of the groups described in 
Murdock's (1 967) Ethnographic Atlas also contain band level cultural descriptions. 
Perhaps when compared to band delineated biological distance matrices, further patterns 
of social interrelatedness might emerge. Another important line of inquiry would be to 
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expand the regional focus. As far as the cultural areas of North America go, the Great 
Plains area was particularly diverse, both linguistically and according to Driver et al. 
( 1 972), culturally as well. Yet considerable biological and cultural leveling was also 
apparent. As Jantz et al. ( 1 992) have pointed out, however, other culture areas were not 
very diverse at all. For example, the Great Basin area was populated entirely by 
Shoshonean groups. Multi-regional comparisons between linguistically homogenous 
regions such as the Great Basin and heterogeneous regions such as the Great Plains 
would surely give further insight into the interrelation of linguistic ancestry and cultural 
and biological variability. Also, linguistic and cultural correlations could be performed 
among an even wider range of groups from the Ethnographic Atlas, to better understand 
in what situations the two tend to diverge. This might help more judiciously apply 
Cavalli-Sforza et al. 's equation of linguistic identity and ethnic cohesiveness. Finally, 
this thesis has been inherently limited in that it has relied completely on historical 
information and dated biological data. Most all of the current correlative literature relies 
on genetic data rather than anthropometric, and in doing so captures a much more 
accurate population dynamic. Cultural comparisons could give much better insight into 
these genetic distributions, if the cultural data were collected contemporarily among 
various groups, with a methodology geared more extensively toward ethnological 
comparison ( an approach which seems to have been somewhat left behind in current 
anthropology). Furthermore, collections of such ethnological lists should certainly 
demonstrate sensitivity to the differential distributions of cultural traits within individual 
societies (if there actually is such a thing), for in such intra-populational variation, lies the 
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7a5 - Gathering of Wild Plants and Small Land Fauna (46-55 % of total subsistence) 
7a4 - Gathering of Wild Plants and Small Land Fauna (36-45 % of total subsistence) 
7a3 - Gathering of Wild Plants and Small Land Fauna (26-35 % of total subsistence) 
7a2 - Gathering of Wild Plants and Small Land Fauna (1 6-25 % of total subsistence) 
7al - Gathering of Wild Plants and Small Land Fauna (6- 1 5  % of total subsistence) 
7b9 - Hunting, .lncluding Trapping and Fowling (86- 100 % of total subsistence) 
7b8 - Hunting, Including Trapping and Fowling (76-85 % of total subsistence) 
7b7 - Hunting, Including Trapping and Fowling (66-75 % oftotal subsistence) 
7b6 - Hunting, Including Trapping and Fowling (56-65 % of total subsistence) 
7b5 - Hunting, Including Trapping and Fowling (46-55 % of total subsistence) 
7b4 - Hunting, Including Trapping and Fowling (36-45 % oftotal subsistence) 
7b3 - Hunting, Including Trapping and Fowling (26-35 % of total subsistence) 
7c4 - Fishing, Including Shellfishing and the Pursuit of Large Aquatic Mammals 
(36-45 % of total subsistence) 
7c2 - Fishing, Including Shellfishing and the Pursuit of Large Aquatic Mammals 
(1 6-25 % of total subsistence) 
7c l - Fishing, Including Shellfishing and the Pursuit of Large Aquatic Mammals 
( 6- 1 5  % of total subsistence) 
7c0 - Fishing, Including Shellfishing and the Pursuit of Large Aquatic Mammals 
(0-5 % of total subsistence) 
7d5 - Animal Husbandry (46-55 % of total subsistence) 
7 d4 - Animal Husbandry (36-45 % of total subsistence) 
7d3 - Animal Husbandry (26-35 % of total subsistence) 
7d2 - Animal Husbandry ( 16-25 % oftotal subsistence) 
7 d 1 - Animal Husbandry ( 6- 1 5  % of total subsistence) 
7 d0 - Animal Husbandry (0-5 % of total subsistence) 
Mode of Marriage 
1 20 - Absence of any significant consideration, or bridal gifts only 
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1 2  S - Bride-service, i.e., a substantial material consideration in which the principal 
element consists of labor or other services rendered by the groom to the bride's kinsmen 
12T - Token bride-price, i.e., a small or symbolic payment only 
12B - Bride-price or bride-wealth, i.e., transfer of a substantial consideration in the 
form of the livestock, goods, or money from t he groom or his relatives to the kinsmen of 
the bride 
12  G - Gift exchange, i.e., reciprocal exchange of gifts of substantial value between the 
relatives of the bride and groom, or a continuing exchange of goods and services in 
approximately equal amounts between the groom or his kinsmen and the bride's relatives 
12s - Bride Service as an alternative or supplementary form of marriage, in addition to 
one of the above 
12b - Bride-price or bride-wealth as an alternative or supplementary form of marriage, 
in addition to one of the above 
Family Organization 
14 E - Large extended families, i.e., corporate aggregations of smaller family units 
occupying a single dwelling or a number of adjacent dwellings and normally embracing 
the families of procreation of at least two siblings or cousins in each of at least two 
adjacent generations. 
14 F - Small extended families, i.e., those normally embracing the families of 
procreation of only on individuals in the senior generation but of at least two in the next 
generation. Such families usually dissolve on the death of the head 
1 4N - Independent nuclear families with occasional or limited polygyny 
1 4  P - Independent polygynous families, where polygyny is general and not reported to 
be preferentially sororal, and where co-wives are not reported to occupy separate 
dwellings or apartments 
1 4  R - Independent polygynous families, where polygyny is common and preferentially 
sororal, and where co-wives are not reported to occupy separate quarters 
14  m - Composition of the component familial units in extended families - Independent 
nuclear families with monogamy 
14n - Composition of the component familial units in extended families - Independent 
nuclear families with occasional or limited polygyny 
14r - Composition ofthe component familial units in extended families - Independent 
polygynous families, where polygyny is common and preferentially sororal, and where 
co-wives are not reported to occupy separate quarters 
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Marital Residence 
1 6B - Ambilocal, i.e., residence established optionally with or near the parents of either 
the husband or the wife, depending upon circumstances or personal choice, where neither 
alternative exceeds the other in actual :frequency by a ratio greater than two to one. 
1 6M - Matrilocal, i.e., normal residence with or near the female matrilineal kinsmen of 
the wife. 
1 6P - Patrilocal, i.e., normal residence with or near the male patrilineal kinsmen of the 
husband. 
1 6U - Uxorilocal, i.e., Equivalent to Matriloca� but confined to instances where the 
wife's matrikin are not aggregated in Matrilocal and matrilineal kin groups. 
1 6V - Viriloca� Equivalent to patrilocal but confined to instances where the husband' s 
patrikin are not aggregated in patrilocal and patrilineal kin groups 
1 6n - Either culturally patterned alternatives or numerically significant deviations from 
the prevailing profile - Neoloca� i.e., normal residence apart from the relatives of both 
spouses or at a place not determined by the kin ties of either 
1 6u - Either culturally patterned alternatives or numerically significant deviations from 
the prevailing profile -Uxorilocal 
1 6v - Either culturally patterned alternatives or numerically significant deviations from 
the prevailing profile - Virilocal 
1 6u * - Either culturally patterned alternatives or numerically significant deviations 
from the prevailing profile - Patrilocal in hunting camps, but possibly Uxorilocal in 
villages 
Community OrganiDtion 
1 9D - Demes, i.e., communities revealing a marked tendency toward local endogamy 
but not segmented into clan-barrios 
1 9  A - Agamous communities without localized clans or any marked tendency toward 
either local exogamy or local endogamy 
1 9E - Exogamous communities, i.e., those revealing a marked tendency toward local 
exogamy without having the specific structure of clans 
1 9  S - Segmented communities, i.e., those divided into barrios, wards, or hamlets, each 
of which is essentially a localized kin group, a clan or ramage, in the absence of any 
indication of local exogamy 
Patrilineal Kin Groups and Exogamy 
200 - Absence of any patrilineal kin groups and also of patrilineal exogamy 
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20M - Moieties, i.e., maximal lineages when there are only two such in the society 
20 S - Sibs, i.e., lineages whose core membership normally comprises residents of more 
than one community 
20s - Sibs, when it is the largest patrilineal kin group characterized by exogamy, but not 
the largest kin group 
Matrilineal Kin Groups and Exogamy 
22L - Lineages of modes size, i.e., matrilineal kin groups whose core membership is 
normally confined to a single community or a part thereof 
220 - Absence of any matrilineal kin groups and also ofpatrilineal exogamy 
22P - Phraitries, i.e. , maximal lineages when there are more than two and when sibs are 
also present. Also, segmentary lineage systems in which segments of a lower order of 
magnitude are equivalent to sibs 
22s - Sibs, when it is the largest matrilineal kin group characterized by exogamy, but 
not the largest kin group 
Cognatic Kin Groups 
24B - Bilateral descent as inferred from the absence of reported ambilineal, matrilineal, 
or patrilineal kin groups, kindreds being absent or unreported 
240 - Absence of cognatic kin groups as inferred from the presence of unilineal 
descent 
24 K - Bilateral descent with specifically reported kindreds, i.e., Ego-oriented bilateral 
kin groups or categories 
24Q - Bilateral descent with reported or probable quasi-lineages, i.e., cognatic groups 
approximating the structure of lineages but based on filiation rather than on unilineal or 
ambilineal descent 
Cousin Marriage 
25N - Nonlateral marriage, i.e., unisons forbidden with any first or second cousin 
25 0 - Nonlateral marriage when evidence is available only for first cousins 
25 S - Nonlateral marriage in which unions are forbidden with any first cousin but are 
permitted with any second cousin ( or at least any who is not a lineage mate) 
25s - Same as 25S, but preferred rather than absolutely expressed 
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Kinship Terminology for Cousins 
27C - Crow, i.e., Father's Sister's Children equated with Father or Father's Sister 
and/or Mother's  Brother's Children or Brother's Children 
27H - Hawaiian, i.e., all cousins equated with siblings or called by terms clearly 
derivative from those for siblings 
270 - Omaha, i.e., Mother's Brother' s Children equated with Mother's Brother or 
Mother and/or Father's Sister's Children with Sister's Children or Children 
Type and Intensity of Agriculture 
28C - Casual agriculture, i.e., the slight or sporadic cultivation of food or other plants 
incidental to a primary dependence upon other subsistence practices 
28E - Extensive or shifting cultivation, as where new fields are cleared annually, 
cultivated for a year or two, and then allowed to revert to forest or brush for a long fallow 
period 
280 - Complete absence of agriculture 
28c - Principle crop - Cereal grains, e.g., maize, millet, rice, or wheat, when at least as 
important as any other type of crop 
28n -Principle crop - Non-food crops only, e.g., cotton or tobacco 
Settlement Patterns 
3 0 B - Fully migratory or nomadic bands 
30S - Semi-nomadic communities whose members wander in bands for at least half of 
the year but occupy a fixed settlement at some season or seasons, e.g., recurrently 
occupied winter quarters 
3 OT - Semi-sedentary communities whose members shift from one to another fixed 
settlement at different seasons or who occupy more or less permanently a single 
settlement from which a substantial proportion of the population departs seasonally to 
occupy shifting camps, e.g., during transhumance 
Jurisdictional Hierarchy 
3 2a3 - Three levels up to and including the local community 
3 2a2 - Two levels up to and including the local community 
3 2b 1 - Beyond the local community - petty chiefdom or the equivalent 
32b0 - Beyond the local community - completely stateless 
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High Gods 
34A - A  high god is present but otiose or not concerned with human affairs 
340 - A high god absent or not reported in substantial descriptions of religious beliefs 
Post-Partum Sex Taboos 
3 6a - Short post-partum taboo, lasting not more than one month 
3 6b - Duration of from more than a month to six months 
3 6d - Duration of from more than one year to two years 
3 6e - Duration of more than two years 
Segregation of Adolescent Boys 
3 8A - Absence of segregation, adolescent boys residing and sleeping in the same 
dwelling as their mothers and sisters 
3 8R - Complete segregation, in which adolescent boys go to live as individuals with 
non-relatives, e.g., as retainers to a chief or as apprentices to specialists 
Type of Animal Husbandry 
3 9E - Equine animals, e.g., horses, donkeys 
3 90 - Absence or near absence of domestic animals other than bees, cats, dogs, fowl, 
guinea pigs, or the like 
3 9o - Absence or near absence of milking 
Weaving 
44 M - Males alone perform the activity, female participation being negligible 
440 - The activity is absent or unimportant in the particular society 
Leather Working 
46E - Equal participation by both sexes without marked or reported differentiation in 
specific tasks 
46F - Females along perform the activity, male participation being negligible 
46P - The activity is present, but sex participation is unspecified in sources consulted 
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Pottery 
48F - Females along perform the activity, male participation being negligible 
480 - The activity is absent or unimportant in the particular society 
48P - The activity is present, but sex participation is unspecified in sources consulted 
Boat Building 
50M - Males alone perform the activity, female participation being negligible 
5 00 - The activity is absent or unimportant in the particular society 
50P - The activity is present, but sex participation is unspecified in sources consulted 
House Construction 
5 2D - Differentiation of specific tasks by sex but approximately equal participation by 
both sexes in the total activity 
5 2E - Equal participation by both sexes without marked or reported differentiation in 
specific tasks 
5 2F - Females along perform the activity, male participation being negligible 
5 2 G - Both sexes participate, but females do appreciably more than males 
52M - Males alone perform the activity, female participation being negligible 
Gathering 
54 E - Equal participation by both sexes without marked or reported differentiation in 
specific tasks 
54 F - Females along perform the activity, male participation being negligible 
54G - Both sexes participate, but females do appreciably more than males 
Fishing 
5 8E - Equal participation by both sexes without marked or reported differentiation in 
specific tasks 
5 8M - Males alone perform the activity, female participation being negligible 
5 80 -The activity is absent or unimportant in the particular society 
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Animal Husbandry 
60M - Males alone perform the activity, female participation being negligible 
600 - The activity is absent or unimportant in the particular society 
60b - Junior age specialization, i.e., the activity is largely performed by boys and /or 
girls before the age of puberty 
Agriculture 
62E - Equal participation by both sexes without marked or reported differentiation in 
specific tasks 
62F - Females along perform the activity, male participation being negligible 
62G - Both sexes participate, but females do appreciably more than males 
62 0 - The activity is absent or unimportant in the particular society 
Class Stratification 
67D - Dual stratification into a hereditary aristocracy and a lower class of ordinary 
commoners or freemen, where traditionally ascribed noble status is at least as decisive as 
control over scarce resources 
6 7 0 - Absence of significant class distinctions among freemen, ignoring variations in 
individuals repute achieved through skill, valor, piety, or wisdom 
67W - Wealth distinctions, based on the possession or distribution of property, present 
and socially important but not crystallized into distinct and hereditary social classes 
Slavery 
7 1  I - Incipient or nonhereditary slavery, i.e., where slave status is temporary and not 
transmitted to the children of slaves 
7 10 - Absence or near absence of slavery 
71  f - Slavery was not present at the time of observation, but had existed at an earlier 
period 
Succession to the Office of Local Headman 
73 C -Nonhereditary succession through informal consensus 
731 - Nonhereditary succession through influence, e.g., of wealth or social status 
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73N - Hereditary succession by a matrilineal heir who takes precedence over a sister's 
son, e.g., a younger brother 
73 0 - Absence of any office resembling that of a local headman 
73 P - Hereditary succession by a son 
Inheritance of Real Property 
7 4C - Inheritance by children of either sex or both 
7 40 - Absence of individual property rights inland or of any rule of inheritance 
governing the transmission of such rights 
7 4 P - Patrilineal inheritance by a son or sons 
7 4e - Equal or relatively equal distribution among all members of the category 
Inheritance of Movable Property 
7 6C - Inheritance by children of either sex or both 
7 6D - Inheritance by children, but with daughters receiving less than sons 
7 6N - Inheritance by matrilineal heirs who take precedence over sisters' sons 
7 60 - Absence of individual property rights inland or of any rule of inheritance 
governing the transmission of such rights 
7 6 P - Patrilineal inheritance by a son or sons 
76e - Equal or relatively equal distribution among all members of the category 
7 6p - Primogeniture, i.e., predominant inheritance by the senior member of the category 
Norms of Premarital Sex Behavior 
78A - Premarital sex relations allowed and not sanctioned unless pregnancy results 
78F - Premarital sex relations freely permitted and subject to no sanctions 
78P- Premarital sex relations prohibited but weakly sanctioned and not infrequent in 
fact 
78V - Insistence on virginity; premarital sex relations prohibited, strongly sanctioned, 
and in fact rare 
Floor Plan of Dwelling 
8 1  G - Floor formed by or level with the ground itself 
8 1  S - Subterranean or semi-subterranean, ignoring cellars beneath the living quarters 
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Wall Material of Dwelling 
82R - Walls indistinguishable from roof or merging into the latter 
82W - Wood, including logs, planks, poles, bamboo, or shingles 
Shape of Dwelling Roof 
83 C - Conical 
83 D - Dome shaped or hemispherical 
Roofing Material 
84 E - Earth or turf 
84G - Grass, leaves, brush, or other thatch 
84H - Hides or skins 
Secondary Housing Type - Shape of Roof 
88C - Conical 
88D - Dome shaped or hemispherical 
Secondary Housing Type - Roofing Material 
89G - Grass, leaves, brush, or other thatch 
89H - Hides or skins 





Tribal Abbreviations for Presence/ Absence Tables 
HUK = Hukundika Shoshone 
WTKN = White Knife Shoshone 
BHGU = Bohogue Shoshone 
AGDK = Agaiduka Shoshone 
WDRV = Wind River Shoshone 
CMCH = Comanche 
CRW = Crow 
CHYN = Cheyenne 
TTN = Teton 
ARPH = Arapaho 
ASNB = Assiniboine 
BKFT = Blackfoot 
KWA = Kiowa 
PGN = Piegan 
PLCR = Plains Cree 
SNTE = Santee 
OMHA = Omaha 
PWNE = Pawnee 
PNCA = Ponca 
CHRC = Chiricahua Apache 
MSCL = Mescalero Apache 
JCLR = Jicarilla Apache 


















































7a3 7a2 7al 7b9 7b8 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 0 0 I 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 
7b7 7b6 7b5 7b4 7b3 7c4 7c2 7a5 
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 



















































7d5 7d4 7d3 7d l 7d0 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 I 0 
0 I 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 
120 1 2S 1 2T 1 2B 12G 1 2s 12b 14E 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



















































14n 14r 1 6B 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 6M 16P 1 6U 1 6V 1 6n 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 6u 1 6v 1 6u* 1 9D 1 9A 1 9E 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 











































































22P 22s 240 24K 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 
24Q 25N 250 25S 25s 27C 27H 271 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 



















































28n 308 30S 
0 0 I 
0 0 I 
0 0 I 
0 0 I 
0 0 I 
0 I 0 
I 0 I 
0 I 0 
0 0 I 
0 0 I 
0 I 0 
0 I 0 
0 0 I 
0 I 0 
0 I 0 
0 0 I 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 I 0 
0 0 I 
0 0 I 
0 0 0 
30T 32a2 32b] 32b0 34A 
0 I 0 I 0 
0 I 0 I I 
0 I 0 I 0 
0 I 0 I 0 
0 I I 0 0 
0 0 0 I 0 
0 I I 0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 
0 0 I 0 I 
0 0 I 0 I 
0 I 0 I I 
0 0 0 I I 
0 0 I 0 0 
0 I I 0 I 
0 I 0 I I 
0 I 0 I 0 
I 0 I 0 0 
I 0 I 0 I 
I 0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 I 0 
I 0 0 I 0 
340 36e 36d 36b 36a 38A 
I 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 I 0 I 
0 0 0 I 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 I I 
I I 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 0 I 
0 I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I I 
0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 I 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 I I 
0 0 0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0 0 I 
I I 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 I 
I 0 I 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 I 
44M 440 46E 46F 46P 480 48P SOM 500 SOP 52D 52E 52F 520 52M 
HUK 0 I 0 0 I I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WTKN 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 
BHGU 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 
AGDK I I 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WDRV 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 
CMCH 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CRW 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 
CHYN 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
TTN 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
ARPH 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
ASNB 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 
BKFT 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 
KWA 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
PON 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 
PLCR 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 
SNTE 0 I 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OMHA 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
PWNE 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
PNCA 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
CHRC 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 
MSCL 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 
JCLR 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 



























58M 580 60M 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
600 60b 62E 62F 62G 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
620 67D 670 67W 7 1 1  7 10  7 1 f  
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 











































































74P 74e 76D 76N 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
I I 0 0 
0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
760 76P 76e 76p 78A 78F 78P 78V 
0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 I I 0 I 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 I I 0 0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 
0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 
83C 83D 84E 84G 84H 88D 89G 89H 89M 
HUK I 0 0 I 0 I I 0 0 
WTKN 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 I 
BHGU I 0 0 I 0 I I 0 0 
AGDK I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 
WDRV I 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 
CMCH I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 
CRW I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 
CHYN I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 
TTN I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I I 0 
ARPH I 0 0 0 I I 0 0 I 0 I 
ASNB I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 
BKFT I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 
KWA I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 
PGN I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 
PLCR I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 
SNTE I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 
OMHA 0 I I 0 0 0 0 I 0 
PWNE 0 I I 0 0 0 0 I 0 
PNCA 0 I I 0 0 0 0 I 0 
CHRC 0 I 0 I 0 I I 0 0 
MSCL 0 I 0 I 0 I I 0 0 
JCLR 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 
WAPC 0 I 0 I 0 I I 0 0 
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